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PREFACE

This study was undertaken primarily for the purpose of gathering factual
information about the present stage of development of computing in Ireland
and of assessing the likely future developments. It aimed also at identifying
measures needed to ensure that developments are encouraged along lines likely
to be of most benefit to the country. It was felt that such a study was timely,
since computing is the fastest growing industry in both Britain and the US and
is quite evidently now growing rapidly here too. No previous investigation
having been carried out, it was decided that this one should be a broad survey
of the whole field. Studies in depth of particular problem areas might then be
undertaken later. A number of such problem areas are identified, and are
discussed in the report: we are very conscious of having merely scratched the
surface.

The whole report is in two parts. In Part I, we set out an analysis and inter-
pretation of the statistical data that were collected by means of questionnaire
surveys, together with calculations of future growth projections based on these
data, and on developments in other countries. Detailed tabulations of the
replies to the questionnaires are provided in the appendices A and B. In Part II
we go on to report on development trends at a sector level and present our
findings on questions of development policy for the I97O’S.

Since our survey was carried out, the Computer Utilisation Group of the
OECD Committee for Science Policy (on which Ireland is represented by
computer specialists from Civil Service Departments) have developed a
computer questionnaire for use by member countries. The purpose of the
questionnaire is to enable countries to gather information on computing in a
standard form and thus facilitate international comparisons. We were in touch
with the OECD regarding the development of their questionnaire which covers
much the same areas as those used in our survey.

The Department of Finance are currently undertaking a survey of computer
installations using the OECD questionnaire. The results of this survey will
up-date the statistics set out in this report. It is to be hoped that an annual
survey of this kind will now be carried out to enable trends in computer
developments to be identified and to allow any necessary measures to be taken
in good time.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

"In the nineteenth century the first industrial revolution replaced
manual labour by machines. We are now living in the second
industrial revolution, and every year we are replacing the labour
of human brains by a new kind of machineucomputers."
[I, p. 24]

This comment from Servan-Schreiber is typical of many which now appear
almost daily in publications and speeches, prophesying a major change in our
economic and social environment due to the computer. These prophecies
provoke widely different reactions. On the one extreme are the pessimists who
foresee mass redundancy of humans or a progression towards a computer-
dominated 1984 and who are thereby driven to a neo-luddite attempt to block
the spread of computers. On the other extreme are the optimists who conjure
up visions of a utopian state in which man will no longer have to toil in order to
live but can relax, commune with nature and turn his mind to higher things,
leaving the computer to look after the supply of his material needs.

Neither of these extremes is likely to prove realistic. One thing is certain,
however--computers will have a considerable impact on all spheres of activity.

*The author is Professor of Statistics at Trinity College Dublin. His enquiry was commissioned by
the Institute which has accepted the paper for publication. The author is responsible for the contents
of the paper, including the views expressed therein.
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They will not replace the human brain but rather assist in extending human
brain-power in tackling new problems and seeing problems in a new light.

The most interesting and beneficial uses of the computer are now only at the
stage of being recognised. Most organisations in this country, and indeed in
most countries, are still at the first level of computer nsage--where it is used as
a "super-clerk" to replace routine manual or mechanised clerical Operations.
The development of more sophisticated applications can only proceed slowly,
being built up step by step in the light of experience gained in the lower level
applications.

Nevertheless it is desirable that we should plan ahead to ensure that we are
not taken unawares by developments or left behind by them.

In this Study, we have gathered information about the present stage of
development of computing in this country and the likely future developments.
We have looked also at measures which may be needed to ensure that computers
will be used in the future to the optimum extent and in the most efficient and
co-ordinated manner.

In Part I of the report, we analyse the current "state of the art" in regard
to the use of computers and the personnel engaged on computing. Information
in this area was gathered by means of questionnaires issued to existing users of
computers and to a sample of the personnel engaged in computing. The replies
to these questionnaires are summarised in Chapter 2. Detailed analyses are
given in Appendices A and B.

The future growth of computing is then considered. The existing users and a
sample of other organisations’ were asked about their future plans. In the light
of these plans and of studies :carried out in other countries, some estimates of
future growth are set out in Chapter 3.

Before embarking oil this analysis~, we Cormider briefly inChapter i the
current stage of development of computing in Ireland, setting it :in" a world
perspective. Very great developments in the technology have taken place since
computers were first introduced int0 business organisations in 195o. The trend
has been steadily towards making the computer increasingly user orientated.
In the early days, the problems lay in getting the computer to w0rk~at all.

This user orientation represents a’ fundamental change in the computing
Scene, with important repercussions. Origina!ly computer applications were
controlled and carried through by an engineer with some knowledge of the
business and a screwdriver in One hand: To-day the important applications
involve re=organisation of the structure Of a company, and they must be
directed and Controlled by the Company’s owndecision-makers Who possess an
adequate knowledge of computer capabilities.

The other important repercussion is that the applications to-day tend to be
such’that their implementation often requires very substantial investment in
terms of man-hours of systems analysis and programming.

In the light Of these developments; we look first, selectively, in Part !I of the
report ata number of broad sectors in the economy. In some of these sectors we
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have found the beginnings of a development towards sector level co-operation
in hardware and software and in the promotion of an awareness of computer
potentialities. In others, we see a clear need for such co-operation.

In Chapter 5 in the light of the results in Part I and of our discussions with
industry experts and users, we present our findings on certain institutional
needs, in particular the need for some form of central computing council to
co-ordinate activities at the national level.

We have appended a short glossary of the main technical terms used in this
report (Appendix F). For a comprehensive dictionary of computer jargon the
reader is referred to [2].

The general conclusions of this report may be briefly summarised as follows:

I. There is great potential for computer developments, particularly in a
number of broad sector groupings, with the possibility of substantial
benefits accruing to the economy. If the full potential is to be achieved in
many individual sectors, some measure of co-operation will be necessary.
There are a number of obvious steps that could be taken in this regard.

2. The basic need is for top level computer education in the sector groupings.

3. Steps should be taken to promote and co-ordinate computer develop-
ments: a national strategy should be evolved.

4. There is a need for much wider dissemination of information about
computing, both of a specialist kind to users and also of a general kind to
the public through adult education and in school curricula.



PART I

AN ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT SITUATION AND

PROJECTIONS OF FUTURE GROWTH

i. THE GROWTH OF COMPUTING

Definition of a Computer
A computer is a device capable of automatically accepting and storing data,

applying a sequence of processes to the data and supplying the results of these
processes; it operates under a program of instructions which can be accepted
and stored like data and can be altered within the computer. The three essential
characteristics of a computer are:

(i) automatic working,

(2) its ability to store instructions, and

(3) its ability to make decisions in the light of the data or of intermediate
results and alter accordingly the course of the work.

Early developments
The development of computers was foreseen by Charles Babbage in the early

nineteenth century but, because of limitations in the mechanical technology
of his time, he was unable to complete the construction of the machine himself.

It was not until i946 that Babbage’s ideas bore fruit when the University
of Pennsylvania in the US completed the first electronic computer--the
ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator). This was followed
in I949 by the development of the EDSAC (Electronic Delay Storage Auto-
matic Calculator) in Cambridge University in Britain.

A remarkably early commercial interest in computing was taken by the
London firm of caterers, J. Lyons & Co. Ltd. This company was to some extent
financially involved in the EDSAC project and by I949 was actually building
its own machine, LEO I, which two years later was successfully programmed to
do a simple commercial job and by I954 was in full operation, carrying out a
large payroll job, a teashops order processing job based on data supplied by
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15o teashops and a tea stocks analysis job providing management informa-
tion [3]. LEO I was the first computer to be designed and built for commercial
work, as distinct from mere mathematical calculations. The following is an
extract from a memorandum to the board of J. Lyons, written twenty-three
years ago, which led to the decision to build LEO I:

"Here for the first time, there is a possibility of a machine which will be
able to cope, at almost incredible speed, with any variation of clerical
procedure, provided the Conditions which govern the variations can be
pre-determined. What effect such a machine could have on the semi-
repetitive work of the office needs only the slightest effort of imagination...
We feel, therefore, that the Company might well wish to take a lead in the
development of the machine and indeed that, unless organisations such
as ours, namely the potential users, are prepared to do so, the time at wkich
they become commercially available may be unnecessarily postponed for
many years" [3, P~ 26].

In the early days, the problems lay in getting the computer to work at all
and the limitations on its use were primarily technical ones. Since then there
have been extraordinary developments in technology. Computers are now in
their third and heading towards their fourth "generation", each new range
of models bringing substantial advances in speed, smallness of size and re-
liability. The computer has developed into a highly sophisticated management
tool and the limitations on its use now reside in the ability of management to
take advantage of its capabilities.

Uses of Computers
Notwithstanding the Lyons’ work, the orientation of computers was initially

strongly towards scientific and mathematical applications. Their potential for
dealing with long and complex calculations was easily recognised. Growth of
commercial work wasslower, principally because applications requiring much
handling of data were hindered by the slow speeds of input and output devices
compared with internal processing speeds. Here, the early applications of
computers were largely in mechanising routine clerical and accounting pro-
cedures. The computer was used as a super-clerk with the abilityto carry out
routine tasks more efficiently and economically than the manual systems or
punched-card systems previously tised.

In its capacity as a super-clerk, the computer has certainly paid itsway and
continues to do so. It brings savings in costs though these are often fairly
marginal--together with accuracy and timeliness of the output, increased
flexibility and the capacity to absorb, without disruption, increasing volumes
of business or peak loads.

It is now well recognised that this is only the first and least significant level of
computer usage [4], Computers can be used in business organisatiOns for more
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sophisticated types of applications. They can help managers and adminis-
trators to extend their ability to co-ordinate and control their sphere of activity
by such means as integrating different jobs and providing better and more
timely information for decision-making. They can help in the management
process itself, not just in the activities under the supervision of management.

As the technology has improved and as a fuller appreciation of the capabil-
ities of computers has come about, the boundaries of the potential computer
applications have been ever-widening. The vast bulk of computing is now in
the non-numerical areas. They can deal with any structured problem from
simple payroll to crime prevention, traffic control or playing a good game of
chess.

Growth of Computer Installations
The rate of growth of computer installations has been high, particularly in

the last ten years. There is no sign of any slackening off in the rate of growth.
Table i. I gives some recent statistics.

TABLE I. I : Number of computers installed at Ist January

Tear USA UK + EEC Japan

I96O 3,6Ic’ 479 37
I965 22,495 5,OI8 I,I64
1966 29,I42 7,634 1,624
1967 39,516 9,543 2,3o2
1968 52,ooo 13,27o 3,5oo
1969" 68,5oo I9,75o 5, IOO
197ot 85,ooo 29,ooo 7,5oo

*Estimated.     ~Forecast.
Source: "International Management", November 1969, McGraw-Hill.

The recent annual growth rates have been about 3o per cent in the US and
4o-5o per cent in Europe and Japan.

Development in Ireland
For the purposes of this study, we have concentrated on computers of a size

likely to have a significant impact on an organisation. We have therefore
omitted desk-type and other small computers and have looked only at com-
puters of a capital value of £3o,ooo or more.

At the end of 1969, we had 59 computers installed in this country in 53
organisations with a total capital value of about £8 m. The first computer wa
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installed by Comhlucht Siuicre Eirearm in 1958. Growth was slow up to I964,
by which time only 8 organisations had installed computers. The rate of
growth since then can be seen from Table 1.2. which sets out information in
respect of the 5° organisations about which we have the necessary data:

TABLE 1.2: Growth in number of computer installations in the Republic

Installations
lear replaced~Installations

Net cumulative
Installations

x964 6
1965 3
x966 3
x967 I8
x968 13
1969 IO

I                   I3

I i8
x 35
3 45
5 5°

A big rise in thenumber of installations occurred in i964 with an increase
from 8 to 13 in the total number of organisations with computers installed.
The next two years brought a slow rate of growth. In the last three years, the
rate of increase has been high. A significant factor now is the replacement of
existing computers by more modern or bigger models ....

In addition to the organisations with computers instailed, some 25° others
are using bureau facilities, either using the commercial bureaux or using spare
time on other computers. Here too, the rate of increase in the number of
bureau users has grown substantially in the last three years. Table 1.3, which
sets out the date of commencement in the case of 52 organisations for which
information is available, shows that 75 per cent of them commenced using a
computer in the last three years.

TABLE 1.3: Year when bureau services were first’used

Number co me im ncn~ each
year Cumulative total

pre-I965
x965
I966
x967
1968
x969

5
5
3

II
13

I5

5
Io
x3
24
37
5~

J

The total annual expenditure on computing by all of these organisations is in
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the region of £4.5 m. Total employment on computer work is of the order of
2,250.

Computing is therefore already a substantial activity in this country.

2. THE CURRENT SITUATION

The information in this chapter is derived in the main from two question-
naire surveys--one in June 1969 of organisations with a computer installed, the
other in December i969 of organisations using computer bureau facilities. It
must be borne in mind therefore, that the figures given relate to mid-1969, and
they will generally have risen rapidly since then, as indicated in Chapter 4
below. The surveys are analysed in detail in Appendices A and B. The relevant
parts of these appendices are indicated after each section heading below.

2. I Numbers and Expenditure (A. I, B. I)

In mid-i969, including the computer bureaux, 49 organisations in the
Republic had a total of 54 computers installed. Forty of the computers were in
38 commercial organisations,1 8 in 7 universities/research institutes and 6 in 5
computer bureaux. In addition, it is estimated that there were 25o organisa-
tions using a computer on a bureau basis. Between the date of our survey and
the end of I969 4 additional organisations installed a computer and one
organisation added a second computer to its installation, making a total of 59
computers installed in 53 organisations.

The organisations using computers are widely distributed throughout the
various economic sectors, as shown in Table 2. i. Many of the largest organisa-
tions in the country are using computers. Of the 5° largest Irish industrial
companies included~ in the Irish Times list at 3ist December, i969, I8 had a
computer installed (including 2 with small computers), one had a computer
on order and 8 were using a computer bureau--see Table 2.2. Amongj the top
io organisations, 8 had computers installed (including one with a small
computer), one had a computer on order and one was using a computer
bureau.

Computer usage is not restricted to the larger organisations. Many small
organisations are using computers, particularly by availing of computer bureau
services.

The total number of personnel employed on computer work is estimated at

1The term "commercial organisation" is used to include central and local government authorities
and public and private bodies engaged on commerclal-type activities, as opposed to organisations
engaged on educational or research activities. The commercial organisations with a computer installed
will be referred to as "commercial in-house users" to distinguish them from the bureau users.

2Of the 37 commercial organisations with computers installed in the Republic, only 29 were eligible
for inclusion in the Irish Times list--being registered Irish companies having their ordinary shares
quoted on the Dublin Stock Exchange.
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TABLE 2. I: Breakdown by sector Of organisalions using computers--position at December,
19693

In-house Sample of 96
Sector installations Bureau users

Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Transportable goods industries:
Mining and quarrying, turf production, bog

development
Manufacturing:

Food
Drink and Tobacco
Textiles, clothing and footwear
Paper, printing and publishing
Chemicals and chemical products
Clay products, glass cement, etc.
Metal and engineering (incl. vehicles)
Other manufacturing

Building, construction and Services:
Building and construction
Utilities (gas, water, electricity)
Transport and Communications
Banking, insurance and finance
Commerce:

Wholesale distribution
Retail distribution
Other

Public administration and defence
Universities, research institutes, other educa-

tional establishments
Data processing services
Other services

5
4
3
3
I

2

3
I

7
5

I

8
I

I

4
IO

I

8
3

I

I

3
7

13
3
5

16

I

9

Total 53 96

TABLE 2.2 : Organisations included in the Irish Times "5° largest Irish industrial companies"
at 31 December, 1969

Top 1o Top 5°
organisations organizations

Computers installed
Computers on order
Using computer bureau
Not using computing facilities

8 z8
I I

-I 8

23

SFour new installations since our mid-z969 survey have been included.
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2,250,4 as set out in Table 2.3. As can be seen from this table, 55 per cent of
these personnel are employed by commercial in-house users and a further 34 per
cent are employed by bureau users.

The categories5 of staff employed vary greatly between the different types of
organisations, as shown in Table 2.4. For all users, data preparation and control
staff form 64 per cent of total employment. This varies from 32 per cent in the
case of the universities/research institutes to 82 per cent in the case of the
bureau users. Systems and programming staff plus the EDP Manager account
for 25 per cent of all employment, varying from 18 per cent for the bureau users
to 47 per cent for the universities/research institutes.

The estimated total annual direct expenditure on computing (excluding
overheads such as accommodation, light, heat, etc.) by all commercial in-house
users, universities/research institutes and bureau users is running at the rate of
£4"5 m." The total direct expenditure for the different categories of user is
shown in Table 2.5.

TABLE 2.3: Number of people employed on computer work at the end of I969

Universities/
Category Commercial Research Bureau Commercial Total

in-house institutes users bureaux

EDP manager 41 4 20 -- 65
Operations
manager/supervisor 4° 4 -- -- 44
Systems analysts 77 2 53 18 15o
Programmer/
analysts 58 8 40 -- lO6
Programmers I62 I5 26 34 237
Operators I47 9 -- 28 184
Data control staff 159 5 119 -- 283
Data preparation staff 547 15 5o7 94 1,I63
Other -- -- -- 22 22-

Total 1,231 62 765 196 2,254

A breakdown of the annual expenditure under different heads is summarised
in Table 2.6. Among the commercial in-house users, hardware and peripheral
equipment accounts for just over 5° per cent of expenditure, personnel for
4° per cent. The smaller the installation, the smaller the percentage spent on

4This estimate is based on the figures supplied by respondents, grossed up to take account of the
non-respondents. The figures from which the staff& the commercial bureaux are estimated are set Out
in Appendix B.

5Job descriptions of computer personnel are given in Appendix C.
6This estimate has been derived by grossing up the figures supplied by respondents as set out in

Appendix A.

B
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TABLE 2.4 : Percentage of total computer staff employed in each category of staff

Category Gommerdal
in-house

Univeritiesi
Research Bureau Commercial
institutes users bureaux

All

EDP manager,
systems and
programming staff 28
Operations
manager/supervisor
and operators 15
Data control and
data preparation

¯

staff 57
Other

47 i8

21 !4 io

48 64
II I

TABLE 2.5: Direct annual expenditure

Total Average
Category Number of ~ Expenditure Expenditure

Organisations (£’ooo) (£’ooo)

Commercial in- Large 3 1,328 443
house users Medium 20 1,348 67

Small 18 576 32

All 4z 3,252 79

Universities]Research Institutes 7 244 35

Bureau Users 25° 975 4

Total £4,47z

hardware--39 per cent in the small installations compared with 43 per cent in
the medium and 63 per cent in large installations. Staff Costs form a very small
proportion of expenditure bythe universities/research institutes 26 per cent.
This reflects the large number of part-time users such as students and teaching
staff in respect of which¯ no salaries would be included ~under computer per-
sonnel.

Among the bureau users, the principal itemofexpenditure is thesum paid to
the computer bureaux for the use Of their facilities. Only the large users have
any significant expenditure on personnel~32 per Cent of their total expenditure
is on staff costs.
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TABLE 2.6: Breakdown of direct annual expenditure

19

Computer
Percentage Computer Hardware Computer Other

Expenditure Personnel and Bureau
Category on Peripherals Services

Commercial Large 32 63 -- 5
In-house Users Medium 46 43 -- I I

Small 51 39 -- I o
All 4° 51 -- 9

Universities/Research Institutes 26 63 -- IO

Bureau Users Large 32 8 55 5
Medium 4 5 88 3

Small -- -- 99 --
All 25 7 64 4

The percentage of staff expenditure for each category of staff is set out in
Table 2.7. The percentage of staff expenditure going on systems and program-
ming staff is much greater than the corresponding figures for staff employed
given in Table 2.4, reflecting the higher salaries of this category of staff.

TABLE 2.7: Percentage of the annual expenditure on computer staff devoted to each category of
staff

Universities]
Commercial Commercial Research Bureau

in-house Institutes Users

EDP manager, systems and prog-
grammlng staff 43
Operations manager/supervlsor and
operators 18
Data control and data preparation
staff 39

2.2 Utilisation of Capacity (A.2.)

At present the computers are being used mainly for up to 4° hours per week--
the equivalent of one shift five days per week--or for 41-8o hours per week.
Forty-three per cent of the commercial users fall into each ot’ these categories.

There will be a trend towards greater utilisation in the future. Those using
the computer for not more than 4° hours per week will fall to 2o per cent,
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Twenty-nine per cent will be using their computer for 8o-i 26 hours per week--
treble the present percentage in this category--and I I per cent will be using it
for more than 120 hours per week==almost double the present percentage.

~This trend’reflects the usual pattern of building up usage as more applica-
tions are developed. As would be expeCted, the organisations about to install a
computer will be using it initially for about 4° hours pcr week.

The projections of future usage in Ireland show a higher utilisation than was
expected by British organisations at the.time of the Ministry of Labour survey
[5, Appendix I3].

Among the universities/research institutes, usage varies greatly from less than
4° hours per week to continuous operation six or seven days a week. Little
change is expected in the future.

Nearly half of the commercial in-house users allow time on their computer to
be used by other organisations. This is significantly higher than in Britain the
Ministry of Labour survey found only io per cent giving time in this way
[5, ’P. 35]. There is a direct relationship between the size of the installation and
its use by outsiders IOO per cent in the large, 47 per cent in the medium and
33 per cent in the small category allow time for outside use.

Routine data processing is the main outside use made, With program
development als0 significant. The total number of hours Used per month by
outsiders is 786, but’43 per cent of this is accounted’ for by one medium sized
installation. The average number of hours used per month is 56; but this falls
to 34 when the one major organisation is excluded. In only two cases, one large
~and one medium, doestheusage exceedIoo hours per month., : ....

Time is made available generally both during and outside the normal shifts.
It is used mainly by non-associated organisations. In most cases, a charge is
made f6r the time used.

Half of the organisations would be willing to make time~-~,or further time
available to other organisations. There is a significant difference here between
those already giving time and the others 69 per Gent of the former have further
time available; only 37 per cent of the latter would be Willing to make time
available. The total number of hours which they would be willing to make
available is 1,6o3 per month, an average of 94 hours per installation andmore
than twice the number of hours already made available. The Small installations
lead the field here with an average of I21 hours per month but when one
installation with over 450 hours available is excluded, this average falls to 5 i;
Most of the time which can be made available is outside the normal shifts.

Five of the university/research institutes allow time,on their computer to be
used by other organisations. A total of 64 hours are used, 5° of them being on
one installation. This is made available mainly during the normal shifts and a
charge is:made.

Four would be willing to make further time available. In the case 0fthe three
which supplied estimates, this further time totals 15° hours per month.

Taking together :the number of hours at present made available to outside
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organisations and the number which organisations would be willing to make
available, it seems that an average of 62 hours per installation is available for
use by other organisations, of which less than one-third--2o hours--is at
present being used.

The significance of this time being available is diminished by a number of
reasons :

(I) Most of the additional time available is outside the normal shifts i.e. at
night or at weekends; there are some jobs which would not be suitable for
processing at these times e.g. payroll where a quick turnaround would be
required and staff might have to be available to deal with errors.

(2) In most cases, all that would be made available is the computer installa-
tion itself. The users would have to do their own systems, programming,
data preparation and operating. This might be suitable for an organisa-
tion using time as a supplement to in-house operations but other users
would miss the benefits of the advice and assistance provided by the
commercial bureaux--this is important now that the cost of the actual
computer is less than 5° per cent of the total cost of computer applications.

Nevertheless, there are many jobs for which spare capacity on an existing
installation would be appropriate. Availing of this time would be of benefit to
the economy in ensuring that optimum use is made of our investment in
expensive capital equipment.

Few of the commercial organisations (I2 per cent) make use of time on a
computer other than their own--except under a standby arrangement. Three
of the universities/research institutes do so. The main reason for using another
computer is to make use of facilities not available on their own installation--
e.g. larger core storage or disc facilities.

2.3 Hardware (A.3, A.4.)

As well as the increase in recent years in the number of computer installa-
tions, the average capital value has been increasing also. The average capital
value is now £i49,ooo, compared with £I I3,OOO in I967 and £92,ooo in I964.

Most of the computers installed by the commercial users are rented rather
than purchased--Ti per cent as against 29 per cent. None of them has been
leased from an intermediary. In the case of the universities/research institutes
the position is rather different--only one of the eight computers has been
rented, the rest being purchased.

In 43 per cent of the present commercial installations, there are no tape or
disc drives available. These are mainly small installations--none of the large
installations and only 24 per cent of the medium installations fall into this
category, compared with 73 per cent of the small installations. Eleven per cent
of the installations have both disc and tape facilities, 2o per cent have discs only
and 26 per cent have tapes only.
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The trend towards tape and disc facilities can be seen by comparing, where
appropriate, the present installations with those that they replaced and by
comparing the present installationswith proposed upgradings or replacements.
The trend is particularly clear in the case of planned Changes among the 15
organisations which propose to change their installations, I I have not at
present got any disc or tape facilities but all Of them will have one or both of
these facilities in the future.

Four of the seven university/research institute installations have no dies
or tape facilities, one has disc facilities and the other two have both discs
and tapes. Two of the organisations which have no disc or tape facilities
propose to acquire both.

Most of the commercial users have card input. Twenty per cent have paper
tape input either as well as or instead of punched cards. One organisation also
uses terminal input. The position is generally tile same in the universities/
research institutes. One of them is using terminal input.

Output in both categories is provided mainly by line printers and punched
Cards. Paper tape and character printers are also used. Graphic display output
is used by one commercial user and one university/research institute.

Data preparation is carried out mainly by using automatic key punches and
verifiers for punchedcards. Paper tape is produced by special punch and verify
machines, by typewriters with by-product paper tape or by accounting
machines. One commercial organisation uses mark sense readers.

In the case of the bureau users, punched cards are themain type of input used,
though a substantial number are using paper tape 4° per cent of those that do
their own: data preparation. In almost 4° per cent of the bureau users, the
computer input is produced as a by-product of another operation e.g. as a
by-product from accounting machines.

A change in configurationueither upgrading or replacement has either
been made or is proposed by over 7oper cent of both the commercial in-house
users and the universities/research institutes. The introduction of new applica-
tion and anticipated growth of the organisations concerned are the principal
reasons given. Technological advances/obsolescence are also important reasons.

Stand-by arrangements, whereby access to another computer will be available
in the case of breakdown, are normal practice among the commercial users.
Only I5per cent have not made any such arrangements. The universities/
research institutes have not generally made stand-by arrangements only two
of the seven have done so. Presumably their applications are less time-critical
than those of the commercial users.

In most cases about 8o per cent--the stand-by arrangements are informal.
Generally they are made with the computer manufacturer or with another
non-associated.organisation. In most cases, the arrangements are reciprocal.
Half of the organisations have had to make use of the stand-by facilities at some
time.

Prior to the introduction of computers, almost all the commercial in-house
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users were using some form of mechanical or electronic data processing equip-
ment. Most ofthem--8o per cent--were using punched card equipment; many
of them--29 per cent--were using accounting machines; some were using both.

This is in line wittl British experience--76 per cent of those involved in the
Ministry of Labour survey had been using punched card equipment prior to
the introduction of the computer and 7° per cent had been using accounting
machines [5, P. I5].

Five of the seven universities/research institutes were using this type of
equipment.

Only 44 per cent of the bureau users were previously using other data
processing equipment for the work now computerised. They were mainly using
accounting machines.

More than half of the commercial in-house users are still using mechanical or
electronic equipment as well as the computer. It seems that the computer has
replaced punch card equipment quite extensively. Only one organisation has
ceased entirely to use their accounting machines. A further transfer of work to
the computer is expected by almost all of these organisations within the next
two years.

The organisations now installing a computer are following the same pattern
as their predecessors--they are all using some other equipment and expect to
transfer all the relevant work to the computer within the next two years.

Six of the universities/research institutes are now using other data processing
equipment, mainly accounting machines. Some of the work involved will be
transferred to the computer within two years.

Fifty-eight per cent of the bureau users are using other data processing
equipment, again mainly accounting machines. In over 3° per cent of these
cases, all of the work will be transferred to the computer within two years.
Some will be transferred in a further 25 per cent of cases.

2.4 Data Transmission (A.5.)

At the time of survey, five organisations were using data transmission
facilities. Three of them use on-line transmission, two use off-line transmission.
Three of these organisations are universities/research institutes. The other two
are commercial in-house users.

A further nine organisations expected to use data transmission facilities in
the future--seven commercial in-house users and two universities/research
institutes. Six will be using on-line facilities, three using off-line facilities. The
bureau users were not questioned about data transmission.

2.5 Applications and Software (A.6).

At present, computers are being used principally in the marketing (including
sales, distribution) and finance (including costing, management accounting)
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areas. Marketing is the more important~ for the Commercial in-house users
36 per cent of Usage against 20 per cent in the finance area. Finance is the more
important for the bureau users-r49 per centagainst 26 per cent for the market~
lng area.                          :          ,

The most important area for::the universities/research institutions is the
scientific/research area, accounting for 62 per cent of theirusage. This area
accounts for less than I per cent of the commercial in-house users applications:
and for5 per cent. in thecase ofthe bureau,users~ - - ~

Program development and maintenance absorbs a substantial amount of,
computer~ time~I 3 per cent,in the,case of all the~in,house users;

Future projections do not, reveal any marked change:in the percentageof
computer time devoted to the different areas. A greater proportion iwill be
allocated to the production, (including purchasing, stock control) area atthe
expense~ of the marketing and finance areas. Thei commercial in-house ¯users
expect to more than double the time devoted to:scientific/research applications.

¯ Few of the commercial, in-house users or :the bureauusers ~have made use of~
application:packages~29 per cent and::i8 per cent respectively. Among the
in-house group, size of installation does not seem to affect the use of packages.,
Among the bureau users, 5° per cent of the large users have availed of packages
while few of the others have done so,::,

The reasons for the small usage may be: :: ~ ...... - ¯

(i) that the available packages Covdr maiflly technical areasrather than
e.g. thebasic commerCial a~Splicatiens normally required, by these
organisafions;

(ii) that the packages would have to be modified to suit Irish conditions
e.g. tax~ in DCF calculations; and ....

(iii) that some packages require core storage larger than is avaii able~to’ the
individual organisation.

The packages which have beeil used are mainly scientific-type packages for
such matters as linear programming, network analysis, structural engineering
and vehicle scheduling. A number of commercial-type packages have also been
used for debtors and creditors ledgers and stores accounting and control.

The universities/research institutes have made greater use of application
packages--six out of the seven have ~used some packages. The,packages are all
scientific-type ones e.g. for statistical, mathematical’and modelling applications.

All of the pack~iges used have been supplied by the computer manufacturers
or the computer bureaux.

The computer manufacturers and software companies are regarded as the
most suitable people for developing packages, the commercial in-house users
favouring the manufacturers and the bureau users favouring the software
companies. A number of organisations suggested that packages should be
developed by industry groups.
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Forty-five per cent of the commercial in-house users and 26 per cent of the
bureau users think that it would be possible to develop further application
packages which would be useful to them. All of the universities/research
institutes thought so.

The type ofpackagcs which they consider could be developed include payroll,
share registration, stock recording/order analysis, truck scheduling and routing,
critical path analysis, computerised type-setting and economic modelling.
Many of these are in fact already available: it is not clear whether the res-
pondents were unaware of this, or whether the existing packages were unsuit-
able. (Since the time of our survey the use of packages appears to have increased
substantially.)

The universities/research institutes considered that they themselves could
develop appropriate packages for statistical and mathematical routines, for
research based applications and for special compilers.

The majority of organisations have applications which they would wish to
computerise but which are held back for some reason--7I per cent of the
commercial in-house users, 51 per cent of the bureau users and all the univer-
sities/research institutes.

The main factor holding back developments among the commercial in-house
users are lack of capacity or unsuitability of the existing computer configuration
and lack of trained computer personnel. Among the bureau users, the main
restricting factors are unsuitability of the work for processing on an outside
computer and the geographical remoteness of the bureau. The universities/
research institutes are held back mainly by lack of funds. A lack of capacity or
unsuitability of the existing configuration (which of course is directly related
to the lack of funds) and a lack of applications software are also stated to be
important factors by the universities/research institutes.

2.6 Programming Languages (A.7)

At present assembler language and languages at the level of RPG, NICOL,
TABSIM, etc., are the programming languages most used by the commercial
in-house users.

Future projections show a shift towards higher level languages. COBOL will
be much used by almost half of the organisations compared with 2o per cent at
present. The move to higher level languages--conserving staff resources at the
expense of machine resources--would be expected in view of the increasing
staff costs relative to machine costs.

FORTRAN is not much used by these organisations nor do they expect to
use it much in the future. It is, on the other hand, the principal language used
among the universities/research institutes and is expected to remain so in the
future, reflecting their orientation towards scientific/research applications.

Few of the bureau users were able to say what programming languages are
used for their applications--36 per cent were able, most of them being the
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larger:users. COBOL is the principal language used, with FORTRAN also in
frequent use. Future projections do not reveal any proposed changes.

2.7 Staffing (A.8, B.2 -B.8)

Over half of~ the commercial in-house users have experienced difficulty in
recruiting computer staff. The principal difficulties are stated to be the lack of
experienced personnel, high salaries sought and high mobility of computer
staff. In order to examine further the extent to which they had made efforts to
recruit staff, they were asked to indicate where they had advertised vacancies.
A large proportion of those experiencing difficulties had advertised in Ireland
and a number had also advertised outside Ireland. Two organisations had
advertised in North America. One of these latter organisations commented
that, though they had recruited Some people from North America, they con-
sidered that there was no potential in this market. Three of the universities/
research institutes have experienced recruitment difficulties.

Very few of the bureau users have experienced recruitment difficulties. It
should be borne in mind however that almost half of the bureau users have no
specialist computer staff employed and most of the others employ a very small
number of computer staff.

The source of recruitment of each category of computer personnel is indicated
later.

There is a heavy reliance On computer manufacturers for training courses for
all levels of staff, but particularly for programmers and operators: The IMI
play a significant role in providing training at the higher levels. A wide variety
of courses provided by Consultants are used to a small extent.

The organisations do not propose to make any radical changes in the training
courses used. The courses which they propose to use Will be provided principally
by the computer manufacturers and the IMI.

Most of the commercial in-house and the bureau users consider that the range
of courses now available in Britain and Ireland is adequate in terms of relevance,
quality and cost. Five of the universities/research institutes do not consider the
range of courses to be adequate.

The organisations which were not happy with the present range of courses
were asked to indicate.the type andduration of courses which were needed.
However, most of what they suggested appears to be already available.

As would be expected, there has beer/displacement (as distinct from redund-
ancy) ofstaffin most of the organisations due to the use of a computer 8o per
cent of the commercial in-house users but less than half :of the bureau
users.

The displacement is not large. It averages 25 per installation in the commer-
cial in-house cases and 5 per installation in the case Of the bureau users. There
is a direct relationship between the size of the installation and: the number of
staff displaced-’averaging I4O in the large installations, 25 in the medium and
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I o in the small installations. Similarly among the bureau users, the average was

7 for the large, 3 for the medium and 2 for the small users.
On the other hand it is clear that there has been no redundancy caused by

the introduction of the computer--the displaced staff were either absorbed in
other areas of the organisation (42 per cent), transferred to computer work

(35 per cent), absorbed through normal staff losses by marriage, retirement,
etc. (23 per cent) or retired early (I per cent).

These findings are quite in line with British experience. A recent report by
the British TUG found that fears of redundancy were unfounded. The study
carried out by the Manpower Research Unit in the Ministry of Labour in 1965
found that in only 13 out of 331 organisations had staff been discharged and
even in these the numbers discharged were very small [5, P. 18]. The reasons
adduced to explain this were (i) the length of time it takes to install a computer
system (which facilitates absorbing excess staff by discontinuing recruitment),
(ii) the predominance of women employees with no firm attachment to an
office career (who inflate the normal rate of staff losses), (iii) the fact that in
many cases the computer system took over from punched card systems and
much of the impact of mechanisation had been absorbed previously and
(iv) the general expansion of business [5, P. 7]. These reasons are also valid in
the Irish context, particularly (iii)--78 per cent of the organisations which
have installed a computer were previously using punched card equipment.

The principal effect which the computer has had on employment has prob-
ably been in controlling the rate of increase in clerical staff. The Ministry of
Labour report estimated that the net effect of computers had been to reduce the
total number of jobs which would otherwise have been available by about three-
quarters of one per cent [5, P. 7].

The main staff categories7 in computer work are the EDP Manager, opera-
tions manager/supervisor, systems analyst, programmer/analyst, programmer.
We give below, as revealed by our questionnaires, brief descriptions of the
qualifications and experience of the typical staff member in each category.

EDP Manager: He will generally have had at least five years experience in
computer work and will be fairly new to the job, having been in it only two or
three years. Before being appointed EDP Manager, he is likely to have had
experience as a systems analyst, but it is possible that he has had no previous
computer experience at all. Typically his age is around 35, although the age
range is quite wide, and he is drawing a salary of around £3,ooo. He is likely
to have a degree and possibly some other professional qualification such as in
accountancy. Usually before entering computer work he will have worked
in some other business area, generally in the same firm. The amount of formal
computer training received is rather small. More than likely he has not attended
any EDP or systems management courses, and even if he has, nothing over two
to four weeks in duration.

7See Appendix C.
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Operations Manager[supervisor:= He may have been appointed without previous
computer experience, or he may have had a few years’ previous experience as an
operator, or possibly a programmer. Usually he would previously have worked
in some other area of the same firm, as a clerk or as a supervisor of u punched
card installation. His ageis around 35, although theage range is wide, and his
salary would be around £20oo. Usually he would have the Leaving Certificate,
but not a degree. He will almost certainly have received formal training lasting
several weeks in operations management or in operations, and probably also
in programming.

Systems~Analyst: He is likely to have had a few years’ experience of computer
work, butto be fairly new to the job of systems analyst. His age is around 3o, and
his salary around ~2,50o. His previouscomputer experience is most probably
in programming, and he may well have commenced his business career as a
clerk..His job mobility is not: :remarkable : :he is likely to be still in the same
organisation where he began his business career and then transferred to
computer work, buthe may now~ be working for another organisation. He may
possibly :have a degree, but if he does have any academic qualification beyond
Leaving Certificate, it is more likely to be ~.a: professional qualification in
accountancy or engineering. He will almost certainly have received formal
training in programming and systemsanalysis.

Programmer/Ana~st: This category of staff perform some of the functions of both
programmer and Systems analyst. He is likely to have been transferred to this
position direct from clerical work within his own organisation; and to have now
at least two years’ experience of the job. His ageis around 25 and his salary
around £1,75o, MOSt likely he has no academic qualification beyond Leaving
Certificate, but he might~ possiblyhave a degree or an accountancy or other
additional qualification. He is most likely to :be Working in the same organisa,
tion where he began, but lie may have moved once. He will have received for-
mal training in programming.

Programmer" This the l~irgest category of those being described; He is quite
likely to have-had only one or two years’ experience of any kind of computer
work and 0fprogramming in particular. His age is likely to be between 2o and
29 and his salary between ~75o and ~2;oo0; with a median Salary of around
~I,~5o. He may,well have been appointed as a programmer without previous
working experience, or he may previously have worked as a clerk usually in
the same organisation. He is more than likely not to have any academic
qualification beyond Leaving Certificate, but tie may possibly have a degree or
other further qualification. He is very likely to have received formal training
in programming. Contrary to general opinion, his job mobility is not all that
great. He is very likely to be in the organisation where he began~ or he may
perhaps have moved once.
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2.8 How the Computing Function is Organised (A.9)

The initiative in deciding to use a computer is generally taken by top manage-
ment. This was indicated by 75 per cent of the commercial in-house users, 54
per cent of the bureau users and three of tile seven universities/research
institutes. Personnel in the accounting area are the next most important
initiators--this was the case in 15 per cent of the commercial in-house users
and 23 per cent of the bureau users. Management services departments have
not played a significant role.

If the replies to this question can be taken at their face value, they point to a
considerable amount of top management involvement in computer develop-
ments. This is a very healthy situation as it is generally agreed that top manage-
ment involvement is essential for the success of a computer project [4].

The person in charge of the data processing generally reports to a second line
executive--this was so in 62 per cent of the commercial in-house users and 56
per cent of the bureau users. The second line executive is generally in the
finance or accounts area.

More data processing managers report to the Chief Executive among tile
bureau users than among the commercial in-house installations--39 per cent
compared with 22 per cent. In the seven universities/research institutes, two
report to the Chief Executive and a further two to a second line executive.

In more than 65 per cent of tile commercial in-house installations, tile data-
processing manager gives full-time attention to data processing. A higher
proportion of these are found in the small than in the medium or large cate-
gories. The picture is very different among the bureau users where only 13 per
cent have full-time data processing managers, tile highest proportion being in
the large category. Only one of the universities/research institutes has a full-
time data processing manager.

Where the data processing manager devotes only part of his time to data
processing, his other functions are usually in the finance and accounts area or in
general administration. In the universities/research institutes, his duties vary
greatly and include lecturing, research work and the provision of advice to
research staff.

Tile principal reason why the bureau users decided to use an outside com-
puter rather than acquire a computer of their own was that their total volume
of work was inadequate to use a computer fully. This was indicated by 77 per
cent of the respondents. Lack of trained computer personnel and a wish to
develop computer expertise with a view to acquiring a computer of their own
were each significant reasons in the case of 21 per cent of the respondents.

2.9 Advice and support in starting up (A. Io)

Most organisations received outside advice when considering the feasibility
of installing or using a computer but quite a substantial proportion say that
they did not--22 per cent of the commercial in-house users, 41 per cent of the
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bureau users and 2 of the 7 university/research institutes. A high proportion of
these were inthe medium and small categories.

Among the Commercial in-house users which did seek outside advice, staffing
was the area on which advice was most sought, closely followed by advice on
hardware. Among the bureau users, advice on computer applications and on
computer program packages were the main areas. Advice on staffing was
low on their list, as would be expected. Among the universities/research
institutes, advice on hardware and Software were most sought.

The computer manufacturers were the most frequently used source of advice
for the commercial in-house users, particularly as far as hardware and software
are concerned. Outside consultants were frequently approached on staffing
questions but were little used in other areas. There was much contact also on
all areas with organisations in the same line of business. Computer service
bureaux were the main source of advice used by the bureau users with the
computer manufacturers and outside consultants also being important sources.
The universities/research institutes relied on the computer manufacturers and
other organisations in their own line of business.

Having selected a computer or computer bureau and the applications to be
tackled, most organisations receive further support from outside their organisa-
tion e.g. on systems and programming. The type of support can be expected to
differ considerably between the in-house users and the bureau users. That
sought by the in-house users is likely to be short-term while they are building up
their own expertise. The bureau users are likely to need continuous support on
a long-term basis. The support received is therefore examined separately for
each type of user.

Almost all of the in-house users received support from outside 92 per cent
of the commercial users and 5 Of the 7 universities/research institutes. Partial
support rather than total support was generally sought. Systems analysis and
programming and training were the main areas on which support was sought.
The computer manufacturers were the principal source of support--the
Ministry of Labour survey found a similar position in Britain [5, P. 35].
Outside consultants were a significant source of support only for systems
analysis.                          ¯

A small number of organisations I5 per cent of the commercial and 2 of
the 7 university/research institutes contracted work out. The main job
contracted out was the punching, compilation and testing of data and pro-
grams prior to the installation of the computer~

The majority Of the organisations were satisfied with the support they
received. Twenty-two per cent were not satisfied, mainly due to inadequacies
in the staffgiving the support.

When asked the extent to which they considered that an organisation
installing, a computer for the first time should rely on outside support, most
organisations felt that some support should be sought under all heads. Twenty
per cent of the commercial organisations felt that no support should be sought
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on programming. Partial rather than total support was favoured in all areas.
The manufacturers are regarded as the best source of support, particularly

in training and programming. Outside consultant~ are seen as a useful source of
support on systems analysis.

The only significant difference between the support the organisations now
think should be sought and what they themselves actually sought is that more
consider outside support on training to be necessary.

All of the bureau users depend on the bureau for some support. Computer
operation is provided for all--in two cases only partial support on operation is
provided, the user’s own staff having access to the computer from time to time.
The proportion of organisations relying on the bureau for other services is set
out in Table 2.8.

TABLE 2.8" Percentage of bureau users relying on support from the bureau

Partial Total Total or
Support Support Partial

Data Preparation IO 54 64
Programming 11 77 88
Systems Analysis/Design 5° 3° 8o
Staff Training 2 18 2o

The bureaux look after programming, systems analysis and data preparation
for most of the users. This is particularly so in the case of programming and
systems analysis where they provide facilities for 88 per cent and 8o per cent of
the organisations respectively. On systems analysis the support is generally
partial rather than total. Data preparation facilities are provided for 64 per
cent of the organisations.

A higher proportion of the large users do their own data preparation, systems
analysis and programming than is the case in the medium and small categories
of user.

Most organisations were satisfied with the support received from the
bureaux. Twenty per cent expressed some dissatisfaction, mainly regarding lack
of dependability on turn-around time and inadequacies in systems and pro-
gramming work.

Most organisations think that any organisation using a computer for the
first time should rely on outside services. The number indicating this is similar
to the number that do rely on outside services at present.

2. Io Benefits Expected and Received from the Computer (A. I I)

Better information for management decisions is the benefit most frequently
expected from computer applications in all areas. Reduction/control of staff
costs is the next most frequently expected benefit, and greater flexibifity came
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third. Over all applications,,these resUlts were expected in approximately, 85 per
cent, 5° per cent.and 4° per cent respectively of the cases, " .... ...... ¯

The universities/research institutes differ somewhat but :~nOt: markedly dh
their expectations. Flexibility was their main expectedbenefit with information
for management and reduction/control of staff costs coming ,next~ .....

On the face of it, these replies indicate an increasing degree of sophistication
in the approach to computing. The initial, use of computers ifi business and
administration was for carrying out existing clerical and accounting work more
cheaply and efficiently.. The:general view nowadays is that’the real~benefits
come from higher level applications or from a more, sophisticated use of the
lower level applications e.g. deriving better information for management as a
by-product of these applications [4]. It is interesting to note that in Britain, the
Ministry of Labour survey in I965 found that better service for management
was given as a reason for using a computer by only 33 per cen:g of the organisa-
tions [5, Appendix6/. This survey has recently been up-dated but the results
were not yet available at the time Of going to press.

Turning to the benefits actually: redeived from the computer applications
among the commercial in-house users we find that Significant benefits were got
in 44 per cent of the areas where benefits were expected and marginal benefits
in 28 per cent of these areas. The figures for the bureau users and~university/
research institutes are very similar, significant benefits in 46 per cent and
marginal benefits in 26 per cent being got in both cases.

A substantial proportion have not yet assessed the benefits from their
applications--I6 per cent for the c0mmercialand bureau users and 2 of.the 7
universities/research institutes.

A greater proportion Of applications have yielded significant benefits on
information for management decisions and on flexibility than on any other
areas. This applies to all categories of users. On staff costs, the benefits have
been marginal.           -

Very few applications resulted in detrimental effects where benefits were
expected. A number of organisations indicated effects in areas where no
change was expected. These effects were mainly beneficial.

2.I i Co-ordination of Computer Activities (A. i 2, A. 13)

Nearly half the commercial in-house and bureau users feel that the informa-
tion currently available to them on all aspects of data processing is inadequate.
Four of the seven universities/research institutes also thought~so. Software,
systems and programming methods, applications and packages are the main
areas in which they consider information inadequate.

Computer manufacturers, user associations, professional societies and tech-
nical journals are regarded as sources that could provide the informatiOn.

About half the commercial in-house users and the uni;¢ersifies/researcli
instituteg’and 7° per cent of the bureau usei~s thought that one central body is
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required to co-ordinate all computer activities such as dissemination of inform-
ation, the development of training courses, the development of application
packages, etc. The Irish Computer Society, the Computer Users Association
or the Irish Management Institute are regarded as the most appropriate
bodies to fill this role--the first two organisations being preferred by the
commercial in-house users and the third by the bureau users.

2.12 Decirnalisation (A. 14)

All of the commercial in-house users and most of the bureau users will be
affected in the data processing area by decimalisation. The in-house users
expect to be affected substantially but the bureau users will only be affected
marginally. Three of the universities/research institutes will be affected
marginally.

Most of the commercial in-house users have appointed a decimalisation
officer to look after all aspects of the changeover. In some, broad policies for
the changeover and implementation plans had already been formulated at tile
time of the questionnaire. The majority indicated that the manufacturers
would be providing software for use in the changeover. Only two organisations
stated that they had not taken any steps towards meeting the changeover.

In the case of most of the bureau users, the bureaux are looking after the
matter for them or have made provision in tile original programs to cater
for it. A few indicated that they had not taken any steps to cope with the
changeover.

3- PROJECTIONS OF FUTURE GROWTH

3.1 General considerations

Computing is the fastest growing industry both in Britain and in the US.
In Britain, according to a study undertaken by the Hoskyns Group, user
expenditure on computing has been growing at an annual rate of 25 per cent
[6, p. ~o].

Forecasting the future development of computing is hazardous in view of
its early stage of development particularly in Ireland, and the rate at which
changes are taking place in computing technology and techniques.

The Hoskyns study projected an average annual growth rate in Britain of
18 per cent for the industry as a whole in the decade 197o-198o, bringing
expenditure to £2,1oo m. or 4 per cent of GNP. A faster growth is projected
fol the earlier years, flattening out in the later years [6, p. IO.].

As we are at an earlier stage of development than Britain, our growth rates
are likely to be higher over the next five years.

In looking at the future breakdown of expenditure on computing, a number
of key developments must be considered particularly on hardware and software.

As far as hardware is concerned, current developments are leading in two

C
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different, directions--on the one hand towards large computers giving con-
siderable economies of scale and on the other hand towards small cheap
computers to cater for the needs of the smaller organisations. The first leads
towards the development of large bureaux providing services for many different
users. Developments in data transmission’ and the availability Of terminals
reinforce this trend. The second .development leads towards small in-house
computers, each brganisation looking after its own needs.

Both of these trends will undoubtedly continue. The trend in Ireland at the
moment seems to be more towards the installation of small computers but the
balance could easily swing the other way before too long. The Hoskyns Report
sees’ these small computers as merely a deviation which will not have a lasting
impact on the Overall market [6, p. 8]. In the long run, they may reinforce
the trend towards large bureaux in filling the role of both stand-alone com-
puters and on-line terminals.

On the software side, the continuing shortage of computer staff, both here
and abroad, relegates hardw’arec0nsiderations to a secondary Place relative to
the problem of Conserving scarce personnel resources. This is now ~the key
problem area, particularly for thesmall user. It leads towards the provision
of software Sem~ices by specialist 0rganisations either through the computer
bureaux or through separate software houses.

Taking these factors into account, the Hoskyns Report makes the following
projection of the breakdown of, user expenditure in Britain in I975 aiid i980
[6, p. 11]:

Breakdown of end-user expenditure I97o-I98o

Perbbntage "Expenditure

Item i97o x975 i98o

Hardware
Terminals
Data transmission ....
Software (in-house)
Software (external)
Operations
Consumables*
Consultancy
Service Bureaux

29.5 26.0 22.0
"5 I’3 ~ I’5
"5 1.3 ~ : i ~5

30.0 27.9 . 17"5
, .o 4-0 6-0

22"9 2*’7 2i.o
9"o : 7"3 7"o
¯ 6 "5 ~’5

6.0 io-o 23"0

TOtal , oo.o i oo.o , oo-o

*Consumables covers expenditure on stationery, discs, tapes and sirnilar items:~,,

The most notable features of this projection are the significant ~increaSes in
the share of expenditure on the, use of service :bureaux, external software, data
transmission and terminals and the sigflificant decline in the share~ of expendi-
ture.on in-house software and, to a lesser extent, hardware.
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3.2 Projections for Ireland

In the course of our surveys, we sent a questionnaire to all corporate
members of the Irish Management Institute (about 6oo organisations) asking
them whether they were using computer facilities and, if not, whether they
expected to do so within two years or within five years.

As set out in Appendix D, a total of 238 replies were received, a response
rate of about 4° per cent. The response was strongly biased in favour of
organisations using computing facilities--45 per cent of the respondents were
already using computing facilities. Among the other I3I organisations, 19
(I 5 per cent) expected to commence using computing facilities within 2 years
and a further 3o (23 per cent) within 5 years. Twenty-six organisations (2o
per cent) thought that they might use such facilities. The other 56 organisations
(43 per cent) did not expect to do so.

Any realistic forecast of future growth in Ireland must be based on informal
personal judgements. This we try to do below in the light of our discussions
with the personnel involved in computing in the principal economic sectors,
the stage of developments already reached and the projections of foreign
studies such as the Hoskyns Report. We make projections of the number of
computer installations to be expected in I972 and I975, their total capital
value, the number and categories of staff which will be required to service
these computers and total user expenditure. These projections have to be
regarded as tentative, but they do indicate the general order of magnitude of
the likely developments.

Number of installations
In analysing the current computing situation in Chapter 2 above, we divided

the computer installations into three different categories based on the size d
the installation. We maintain this breakdown in considering future develop-
ments. The different categories and the number of installations in each category
are set out in Table 3.I-

TABLE 3.I: The number of computer installations at the beginning of 197o and projections
for i972 and I975

Category
Capital

Value
(£’ooo)

Number of~staUations at de begNningof

1972             1975
197o

min.     max.     min.     max.

Large 5°0 4 7 8 9 io
Medium 60-499 25 33 42 5° 93
Small 60 24 47 54 92 I33

All 53 87 Io4 I5I 236
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Different considerations apply in projecting developments in each of these
sectors so we examine each separately.

In the large category, theprincipal limitation is the Small number of organ-
isations which are of sufficient size or of such a nature as to warrant such an
installation. The development of large computer bureaux or utilities will add
somewhat to this market. Projections for this category can best be made on
the basis of identifying particular organisations which are likely to require
a large installation and considering how soon they are likely to acquire it. As
set out in Table 3.I., we expect three or four such installations by i972 and a
further two by I975.

In the medium category, we cannot be as specific but expect an annual
growth rate within a range from about 15 per cent to 3° per cent. This is the
equivalent of about 4-8 installations per annum over the next two years and
6-x7 over the subsequent three years.

There seems to be a strong demand at present for small computers in the
£2o-5o,0oo range. This has been encouraged bythe greater variety of machines
now available inthis range. As discussed above it is not possible at this stage
to determine what the future balance will be between the use of small com-
puters and the use of bureau facilities. For the next two years at least, the
number of small installations is likely to grow rapidly--we estimate a growth
rate of from 40 per cent--5o per cent. This rate of growth is unlikely to be
maintained in the subsequent years. We estimate that from I972 to I975 the
annual growth will be in the region of 25 per cent--35 per cent. This gives an
additional I2-I5 installations each year up to I972 and I6-26 installations
each year from I972 to I975.

On the basis of these projections, we would expect from 87 to IO4 computer
installations in the country at the beginning Of I972, an increase of 17-25 per
annum. This number should increase to between i5i and 236 installations
in I975, an annual increase of 21-44 installations from i972 to I975.

Capital value
As set out in Table 3.2 these projections would envisage a 65-95 per cent

increase in the total capital value of computer installations by i972 and a
i4o-23o per cent increase by I975.

TABLE 3.2: Capital value of computer installations at the beginning of i97o and projections
for I972 and I9758

r97o
I975

min. max. min. max.

Capital Value (£ m.) 7.6 12.5 I4"7 18. i 25.4
B These projections are based on the average capital value of the present installations in each

category.
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Bureau Users
Among the bureau users, the growth rate has been very high in recent

years (see Table t.3). Despite the trend towards small in-house installations,
we expect that the number of bureau users will increase at an annual rate of
from 3° per cent to 4° per cent over the next two years, slackening to an
annual rate of 20 per cent to 3° per cent over the subsequent three years. As
set out in Table 3.3, this would mean an annual increase of from 86-12o users
in the next two years and from Io2-I95 between i972 and 1975.

TABLE 3.3: Number of bureau users at the beginning of 197o and projections for 1972 and
1975

197°
1972 1975

min. max. min. max.

No. of Bureau users ~5o 4~2 49° 729 lO76

Numbers of Staff
From these projections of the growth in computer installations and in the

number of bureau users, we can forecast the number of computer staff which
will be required to cater for this volume of computing. We concentrate on
four categories of personnel--systems analysts, programmer/analysts, pro-
grammers and operators.

We base our forecasts on the staffing complement which the existing com-
mercial in-house users expect to have in two years time, as set out in Appendix
E. The expected staffing complement rather than the current one is used
because we feel that it gives a more realistic picture of the real staffing require-
ments of a computer installation. The existing installations would seem to be
somewhat understaffed, partly due to the shortage of available staff. Though
our projection of installations includes computer bureaux and universities/
research institutes, both of which have a staffing structure different from the
commercial in-house users, we have not attempted to separate our projected
figures into these different categories and consequently we do not attempt to
separate the staffing requirements. Since the computer bureaux tend to have
a larger staff than the commercial in-house users and the universities/research
institutes tend to have a smaller staff, they should balance each other out to
some extent. Use of the commercial in-house users staffing complement as
an average for all categories should not affect the order of magnitude of our
projections.

The detailed calculations are set out in Appendix E and the overall results
are summarised in Table 3.4.
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TABLE 3.4: Number of computer staff at the beginning of I97O and projections of additional
staff required by i972 and I975

Staff
as at

I97o

Additional Staff Required by

x975

min. max. min. max.

Systems analysts I5o I95 255 47° 78o
Programmer/Analysts io6 22o 275 47° 72o
Programmers 237 395 5o5 825 1,35o
Operators 184 145 21 o 365 665

These projections show the magnitude of the staffing problem which is likely
to arise if the expected level of computing is to be achieved. A further I oo-I3O
systems analysts~ will be required in each of the next two years, an annual
increase of about 65 per cent to 85 per cent over the present population of
systems analysts. One hundred and ten to I35 programmer/analysts will be
needed, an annual increase of IOO per cent to I3o per cent. The number of
programmers required will be I95-25o, an annual increase of 8o per cent to
I xo per cent. For operators, the annual increase required is 4° per cent to 55
per cent, representing 75-IO5 people each year;

User expenditure
The existing computer users expect to increase substantially their expendi-

ture in computing over the next two years (see Appendix A. I). The expected
increase is 64 per cent for the bureau users; 51 per cent for the universities]
research institutes and 27 per cent for the commercial in-house users. The
most substantial increases are expected in expenditure on hai~dware and
peripherals----~76 per cent for the bureau users, 51 per cent for the uniyersities]
research institutes and 3 r per cent for the commercial in-h0use users. Expected
increases in expenditure On personnel for these three groups are 6I per cent,

33 per cent and I9 per cent respectively.
Taking these figures together with the figures projected above for the growth

in the numbers of installations, we estimate that the current annual direct
user expenditure on computing of £4"5 m. will have doubled by I972, in-
dicating a current annual growth rate of some 4° per cent.



PART II

DEVELOPMENT TRENDS AND INSTITUTIONAL

NEEDS

4. COMPUTING AT SECTOR LEVEL

To supplement the surveys described in Part I, one approach we decided
to adopt in our investigation of the development of computing nationally
was to isolate for study a number of broad sector groupings. Within the resource
constraints of our study, we had necessarily to be quite selective in the choice
of sectors for study. We therefore selected only a few which appeared to have
common problems and special potential £or further growth. Seven of these
are examined in the subsequent sections of this report, covering central govern-
ment, local government, agriculture, health, construction, scientific and
technical information services and the universities/research institutes/techno-
logical and other colleges and schools. These are sectors on which, for one
reason or another, special comment seemed useful.

Many important sectors are not discussed at all and it should be pointed
out that the fact that a sector is not discussed does not imply that computers
are not being extensively used or have no potential use in that sector. We do
not, for example, mention banking and insurance or transport and communica-
tions, in all of which important computer developments are taking place.

From discussions with individual users within the sectors we examined, it
seems clear that special action to develop computing further could profitably
be taken. The particular action required will differ from sector to sector.
However, there appear to be four basic common desirable aims. These are:

(i) promoting and planning the overall developments of computing in the
sector;

(ii) securing co-operation in the development of common computing
applications;

(iii) securing co-operation in the sharing of computing facilities;

(iv) identifying and providing for the training requirements specific to the
sector.

To achieve these aims, some form of organisation needs to be set up within
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each of the individual sectors. This sectoral organisation should be concerned
with ensuring that specific information about developments in the sector here
and abroad is communicated to the interested people, that any matters hinder-
ing the development of computing in the sector receive adequate attention
and that any common problems are tackled on a co-operative rather than on
an individual basis. These are not matters that can be left to the individual
organisations to arrange, or to the computer manufacturers or Consultants.
As computer applications developfrom general routine applications to more
sophisticated applications, they are becoming both more expensive to develop
and more specific to the individual scct0r and can be expected to have funda-
mental long-term effects on the sector. Decisions on the type and objectives
of the applications must be taken by the experts in the particular sector. In
many cases these decisions are best taken at a sector level rather than by the
individual units within the sector. This facilitates optimum co-operation in
developing the desired applicati0ns.

The sectors will also have training needs which are specific to the individual
sector e.g. the:particular applicati0nsfound in the health area may require
special training for the personnel over and above the basic training common
to all sectors.

The corollary to this is that top management should become familiar with
computing developments and lleeds within their own individual sector. The
requirements are best identified by people involved at the sector level.

We are satisfied that our gelieral conclusions about the need for co-operation
and the type of co-operation required at a sector level are CorreCt. But we do
not regard the particular suggestions we make on individual sectors as defini-
tive at this stage since we have not beer able to examine the sectors in sufficient
depth within the scope of this survey. We aim rather to point out possible lines
on which developments might be pursued. OUr discussion of these sectors
brings out that the type of co-operation required is basically the same in all
sectors.

4.1 Central Government

The Devlin Report made the following comment On the scope and the need
for using computers in the public sector:

"As large operating entities, Departments produce quantities of internal
information essential to their management, :about organisation, personnel
and finance; in the course of their work, Departments collect masses of
information about the needs and requirements of their clients. In an
unmechanised age, this information was stored on files and retrieved
through registry systems. The introduction of automatic and electronic
data processing, at first as an aid to manual accounting, now offers
possibilities of a sophisticated information system" E7, para. 12.1o. I],
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The last sentence of this paragraph isolates the two different levels at which
computers can be used, both of which have much significance for the civil
service.

At the lower "super-clerk" level, the scope for computerisation is evident
from the number of large-scale routine administrative tasks performed by the
civil service--social welfare payments in the Department of Social Welfare,
tax collection in the Revenue Commissioners, etc.

At the higher level, the use of computers can help administrators to extend
their ability to co-ordinate and control their sphere of activity by such means
as integrating different jobs and providing better and more timely information
for decision-making. As well as enabling the existing tasks to be performed
more efficiently, computers can also provide the means of tackling tasks which
could not otherwise be performed--e.g, programme budgeting (P.P.B.S.),
now being brought in on an experimental basis, could not really be operated
fully without using computers. The benefits from the higher level uses of
computers are likely to be much more significant than from the lower level uses.

At present a substantial volume of computing is going on in the civil service.
Four computers have been installed--two in the Revenue Commissioners with
a capital value of about ~7oo,ooo and two smaller ones in the Department of
Lands and Defence. The Aviation Communication Service of the Department
of Transport and Power have a special computer for message switching. The
Department of Posts and Telegraphs plan to install a computer in the near
future. A number of other Departments use spare time on the existing installa-
tions, mainly through a bureau service organised by the ADP Unit of the
Department of Finance using the night shift on one of the Revenue Commis-
sioners’ computers. These Departments include Education, Central Statistics
Office, Meteorological Office, Health, Paymaster General’s Office, Agriculture
and Fisheries and Social Welfare. The Finance ADP Unit are now acquiring
a large computer of their own to cater on a bureau basis for the needs of most
or all of these other Departments.

The Devlin Group did not examine the computer requirements of the Civil
Service in any great depth but recommended that a comprehensive examina-
tion of the present and future requirements of the service as a whole should
be undertaken [7, para. I2.Io.4]. The Minister for Finance commissioned
the writer in June I968 to carry out a survey with the following terms of
reference:

"To review the development of automatic data processing and computers
in the Civil Service and to recommend such measures as are desirable
and practicable towards ensuring that automation in this field (including
the field of scientific-type applications) is utilised to the optimum extent
and in the most efficient and co-ordinated manner".

A report was presented to the Minister in December, i969.
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There appear to be four-main areas to which attention, must be given if
the full benefits of computing are to be gained in the Givil Service--(I)the
spread of a fuller understanding of the role and uses of computers and greater
involvement in computing on the part of the top administrators, (2) the plan-
ning of computer applications at a departmental and at a central level, (3) the
overall co-ordination and direction of computing throughout the civil service
and (4) recruitment and grading policies for computer personnel.

As discussed elsewhere in this report; the higher level applications are more
far-reaching in their impact on administration. There are a number of examples
of higher-level applications which are either in operation or planned. For
example, the Revenue Commissioners are engaged on a reorganisation and
reshaping of their activities with a view to~ achieving one comprehensive
computer system for their whole operations. But computing~is still generally
on the first level.

If a qualitative change in the role of the computer is to be effected, overall
forward planning, of computer applications will be required. Individual
applications should not be viewed in isolation. They should’be looked at in
relation to their possible integration witk other areas,-the possible use of:data
for new purposes in the same area or :elsewhere and the manner in whick they
contribute to the overall objectives of the organ;sat;on. Planning would also
be required to use the limited, resources, particularly manpower resources,
most effectively, priOrities being established between the different applications
on the basis of the potential benefits of.each application. This would need to
be done both at a departmental level and for the Civil Service as a whole.

At departmental level, each department could assess the overall potential
for computers throughout the department, taking into account both routine
data processingandhigher levelapplicati0ns. The aim of such a study would
be to provide a comprehensive picture of the likely ultimate impact of the
computer and thus to provide a framework within which the individual
applications can be tackled.

This type~ of forward planning has been adopted in departments which
already have computers of their own and in some other departments. It should
be extended to all ’ the departments.

At a central level, the task would be to :integrate the plans drawn up,at a
departmental level into one composite overall plan, to build into this plan
measures to take account of inter-departmental needs and to make recommend-
ations on priorities between different departments and between different
applications.

At present, overall co-ordination of computing in the civil service isthe task
of the ADP Unit of the.Department of Financei The main objectives of the
unit are to extend and promote the efficient use of computers in the:civil service
and to help in developing and installing computer applications for depart-
ments. As already mentioned, it has also been concerned with organ;sing a
bureau service,for departments using spare capacity on one of the Revenue
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Commissioners’ computers. They are now formalising and extending this
bureau service by acquiring a computer of their own.

While in principle this Unit provides the necessary co-ordinating mechan-
ism, in practice it appears to be organised on too small a scale to fulfil its
functions adequately. Some of these functions it can only deal with on a part-
time basis at present, others only on an ad h0c basis. These include the
determination of appropriate recruitment, grading and salary structures,
training and development of computer staff, the development of common
computing standards and procedures throughout the Civil Service and the
provision of expert support and technical advice for all departments.

All of these tasks should be carried out by a central body which might be
called the Central Information Systems and Data Processing Service. This
Central Service would be responsible for the following main functions:

(i) recruitment, training and development policies for all computer per-
sonnel;

(ii) systems support i.e. helping Departments in carrying our computer
feasibility studies, providing systems and programming services and
setting standards of documentation and project control;

(iii) technical support i.e. advising on the choice of computing and ancil-
lary equipment and keeping in touch with computing developments ;

(iv) drawing up plans for the development of computing and advising on
overall policy;

(v) providing a comprehensive computer bureau service for all Depart-
ments that require it.

Several advantages resulting from carrying out these functions on a centralised
basis are apparent. Centralisation enables the personnel involved to specialise
in particular fields and to keep in touch with developments which affect
them. It allows a greater depth of expertise to be developed and avoids
duplication of effort. Some degree of centralisation of systems and program-
ming staff is desirable to allow flexibility in allocating staff to different projects
so that expertise and experience gained in one department can be made
available to others. A constant exchange of information and ideas between
experienced staff is facilitated. New recruits can more easily be assigned to
tasks within their capacity and high level staff can more easily concentrate on
more difficult problems. Centralisation also facilitates the development and
implementation of common standards.

It is quite clear that the potential benefits to be derived in the Civil Service
from a full use of computers are such that greater resources should be devoted
to computing. The Central Service outlined above should be headed by a
high level Director with considerable computing experience. He would have
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to play a leading role in promoting computing throughout the Civil Service
and in organising and building up the Central Service into a fully comprehen-
sive body.

An essential component of any Centralised system should be an Inter-
Departmental Committee which would provide the main communication
link between the Central Service and the higher administration in the depart-
ments. Since each department will be affected by the decisions taken within
the Central Service andby the Standard of service provided, they should have
some means through which they can exercise some influence and control
over it. The Committee should be concerned with such matters as advising
on general computer policy and the broad objectives which the Central Service
should seek to attain, establishing priorities between departments in the
allocation of resources by the Central Service and reviewing the service pro-
vided bythe Central Service.

It is important to make a clear distinction between the centralisation of
the services described above and the provision of centralised computer opera-
tions. While centralisation of the former functions is of immediate importance,
centralised computer operations is a more long-term problem. The provision
of computer hardware facilities could be approached in a number of different
ways ranging from complete decentralisation on the one hand, with each
department looking after its own computer requirements independently, to
complete centralisation on the other hand, with one central computer providing
services to all departments.

Neither complete centralisation nor complete decentralisationis envisaged
but the optimum mix of both. The structure may be complex and will evolve
only as a result of experience and it will never be static. Once there is sufficient
planning strength in the Central Service, the proper deployment of equipment
to meet the requirements of the whole Civil Service can be kept constantly
under study and review. The ultimate picture which we would envisage would
show perhaps three large computers catering for the general administrative
requirements of the Civil Service, linked through data transmission facilities,
some specialised computers for dedicated systems e.g. the message-switching
computer now used by the Department of Transport and Power’s Aviation
Communication Service and a computer with on-line conversational facilities
to be used for scientific and experimental type work.

The organisational arrangements proposed above are in line with develop-
ments in the Civil Services of other countries.

One country which seems to have this type oforganisationis the Netherlands.
A Unit within the Ministry of the Interior is responsible for computing develop-
ments throughout the Civil Service. It is staffed by over. 7° systems analysts,
programmcrs~and Other specialists. Its responsibilities include examining and
developing applications in departments, ensuring compatibility between
different systems and making recommendations to an Inter-Ministerial ADP
Committee. This Committee is a policy-making body which reports to the
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Minister of the Interior. The Unit also supervises the Inter-Ministerial Com-
puter Centre which provides bureau services for a number of Ministries.

Denmark appears to have central co-ordination of computing without
centralisation of hardware. The Administrative Council of the Danish Govern-
ment acts as an advisory council to the Government on administrative matters.
Its membership includes representatives of the main functional areas of central
government. The Council’s secretariat has a section concerned with ADP
co-ordination. Its functions include the review and evaluation of new projects,
initiation of new projects and the provision of assistance to Ministries in
developing their computing applications.

Full centralisation of all computing services--both personnel and hardware
--can be found in Northern Ireland.

In common with other sectors, the Civil Service suffers from a lack of exper-
ienced computer personnel. The common difficulties of recruiting and retaining
suitable computer staff are aggravated in the case of the Civil Service by the
fact that computer personnel are integrated into the general service salary and
grading structure, thus limiting the degree to which the special and changing
requirements of these scarce personnel can be met. Close contact between the
computer personnel and the general service staff and full mobility both between
general service work and computer work and vice versa is highly desirable.
The grading and salary structure for computer personnel would however
need to be directly related to those outside the Civil Service and kept sufficiently
flexible to adjust to changes in the supply and demand situation.

The spread of awareness of the potential of computers, the involvement of
top level administration in planning computer applications, the setting up of
an adequate organisational structure to direct and co-ordinate developments
and the allocation of adequate resources, particularly manpower resources,
to the development of computing should help to ensure that the optimum use
of computers will be made in the Civil Service.

4.2 Local Government

At present two local authorities have a computer installed-Dublin Corpor-
ation and Dublin County Council--and Wexford County Council have
acquired a small computer. A number of the other local authorities are using
computer bureau services. Five are using tabulator equipment and a large
number are using accounting machines.

There is thus already a considerable degree of automation and mechanisa-
tion of the work of the local authorities. From the replies to our questionnaires,
it seems that there is a significant trend towards greater automation. A number
of the authorities indicated that they planned to commence using computer
facilities--either in-house or service bureau--within the next two years.

The types of work for which computers are being used at present are mainly
clerical procedures which were previously carried out on tabulators, accounting
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machines or manually. These include payroll, rates applotment, rates demands
and reminders, house-purchase loan repayments, housing rents and general
accounting procedures.

Up to now, each of the local authorities has gone its own way. There has
been little if any co-operation between them or co-ordination of their efforts.

The scope for using computers for the work of the local authorities is quite
considerable. This can be confirmed by looking at the: developments which
have taken place in Britain and in other countries in the areas where their
functions are similar to those of the Irish local authorities.

If the full benefits of computers are to be obtained, it is clearly desirable
that the local authorities should co-operate and co:ordinate their efforts.

Co-operation is needed primarily on developing common applications.
Most of the activities carried on by local authorities are common to: them all.
As well as the accounting functions which are already being computerised,
there are many administrative tasks which may be computerised e.g.
electoral rolls, vehicle registration, driver licensing and housing activities.
The problems met in these areas are common to all the authorities. If each
authority were to attempt to develop its own systems and programs for these
applications, there would be a great amount of duplication of effort and a waste
of scarce personnel resources. Progress would necessarily be very slow. By
combining and developing joint systems and programs to cater for the needs
of all authorities, the development costs would be smaller, progress quicker
and the benefits :could be disseminated more widely to the smaller authorities
whichwould not be able to bear the cost of going it alone.

Greater �onsiderati0n could also be given to the higher level uses of computers
Dthe provision of better information for management and the integration
and co-ordination of different applications.

In addition to its uses in the administrative and financial areas of the local
authorities, computers can contribute ~mUch in the technical areas of their
work, particularly in engineering and architecture. A number of packages
have been developed for use in these areas and there is potential for further
developments[8]. If these packages are to l~e widely used it is necessary for
some central unit :to,keep :up-to;date on what is available so as to be in a posi-
tion to direct thei local authority enquiries to the appropriate sources. Advice
must also be available on how to apply these packages, particularly in the early
stage of utilisation. The development of further packages could also best be
done on a centralised basis. In Northern Ireland, this type of specialised
service is provided for 4ocal authorities by the Computer Services Branch of
the Ministry of Finance.

As far as computer hardware is concerned, centralisation would bring
considerable; economies. If each of the local:authorities were to acquire a
separate computer to cater for its own needs, few would be able to justify
anything but a very, Small computer. But small computers are much less
economic than big ones in terms of the amount of work that can be done for
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a given level of expenditure. Small computers would also limit the range of
facilities available to the local authorities and so limit the range of applications
which they could develop. The development of any higher level applications
would be severely restricted.

In addition, decentralisation of hardware would limit the flow of information
from the local authorities to the Department of Local Government and other
bodies. The Department is concerned with overall co-ordination of the
activities of the local authorities and with providing specialist and advisory
services to them. If adequate information is to be available to the Department
to carry out its co-ordinating function properly, they must have ready access
to much information and be able to process it readily to suit their require-
ments.

In Britain, early developments among the local authorities have been on a
decentralised basis. Some measure of co-operation has been achieved--local
authorities in adjoining areas have in a number of cases acquired joint com-
puting facilities. The drawbacks of unco-ordinated developments have been
recognised and a Local Authorities Management Services and Computer
Committee (LAMSAC) [9] has been established to co-ordinate the develop-
ment of all management services, including the use of computers, among the
local authorities.

Computer services for local authorities in Denmark are organised in six
regional centres. These centres were originally set up to provide tabulator
services but have since evolved to provide a full range of computer services.
The need for co-ordination between these centres is well recognised and
arrangements have been made for co-operation in such matters as joint systems
design.

In Sweden, a central computer centre has been developed by the Swedish
Town Federation. The authorities in the two biggest cities--Stockholm and
Gothenburg--have their own computer installations and do not make use of
the centre.

The Department of Local Government have already taken the initiative
in examining what type of measures are needed in this country. They set up a
team in 1969 with the following terms of reference:

"To examine the scope for the use of computers in local government, to
recommend in general terms how that use should be developed; and to
indicate the practical steps to be taken to that end."

The report of this survey group has now been published [IO].
It is clear that the optimum use of computers in our local authorities will

not be achieved without some measure of co-operation. We consider that a
special body should be set up to co-ordinate and control computing develop-
ments in this area. Such a body should be organised jointly by the Department
of Local Government, the local authorities and organisations closely concerned
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with various aspects of the work of the local authorities--e.g’ an Foras For-
bartha. It should be concerned with providing systems analysis and pro-
granlming services for computerising the administrative and accounting
functions of the local authorities, with develoPing the use of computing in
the techltical areas and with providing suitable hardware facilities.

4.3 Agriculture

The agricultural sector is of major importance in this country: Almost 4°

per cent of total male emplOyment is in farming and a ’further 25 per cent of
employment in the transportable goods industries isin activities ancillary to
farming. Agriculture accounts directly for about one-fifth of the total national
income and indirectly tbr over 2o per cent of the value of industrial output
[I I, p, 37].

One of the aims of Government agricultural policy is to increase efficiency
in the production, processing and marketing of farm products [II, p. 37].
To achieve this aim, the most efficient use of the resources available to the
agricultural sector will be required, including the use of up-to-date manage-
ment techniques and tools both at farm level and in processing the outputs
from the farm. Computers can assist in this direction.

One area in which there is considerable scope for using computers is in the
agricultural co-operatives. In I968, there were 346 co-operatives with an
aggregate turnover of more than £i85 m. The dairy co-operatives accounted
for 54 per cent of this turnover, the livestock marts accounted for 25 per cent.
Five of the co-operatives had a turnover of more than £5 m. while a further
thirteen had a turnover exceeding £2 m. [I2]. Though firm figures are not yet
available for later years, the total annual turnover of the co-operatives is now
in excess of £200 m. The trend among the smaller co-operatives in the future
is likely to be towards rationalisation through amalgamation into larger
units [II, I2].

This group therefore contains a number of large-scale businesses and has
consequently to tackle the complex management and administrative problems
associated with any large-scale organisation.

A number are already using computers. About ten of them are spending an
aggregate of some £50,000 on using computer bureau facilities. The main
applications which have been computerised are routine clerical accounting
work such as milk cheque or other payments and stores accounting. Some
scientific-type applictions have been implemented such as linear programming
for feed mix and for route scheduling in transportation problems.

Up to now, the individual co-operatives have tended to go their own separate
ways as inar as computerisationis concerned. The decision to use a computer
and the development of the appropriate systems and programs have gener-
ally been on an individual basis rather than on a planned basis to meet the
needs of all the co-operatives.
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The Irish Agricultural Wholesale Society (IAWS) have taken some steps
towards acting as a co-ordinating body in this area. They act mainly as suppliers
to the retail co-operatives but also aim to assist them in various other ways.
As part of their machinery-supply operations, they have provided consultancy
,services on such matters as the type of machinery required. This has gradually
been extended to cover advice on other problems, including vehicle routing
and feed mix problems. Recently, they have developed a package program
for computerising milk cheque payments. This package is at present used
by a number of creameries and is available to all. Their involvement in this
area has developed in response to requests for assistance from the co-
operatives.

The services provided by the IAWS are valuable but, if they are to be pro-
vided on an adequate scale to meet the needs of the co-operatives, a more
formal approach will be necessary.

Currently, discussions are taking place between the IAWS, the Irish Agricul-
tural Organisation Society (IAOS) and the co-operatives about rationalising
the situation. There are a number of reasons why a combined effort would
be very valuable.

The structure and activities of the various co-operatives are rather similar
and the problems which they face are consequently common problems. For
example milk payments are made by all the dairy co-operatives. The other
types of co-operatives make similar payments. Artificial insemination (A.I.)
records are common to all A.I. stations. Transportation problems are common
to them all. It would be possible to develop common packages to deal with
these problems on a global rather than on an individual basis, as has been
done by the IAWS in the case of milk payments.

The co-operatives which have been using computer bureau facilities are
quite satisfied with the service that has been given on their routine applications.
They recognise, however, that this is only the first level of computer usage and
they expect to progress to more sophisticated applications in the future. For
these applications a deep knowledge and understanding of the particular
management problems of the co-operatives will be more important than
technical computer expertise. What they will require is a body of high level
expertise specialising in the needs of the co-operatives and able to help them
to develop the management information and other systems they will require.
This expertise should be built up within the co-operatives. Since their require-
ments will be quite similar, it could be developed on a co-operative basis.

An example of what might be done here is given by developments in
Denmark. The Danish co-operative societies have set up their own centre for
data processing and operations research--the Danish Agricultural EDP Centre.
The Centre is owned and controlled by the two Danish associations of co-
operatives, one for the dairy industry and one for the bacon industry.

The Centre has three computers in operation with a staff of about 20o people
on systems, programming, operations and research and development. The type

D
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of work which they are doing is very similar to that being done or envisaged
here milk aiid pig payments, wage payments, stores accounting, feed mix,
route planning, investment appraisal, etc. The Centre iS fully self-financing
from current revenue, which at present amounts to about ~7oo,ooo.

The co-operative movement is only one part of the agricultural sector. There
are many other areas ir~ which computers can be beneficiall3t applied.

For the farmer himself, computers Call be of benefit. An article on the use of
computers in agriculture in Britain indicated that considerable progress is
being made in providing computing services for the individual farmer [I3].
One commercial organisation proviges a dairy forecast scheme based on herd
structure, stocking rate per acre and feeding stuffs. Monthly and yearly fore-
casts are provided. They are a valuable planning and control tool for the dairy
farmer. This organisation is also developing a total farm planning scheme.
Other organisations are involved in providing analyses of performance in egg
production. The Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food provides computer
based advisory services on farm management~ dairy management and
poultry.

In order to profit fully from our natural advantages in agricultural produc-
tion, we must use tile most modern management methods at farm level.
Running a farm is a management problem at least as complex as that found
in any other type Of enterprise: Computers could be of much help to the
individual farmer in analysing input-output results, in considering alternative
courses of action and ih maxilnising the return from his Own holding. The
individual farmer will be’ closely in touch with the co-operatives and through
them with any computing centre which may be developed. Much information
about the farmers would already be storedin~the centre. It would be a logical
step for the centre to expknd its activities into this area.

In agricultural research,: !he Agricultural Research InStitute is using a
computer quite extensively for stick matters as:the analysis of data from
surveys and experiments, simulation and information retrieval.

Some of tlie agricultural marketing boards are using computers as part of
their normal operations. Iif the Department 0fAgricialturc and Fisheries, some
applications have been:developed and more are planned to deal with their
administrative tasks~

The main areas Where special co-0perative and Co=ordinating arrangements
are required are the co-operatives and the individual farmerS. Tile problem
facing the agricultural sector is the development of expertise in agricultural
computing. The establishment of a co-operative organisation On the Danish
lines set out earlier would appear to be a practicaland efficient way of tackling
’the problem, though initially any organisation developed here must operate
on a muck smaller sc~tle. It would be concerned with the develOpment of
systems and programs suitable for the computing requirements of the co-
0peratives and the:farmers and witk ensurilXg that adequate hardware facilities
are made available.
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4.4 Health

The hospital system is a large and complex organisation. Looked at as an
industrial enterprise, it is one of the largest in the country. In the course of its
operations it creates, processes, stores and retrieves vast amounts of data. It has
many inter-communicating departments, has accounting and business functions,
compiles statistics, carries on research and teaches. In recent years its work has
greatly increased in complexity. Like many other organisations that need to
adapt to modern conditions, the operations of hospital systems have lately
been subjected to much scrutiny both here and abroad [i4, i5, I6, I7]. The
potential benefits of applying automatic data processing methods are recognised
to be very great.

In Ireland there is as yet only one computer used substantially in the health
sector. This is an ICL I9oIA controlled by the Dublin Health Authority and
sited in St. Kevin’s Hospital, Dublin. It replaces tabulating equipment that
was used for routine adminimative jobs such as salaries and wages and general
accounting. In addition to these jobs, it will also be used for various medical
statistical analyses, both for the Medico-Social Research Board and for the
Dublin Health Authority, such as national mental health surveys, school health
statistics and dental surveys. St. Kevin’s Hospital will make use of the com-
puter. Initially they will be producing an index of patients (they have about
1,2oo at any one time). They would hope to develop this into a computerised
medical records system both for use by the medical staff and for deriving
statistics (e.g. length of stay). But these further developments are not yet even
at the planning stage.

The Irish Heart Foundation makes use of the Trinity College computer for
data processing in connection with its "Mediscan" service.

An interesting computer application which is being developed by the
Department of Health is tor the payment of chemists for prescriptions dis-
pensed under the new health schemes which will replace the dispensary
system. Prescription forms will be sent at the end of the month to the Depart-
ment of Health who will repay the cost of the drugs.

A similar system operates in Northern Ireland [I8, Ch. io]. As well as
performing the routine function of repaying the cost of drugs to the chemist,
the use of the computer enables the information to be analysed to show, inter
alia, factors influencing drug prescribing, the use of newly marketed prepara-
tions and drug usage in different geographical areas. With the help of this
information it is possible for example to analyse patterns of drug usage in
attempting to reduce overall costs.

A scheme with the ultimate aim of preparing national hospital in-patient
statistics based on returns made by hospitals was initiated recently by the
Medico-Social Research Board.

A small number of hospitals have been involved in a pilot study since mid-
i969. Returns are made in a standardised form about each patient discharged
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from one of these hospitals, The scheme, which is based in its entirety on one
already in operation in ScOtland [I9], has been implemented here with the aid
of the ADP Unit of the Department of Finance. When fully operating, this
scheme will provide statistical information on about 3oo,ooo admissions per
year.

The information being collected falls into three categories:

(I) data relating to the patient--name, address, age, sex, etc.

(2) administrative data--source of admission, date placed onwaiting list,
date of admission and discharge, etc.

(3) clinical data--diagnosis, operations, etc.

From this information, statistics will be deri;ced analysing by diagnosis, sex
and age the waiting time before admission, the duration of stay andmanner o,
discharge. A regional breakdown of these statistics will also be prepared. Ad
ho¢ statistics will also be prepared as required. Another use of the information
will be for producing a diagnostic index listing the patients treated iii order o,
diagnosis. This will facilitate access to appropriate clinical notes needed for
research and other purposes.

There are a number of areas in which these statistics are useful. They enable
the trends Of disease among hospitalised patients and their social and demo-
graphic characteristics to be observed. This is of assistance in the planning and
administration of the hospital services. ’They provide useful epidemiological
data. They provide information for management decisions ill relation to the
utilisation of hospital resources and the management of groups of patients.

¯ The logical follow-up to the Collection of statistics is to personalise thedata
by preparing a computer record for each individual rather than each discharge
and linking the different records for each individual. Thus there would be just
one record which would givedetails of each stay in hospital by any one person.

The usefulness of standardised medical records is well recognised in this
country. The Fitzgerald keport [14, pp. 84-5] made the following recom-
mendations:

(i) Each hospital must have a central records office adequately staffed
and working to the best of its ability:pending the development ofa
national system~

(ii) The hospital record system throughout the country should be
Standardised.

(iii) It should be on the unitary system i.e, all the data relating to a
particular patient should be contained in a single file under one
continuing number.

(iv) The basicdocuments should be designed in aform Suitable for data
processing.
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(v) Emphasis must be laid on the confidential nature of medical records
and they must be so labelled. It is essential that staff dealing with
such documents are informed--and constantly reminded--of this
fact.

The report suggested the creation of a full-scale computer service which
would retain all the data relating to hospital patients at a single national centre.
This would make available previous hospital records of every patient irres-
pective of the hospitals involved. The standardisation of records and access to a
computer would make available a great wealth of medical material for statis-
tical use, e.g. in research, community health, hospital planning, drug usage and
ambulance services. The report recommended that an advisory board should be
established to facilitate the setting up of an efficient and standardised system in
every hospital.

This is an ambitious and far-sighted scheme, for which much experimentation
and re-organisation of hospital procedures would first be required. As yet no
steps have been taken or firm plans developed with a view to implementing it.

The picture abroad in tile medical computing field at tile present time is one
of active experimentation on all fronts with many pilot projects being developed.

Sweden is probably the country that is furthest advanced in medical com-
puting. One pilot project is being developed at Danderyd, a 1,5oo bed central
hospital in Stockholm county. The system provides for the storage Of 12
million patients’ records, and immediate on-request display, in visual display
terminals, of vital statistics and any available critical medical, x-ray and med-
ical history information. The plan is to continue to develop the system until by
1972 it becomes operational as a fully integrated system for all the hospitals
(about 45) in the country.

The overall aim of this scheme is to make it possible for the county to follow
continuously the morbidity of the total population in the region and control
the actual utilisation of the available resources in tile various forms of health
care, providing a rational basis for tile long term planning of medical care.
For these purposes the system will record all activities related to each patient
at the hospital, and other medical institutions as well as in tile doctor’s office
[20, 2I].

Another independent project of a similar kind, but adopting a somewhat
different approach, is under way at the 2,ooo bed Karolinska hospital in
Stockholm [22]. The aim is to develop software for a complete hospital informa-
tion system suitable for a wide range of large and medium sized hospitals.

A Hospital Administrative Centre has been set up with computer-connected
graphic display units and printing terminals. All information about each
patient is kept on the computer medical record data bank. The computer is
used for allocating resources to individual patients from the booking of the
patient’s initial visit to the doctor, arranging times for entry to the hospital, for
tests, examinations, operations, etc.
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A major element in both these projects is the standardisation and the
computerisation of the individual records which as well as helping the treat-
ment of current patients, is of significance for research and administrative
purposes.

In a number of hospitals in Britain, pilot projects are also being developed
[see e.g. I8, 23]. The US Department of Health, Education and Welfare has
sponsored research to investigate the possibility of setting up regional or
national medical record centres.

In Israelsince 1964, a team of doctors and nurses from the Hebrew Univer-
sity of Jerusalem have collaborated with a private data processing agency,
public health physicians and hospital authorities in an attempt to achieve a
central :medical data bank.It now contains detailed information on all children
born in the City of Jerusalem during the last five years--on their birth, the
health of their mothers and some data on fathers and siblings as well, Plans are
now under way t0extend the system to all residents of Jerusalem some 3oo,ooo
people and then to create a modelthat wilibe applicable both to the entire
state ofIsrael andto any other population group [24].

As well as in hospital administration: and medical records, there are a
number of other areas in which the use of computers is being devel0pcdin the
medical field. Many of these are discussed in the McLachlan and: Shegog
book II8]. They include the handling of clinical data, �lectro-cardiogram
interpretation, radiotherapy treatment planning and the analysisoflaboratory
tests.

It is quite clear that the health sector provides ample potential for computcr-
isation. Effective action could be Of considerable assistance in controlling the
cost of the health services by ensuring the optimum allocation and usage of the
scarce medical resources available. It would enable doctors to concentrate on
patient care, rather than spending time on clerical chores.

Some of the potential computer applications require co-operation at a central
level---e.g, linked personalised medical records. Others could be developed
independently e.g. hospital information systems=but could more efficiently
and effectively be developed~on a central basis. The problems to be tackled in
all areas arc common and one system Could be developed to suit all rather than
have individual hospitals going their own way and duplicating the systems
analysis and design being done by others. For a small country, the cost factor
here would seem to be overridingly in favour of the common approach.

The first step which is needed:is probably to seek and disseminate detailed
information about the potential for using computers in the health sector. This
would involve making first-hand acquaintance with what is going on abroad,
passing on this information to the various parts of the Sector and making a
general assessment of the economies Of applying in Ireland such applications
as have been developed abroad. The drawback of the prcscnt situation is that
there is no person or body specifically charged witli ~this responsibility. Informa-
tion is therefore obtained and disseminated in a haphazard way.
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It would seem quite appropriate, for example, for the Medico-Social
Research Board to take on the responsibility of co-ordinating and directing
progress in this field. The Board was set up by the Minister for Health (a) to
organise and administer research into specific health problems and into the
provision and operation of the health services and (b) to advise the Minister
on health problems and the compilation and use of health and vital statistics.

There appears to be at present inadequate knowledge within the medical
profession about the potentialities of computers. In the long term no doubt this
will be remedied through provision for the education of medical students in
medical computing, just as they become familiar with the use of the stethoscope
or microscope. In the short term, however, crash courses for top level adminis-
trators are clearly indicated. Medical computing is becoming a speciality in its
own right. This was recognised some time ago by the major computer manu-
facturers who, realising the potential, have all set up special medical divisions
or international medical centres to carry out development work in medical
systems. As in other sectors of computing, the applications are now becoming so
bound up with the subject area and so sophisticated that those who are ulti-
mately running the medical computing services must be medically trained,
rather than computer specialists with some knowledge of the medical field.

No effective developments can take place without the full co-operation of all
people concerned in the administration and operation of the health services.
Any central body that is set up must consult with these people and receive their
support for all developments. To provide a channel through which their voices
and opinions might be effectively conveyed to this body, an advisory group
might be formed representative of the medical professional bodies, the Depart-
ment of Health, the Regional Health Boards, the hospital administrators, etc.

It is not realistic to assume that it is possible to do nothing until general
hospital information systems are developed abroad, and then apply them here.
Before that can happen much experimentation, in the form of pilot projects,
will have to be carried out in order that the medical profession can gain the
vital experience in computer methods, in the light of which the necessary
adjustments and reorganisation of hospital procedures can be made. Without
this no significant implementations will be possible.

4.5 The Construction Industry

Building and construction work accounts for over 5° per cent of annual
capital expenditure in this country. Its large employment content can be seen
from the number of different sectors which make up the industry--architects,
quantity surveyors, civil and structural engineers, builders’ providers and
building contractors.

Despite its size and importance in the economy, very little use of computers
has as yet been made in this industry. The Institute for Industrial Research and
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Standards has been concerned with the development of a number 0findividual
computer applications, and a few individual organisations---~e.g, quantity
surveyors and civil and structural engineersmare using computer facilities, but
on a Small and restricted scale.

The lack of computerisation may be attributed to the complex structure of
the industryuall of the sectors mentioned above must be co-ordinated and
integrated in any construction project the small size of the individual organisa-
iion ’involved and the different requirements of the individual sectors.

In view of the nature of the construction industry and the developments
which have taken place abroad, it "seems that considerable benefits could be
obtained by using computers in this industry. In all of the component sectors
Of the industry, some computer applications have already been introduced and
much research and study is going on with a view to extending these applica-
tions. One essential point which has emerged is that effective use of computers
can only be made if the problem is tackled on a co-ordinated basis at industry
and at sector levek ....

A working party of the Irish Computer Society has had a preliminary look
at the computer requirements of each sector Witha view to developing an over-
all concerted plan of action for~the whole industry. This ,is a valuable initiative
but. the working party is a part-time one and has no funds at its disposal for
carrying out the volume of research and development which Will be required
iffurther steps are to betaken towards implementation.

In Britain until recently, the" pattern was also one of slow and piecemeal
development. A co-ordinated approach is now being sought. In 1966, the
Ministry of Building and Public Works set up a Committee on the Application
of Computers in the Construction Industry with th� following terms of refer-
ence:

"To keep under review the presentand potential applications of computers
in the construction industry, taking:account of experiences and trends
in other indUstries; to identify areas in which there is a need for co-
ordination of effort; to examine the need for action to secure the wide
application of existing knowledge and the promotion of further advances;
and to make recommendations".

The Committee found that much progress had been made in applying
computers to the industry but that it was almost wholly confined to individual
and separate processes~e.g., structural design, bills of quantities and suppliers’
stock control. Each application was developed in a particular sector With~ little
regard for the needs o£other sectors [25, p. 7]. -

In individualsectors--e.g., the building~c6ntractors~ the Committee found
that the bulk,of computer work was done by a few of the larger organisations
but that even these encountered sizeable areas which they couldnot tackle
because of dependences on other" sectors or because of the development Costs
involved [27, P. I].
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They therefore identified two levels at which co-operation and co-ordination
are required--on an industry level to ensure that applications are designed
in such a way as to suit the requirements of all sectors rather than just one
individual sector and at a sectoral level to avoid duplication of effort, to
extend the benefits of existing work to the smaller organisations and to tackle
the major projects which are beyond the capacity of any one orgardsation.

One major problem which they identified at the industry level was that of
the lack of standardisation in the vocabularies and codes used in the different
sectors. Tile flow of information from one sector to another is such that con-
siderable benefits would be achieved if computer-based data in one sector could
be passed on to the other sectors and be ill a form suitable for their require-
ments. The existing proliferation of specialised vocabularies was seen as a
major obstacle to this information-flow--whether computer-based or not.
Time and money had to be spent on translating information produced, e.g.
at the design stage into form suitable for use by the building contractor.

The Committee set up a study team to look into this question, including
the determination of criteria for a coding system which would enable com-
puter-processed information to be used more effectively both within individual
firms and offices and in communications between them. The study team
produced a detailed report [26]--summarised in [25]--setting out the frame-
work for a co-ordinated information system and recommending that work
should commence on drawing up such a system.

As the implications of data co-ordination are wider than the question of
applying computers to tile construction industry, further work in this field
has been passed to a working party of the Ministry’s National Consultative
Council. This working party is engaged on some detailed studies.

One recommendation which the Gomputer Committee have made is that
a National Construction Industry Computing Gentre should be set up. This
Gentre would advise organisations on how best to take advantage of computer
applications and where to find suitable programs. It would also provide
information, education and other services. The development of such a Centre
is being approached by setting up units in the individual sectors, under the
overall co-ordination of the Computer Committee, with the aim of uniting
them at a later stage into one body.

At the sector level, steps have been taken in a number of areas.
In the building contracting area, a sub-committee was established with tile

following terms of reference:

"To identify the factors and problems which influence the profitable use
of computers by contractors; to propose action leading to the solution
of these problems; and to advise on the means of implementing these
solutions" [27, P. 4].

The principal findings of this sub-committee, as set out in its first report [27],
were:
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(i) that there is a need for education for management inthe use of computers;

(ii) that a reappraisal of the organisation of construction projects is required
to take account of new computer techniques; and

(iii) tliat computer-based methods are desirable for controlling information
flows so as to achieve more effective management of material costs and
a feedback of data from the building site for this purpose standardisa-
tion is needed through a preferred vocabulary and an industrially accept-
able library of operations descriptions.

It recommended.the establishment of an organisation for Software Evalua-
tion Exchange and Development for Contractors (SEEDCON) with a small
permanent staff plus people on short-term- secondments from the industry.
The immediate tasks SEEDCON might undertake were seen as the evaluation
of existing programs to see what could be made generally available, thus
avoiding duplication 0feffort; the promotion of proven standard programs
among organisations which havenot yet used a computer; the provision of an
advisory service---a focal point to which the individual contractor can take
his problem and receive practical advice; and: the establishment of short and
long-term training and educational schemes te ensUre that the best use is
made of existing knowledge.

In the civil engineering area, an organisation is beingset up the GENESYS
Centre. This Centre will have exclusive rights to a computer program-
handling system GENESYS, a master program making use of existing
programs for structural design and which can accommodate new pro-
grams as theybecome available Using it, designers will be able tol specify
the important features of structures and control the design procedures.
GENESYS will then call on the required computer programs, carry out
the necessary calculations and will present the designer with the results. The
Centre will market GENESYS on a commercial~basis and provide advisory
services, information, practical demonstrations, educational courses and
lectures [28] .............

Working Groups have also produced reports on computer-aided architec-
tural design [~9] and on the preparation of bills of quantities with the aid of a
computer [3o].

The developments in Britain show that developing computer applications
n the construction industry is a complex matter and that progress is likely tO
be extremely slow if left to the unco-ordinated efforts of individual organisu-
tions.

The position is the same as far as the Irish construction industry is concerned.
If the full benefits of computers are to be reaped; it seems clear that a co-
ordinated approach on the lines being follOwed in Britain will be necessary.
The organisations within each sector must come together tosee how computers
can help them and to develop the necessary systems. Overall co-ordination
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of these sectoral developments must be achieved so that inter-sectoral needs
can be taken into account.

If anything effective is to be achieved, it seems clear that some central body
should take on the responsibility of co-ordinating and directing progress.

It would seem quite appropriate, for example, for an Foras Forbartha--
The National Institute for Physical Planning and Construction I~esearch--to
undertake the necessary co-ordinating role. Among the functions of an Foras
are the provision of research, training and information services for the build-
ing and construction industries. They have both the funds and expertise
necessary to initiate effective action in this area. They are already looking into
the needs of the industry and the manner in which these needs might best
be tackled.

Without close collaboration with, and co-operation from the individual
parts of the industry, an Foras would not be able to make much progress.
They should bring into this project all the interested people, including the
Institute for Industrial Research and Standards and people in the industry
who have already had some experience of computing. Together they could
work out the approach to be adopted to the overall problems and the order
of priority for tackling particular problems. In view of the progress which has
already been made in Britain in this area, close liaison with British research
and developments would also appear desirable.

4.6 Scientific and Technical Information Services

"Knowledge is the master resource of our time" [3I, p. 3]. Scientific and
technical information (STI) is that form of knowledge of particular value to
the economic growth of the country. It is international and its world volume
is growing exponentially. Currently, some two million documents and articles
are published annually in 26,ooo journals and 3o,ooo books [32, p. 2].

The utilisation of STI requires the development and maintenance of efficient
services co-ordinated and tailored to the diverse needs of users. A developing
country is entirely dependent on its STI services for the efficient transformation
of new knowledge into the production of goods and services. The quality of a
country’s STI services determines its performance in the face of international
competition. STI services therefore constitute a key sector of the economy.

STI is used in industry, the professions, health, social, environmental and
other public services, universities and research institutes. These users need
information as a basis for decision-making or as a basis for further research.
They are all vitally concerned with having efficient and economic means of
access to existing knowledge. If the relevant information is not available to
them, it can lead to misapplication of resources through inadequate decisions
or through duplicating research already completed.

The conventional methods of storing and disseminating information--the
publication of information in printed form and the library services--are no
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longer adequate toy cope with modern requirements. These services are being
augmented by new techniques and new storage media e.g. microphotography,
facsimile transmission and computers.

Computers, with their ability to store and retrieve large volumes of data
quickly and efficiently, now occupy a significant place in information servicing
and their role will undoubtedly increase in the future.

The Canadian report on STI, already quoted, envisages that eventually
computers will form the backboneofinf0rmation services, aiding users through
remote time-shkred consoles [31, p. 9].

The Dainton report on the BritisHNational Libraries [33] envisages that in
the future the~ larger libraries, laboratories and industrial firms will be directly
linked through individual computer terminals to a comPuterised national
library catalogue. It suggests that computer storage will be able to retain full
texts and transmit them by facsimile transmission in response to queries.

A number of information services are already being provided through com-
puter-based systems. For example, the Medical Literature Analysis and
Retrieval System (MEDLARS) developed by the US National Library of
Medicine contains a computer record of more than ½ m. entries. The US
Library of Congress has developed computerised cataloging and library
systems--the MARC system. The American Chemical Society has a computer-
based system for chemical abstracts.

The growing volume of available information, the greater application of
science and technology in all sectors of the economy and the inter-disciplinary
approach in scientific research--including the social sciences--all point to
the principle that a prime requirement for an efficient and comprehensive
information service is the co-ordination and integration of the various services.
The: separate development of~ a large number of specialised information
services limits the availability of the information for any particular use or user.
The Canadian study found that a major drawback is that there is no single
place where all information sources are listed and that there is no assurance
that any agency can supply a complete listing of people or documents relevant
to an endeavoui~ [3I,p. 22].

In the US, there are over 500 different information services and efforts
are being made to co-ordinate them. A Gommittee on Scientific and Technical
Information (COSATI) has been ~established to develop a co-ordinated inform-
ation system among the executive agencies. It is encouraging the development
of communications systems with the ultimate aim of linking all federal systems
and providing rapid access to information. It is seeking consensus from indus-
trial, academic and government areas for a~ national plan for making all US
information systems compatible.

In Britain, the Office for Scientific and Technical Information (OST!) in
the Department of Education and Science is concerned with encouraging the
development of information systems and the training of information specialists;
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It is concerned also with promoting the co-ordination of British efforts in
international co-operation on compatibility of systems.

Two important reports prepared in Britain may be mentioned. A sub-
Committee on Scientific and Technological Information prepared a report
[34] for the Parliamentary and Scientific Committee evaluating government
information services and liaison with other countries. This report stressed the
urgency of comprehensive library and information services and recommended
that the Government should assume responsibility for planning and co-
ordinating such services. The Dainton report on the organisation of the
national libraries [33] recommended unified control of all the libraries to
help achieve the standardisation and co-operation which would be needed
in the future.

The study carried out in Canada [3 I] recommended the establishment of a
Scientific and Technical Information Agency to develop a comprehensive
national information policy and to plan its implementation. It also recom-
mended that a National Referral Centre be operated by the Agency to provide
a central point of contact through which seekers of information might be
directed to the appropriate sources.

On the international front, the OECD Scientific and Technical Information
Group is endeavouring to establish compatible international exchange systems.
UNESCO and the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) are
co-operating on a project (UNISIST) for the communication of scientific
information which will be computer-based.

Here in Ireland, the OECD 1963 report on "Science and Economic Develop-
ment" [35] listed 33 organisations and a number of advisory services concerned
with disseminating information in Ireland. The main ones are the large
libraries and government and research institutes.

In many of these, efforts are being made to cope with modern information
requirements, including the introduction of computer-based techniques.

Trinity College is computerising its library operations and will also provide
a service based on the MARC library tape system--this is an alerting system
for books published in Britain and the US operated by the British National
Bibliography and the Library of Congress.

It is used in the accession procedures for new books and for producing
catalogue cards. It also provides the means for accumulating a machine
readable catalogue which will be the basis for more sophisticated future
systems. The MARC tapes incorporate the Standard Book Numbering System
which was developed by the writer [39, 36] and has been accepted as an ISO
international standard. This will be used for title identification in all the basic
library operations.

The Institute for Industrial Research and Standards provides a computerised
information service in relation to Chemical Abstracts. They act as agents for
the Chemical Society Information Unit at Nottingham University.

The Agricultural Institute are developing a number of services, including
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the preparation ofa computerised indexing system for reprints and references.
The OECD study found that there was little co-ordination between the

many information services. It recommended that:

"the main technological change required in the field of technical informa-
tion is a central library co-ordinating body for the purpose of organising a
joint library Service. There is also an increasing need for a national
documentation or technical information centre. Some libraries are
modernising but in general this is being done in isolation from other
library developments".

The situation has not changed much in this regard since.
The Third Programme [ii, p. i54] contains the following paragraph on

the subject:

"The NSC! is also considering the development of a national system for
scientific information. The existing volume of information and its rapid
rate of growth have tended to swamp the traditional ways of dissemination.
New techniques based on mechanisation and the use of large computers
for storage and retrieval provide the potential means for dealing with
this problem. A computerised scientific information service is, however,
still at the experimental stage. For a small country such as Ireland, which
must have ready access to the world pooI of scientific and technological
knowledge, it is likely that needs can best be met by keeping in touch ~

with developments elsewhere and by arranging for some form of overseas
link-up as soon as a suitable opportunity arises".

The Irish Association of Documentation and Information Services (IADIS)
was formed in I966 from a reorganised Irish Association of Documentation.
Its membership includes information scientists. The main bodies concerned
with information services are members of the IADIS and it provides a forum
in which the personnel of these bodies can discuss their proposed developments
and achieve some measure of co-ordination.

In association with the NSC, the IADIS held a discussion~ meeting on
"Scientific and Technical Information: the Future" early in i969. interested
bodies represented included the OECD and the United Nations Economic
Commission for Europe. A wide-ranging discussion took place on future
developments in Ireland.

It is recognised that the prime requirement in Ireland is for a national policy
on information services. This should aim at developing an integrated inform-
ation system designed to meet the needs of all users and employing modern
techniques, including computer methods. ’

xNSC,--Natlonal Science Council.
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Such an information network should provide access to all information
generated here or abroad. It should link in with world information systems,
or with any integrated world information network that may be developed.
It should also provide a central data base with information on our own national
resources and other internally generated information.

The setting up of a comprehensive automated STI network would naturally
comprehend computers along with other new techniques, media and methods
of modern library science.

It is not within the scope of this study to comment on the total development
of STI services (any more than it would be to comment on the development,
e.g., of medical services), but simply to point out that computers constitute
one of the major new equipment developments in this field. National computer
policy must take account of STI needs, and on the other hand STI must be
fully informed on national computer policy.

For this reason it is ’suggested that, pending the formation of any national
co-ordinating information services authority, there is an urgent need to take
now the simpler first step of setting up a small national body charged specific-
ally with the co-ordination and development of computer applications in the
STI field. Its members wouldbe drawn from the main organisations concerned
with the provision of information services. This body could eventually become
one division of the larger national information authority.

4.7 The Education and Research Sector

The virtually unlimited potential matched by high computer costs make the
educational sector at the present time of exceptional importance from the point
of view of computer development. In a small country like Ireland, there seems
little case for the separate consideration and support for computing in the
various institutions that comprise this sector: the universities, research
institutes, technological and other colleges and secondary and primary schools.
From the computing point of view, they form a whole and should be subject
to a unified funding procedure.

There are a number ofreasonswhy co-ordination in computer developments
extending over the whole sectorhas recently become imperative. High hard-
ware costs have been mentioed. Piecemeal, unco-ordinated development
would also lead to costly dupication of programming effort in developing
essentially the same program at different locations. A proliferation of
separate small computers in the institutions begs the question how computing
might best serve the needs of education and establishes artificial boundaries
stifling healthy growth. On the other hand, larger centres serving a variety
of needs, including research and administration as well as education lead to
higher utilisation at lower cost and take care of seasonal loads (e.g. teaching
needs are low during summer).
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Currently the four main universities each have separate computer installa-
tions with an aggregate capital value of about ~8oo,ooo. Two of the research
institutes--the Institute for Industrial Research and Standards and the
Dublin Institute of Advanced Studies have small computer installations. The
Agricultural Research Institute has a terminal linked in to a large commercial
computer installation in London. Other Institutes e.g. the Economic and
Social Research Institute and an Foras Forbartha--use computer time on tile
university and other outside installations. The College of Technology in
Bolton Street have a small computer installation.

The universities’ plans for the future envisage an expansion of their facilities
within two years to a capital value of about £I m. and further expansion
within five years. The existing installations in the research institutes are no
longer adequate for their requirements and they will’ need either to expand
their installations or to use time on an outside computer. The technological
colleges, teacher training colleges and schools will undoubtedly require com-
puting facilities before long.

These developments all add up to a substantial investment in computing
by these institutions.

In the computing field, we are faced with an explosively advancing tech-
nology. The social and economic gains to be made through the use of com-
puters are limited mainly by the availability of people educated incomputing.
To-day at any level, education without computing experience is inadequate.
Intellectually and industrially, the country will lag to the extent that the
educational sector does not~ keep abreast of this technology.

Elsewhere in this report we comment on the problems of computer education
[sections 5.1, 5.2]. In this section we are concerned only with the type of
organisational arrangements that would be necessary to meet the educational
computer requirements for the whole sector. Ifa planned computer develop-
ment is to take place, the first essential is to make an assessment of the com-
puter objectives for the whole sector. A design for a total integrated hardware
system could then be thought out in the light of these objectives.

Some day one large central utility may serve the needs of all educational
institutions, and the problems of choosing hardware configurations will be
simpler, At the present time there are a number of options available, and
these make the decision problem complex, An institution can buy service from
a commercial’ computer bureau, preparing its own data and using post or
courier services; it can be connected by remote terminal to a large central
installation; or it can operate its own small independent computer system.
The last is becoming the most costly and least satisfactory from the: educational
pointofview. Nationally, it means a greater: number of operating, program-
ming and systems staff. Quickly obsoleted technical skills of operating small
systems of little educational value tend to: be ’taught, rather than general
principles of more permanent value. The small systems are inflexible and do
not expose the users to the most advanced technology.
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At the present time, however, there can be no question of all computer
facilities being centralised. In the light of the existing state of the technology,
an optimum mix of local, terminal, satellite and central facilities is required.

The use of computers should no longer be regarded as an esoteric activity.
It is more like using the telephone. Learning to program a computer is a
much easier skill and requires much less time thai1 learning a foreign language.
In designing a hardware system for tile educational sector primary attention
should be given to the important developments which will undoubtedly take
place ill secondary and technical education: wheI1 Computing catches on
here, as it is now beginning to do in other countries, the resources required
for it may be much larger than that required in higher education and research.

Tile provision of computing power will therefore become a necessity over
the whole educational sector. It is not a capital expenditure like a new building,
but rather a continuing expense, like the cost of electricity.

The problems of providing computing power ill the educational sector have
been looked at ill other countries. In the US, the President’s Science Advisory
Committee reported on computers in higher education in 1967 [4o]. They
estimated the cost of providing adequate computing at around four per cent of
the overall educational cost per student per year. They stated that since the
major economic and socially productive uses are dependent on educational
computing it was in the national interest to have adequate computing for
educational use in all institutions of higher education by 1971-72. Tile report
was not primarily concerned with secondary education, but they found that
training in the nature and use of computers was rapidly but randomly invading
secondary education. They recommended that the office of Education and the
National Science Foundation jointly establish a group to investigate the use
of computers in secondary, junior high and elementary schools. Co-operation
between schools and universities, particularly providing service to schools
from university centres, should be encouraged. They recommended that the
Federal Government collect meaningful data concerning computers and the
jobs, personnel, and educational facilities associated with them, and provide
annual forecasts.

In Britain a committee (The Flowers Committee) was set up in 1964 by
tile Secretary of State for Education and Science "to assess the probable
computer needs during the next five years of users in universities and civil
research establishments receiving support from Government funds". The Com-
mittee reported ill 1965 [4I] and, following on one of its recommendations,
a permanent Computer Board was established with tile continuing task
of assessing the Ileed for computers in universities and research councils,
providing such computers within an approved policy and budget and satisfying
itself that they are effectively commissioned, adequately used and efficiently
managed. An annual report was to be published. The first of these appeared
in 1969 [42].

The Board consists of a chairman and seven members drawn from the
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universities, the research councils and private industry.~ To assist the Board,
assessors attend theBoard meetings as necessary from the appropriate GOvern-
ment departments and research councils.

Unfortunately, and shortsightedly, the Board was appointed specifically
to dealwith the provision of digital computers for~research purposes. In their
first annual report, the Board comments that the/excluSlon o£.teaching uses
from the termsi of reference was ’!largely accidental", and go on to state that
"there is a, growing awareness ~that the requirement:for ~computing,facilities
for teaching purposes is likely to increase rapidly~ and that it ~cannot Continue
to be regarded as a relatively small, comp0nent of total demand which canbe
absorbed in the Board’s program, Without specific recognition" [42]. ~The
other evident shortcoming of this board is that it is not concerned:with schools
and technical colleges.~,~! : : :

The Board believes:that increasing interdependence of universities,in com-
puting matters will-be essential..Within its limitedframe of reference, it is
well placed as a central and impartial body to take a co-ordinating role.

The original Flowers Report:[�i] recommended that hardware facilities
be provided through the creation of regional hierarchies. By this they en-
visaged one large’computer located in cecil regionto which each local univer,
sity and research institute would,have access. Most of them:would also be
provided with more modest computers of their~own to, cater for their normal
requirements. They recommended, three,regional~ Centres initially with a further
three to be Considered further. They also recommended that the regional
centres shouldl be staffed~ in such a~ way that expert knowledge could~be made
available rapidly’ and efficiently.         :

The type of: use made of computers by.educational institutions is rather
different from that of commercial organisations. In the universities;computers
are used for ~teaching,!::for research and for administration. Many different
faculties use computers ~in!the ,course of their::instruction, particularly~ the
engineering, science and medical facilities.. Computer,science is taught as a
subject in its own right. On the administrative Side, computers are used for
such purposes as student registration and records, payroll and accounting
and library catalogues and records. The research institutes use computers
mainly in connection with their research projects, The replies to our ques-
tionnaire showed that 84 per cent of the computer time used bythe universities
and research institutes was for education-and scientific/research work. Among
the commercialusers, less than one percent of their computer timewas in these
areas ........ ~ ,                ~                      ’

Since their applications are different,, their systems software requirements
are also different~---this point is ;discnssed~at length in’ paragraphs 8I-83 of
the firstreport of the British Computer Board [42]. At present the universities
employa number of highly skilled:systems programmers to develop specialised
systems software suitable for their type Of applications. Co-operation in this
area would be,extremely valuable.~ It would aVoid duplication :of effort and
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speed up the development of adequate software to meet their specific require-
ments.

In areas where similar applications are being developed or considered,
co-operation would also be beneficial--e.g, on administrative applications
such as student records or on library applications. Incompatibility of hardware
in separate installations limits the exchange of programs and the develop-
ment of joint programs.

The Flowers Committee found considerable duplication of effort among
the universities and research institutions. In many cases they discovered
similar programs being developed at several places simultaneously to solve
much the same problem. They recommended that the research councils
should take a definite lead in drawing together the country-wide efforts on the
development of major programs of a standard nature. They considered
that much could also be done by maintaining up-to-date libraries of standard
programs.

In Ireland each of the universities has planned its basic requirements for
the next five years or so--additional expenditure will be on expanding rather
than replacing existing facilities. There can be no question of any of these
facilities being scrapped right away in favour of a co-operative venture. Go-
operation must be planned to coincide with the end of the "life span" of the
existing installations.

In the meantime some co-operative links may be feasible. For example, the
Trinity College and UCD installations are rather complementary, Trinity
having direct access terminal display units and UGD having remote access
batch processing facilities. It may be possible and beneficial for inter-links
between th&se systems. Some co-operation could al~o take place on common
applications and on systems software development.

If co-operation is to be achieved, somebody must be given the task of initiat-
ing and supervising the necessary action towards this end.

A full-time working party could be set up to study the design of a hardware
system for the educational sector. The appropriate body to oversee this work
would be the National ScienCe Council. The working party could report back
to a divisional council of the NSC, given, say, a remit for one year’s work.
Afterwards, a co-ordinating committee could be set up, representing all inter-
ests, and working within the framework provided by the divisional council.

The HEA has already taken some action in relation to the universities. A
Committee was appointed in I968 by the Minister for Education to report
on rite computer requirements of the higher education institutions. Represen-
tatives from the institutions concerned were on the Committee. As a result of
recommendations made by that Committee, a standing Committee is now
being appointed by the HEA to keep these computer requirements under
review, to examine individual proposals and to consider schemes for linking
and other forms of co-operation.

The HEA does not cover all the institutions with which we are concerned.
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The research institutionsdo not all come within its scope, nor do the schools
and technical colleges. Nevertheless this is a valuable initiative. Membership
of thestanding committee, is drawn in the main from academics concerned
with the teaching of computer studies in the universities, and it is clearly
desirable that a forum be so provided for the discussion: of common’ problems
,and the formulation of common policy: the co-ordination of computer facilities
in higher education is a necessity which cannot be postponed. The way in
which we see this committee performing a most Useful function in this respect
is inreceiving and working to guidelines provided by the Minister for Educa-
tion advised bythe divisional council of the NSC mentioned above. The stand-
ing committee of the HEA would be represented on, and form an essential
nucleus of, the co-ordinating committee of thedivisional council.

5. A PROPOSALFOR A CENTRAL COMPUTING COUNCIL

In Chapter 4, we pointed out the need for some form of organisation to be
set up within each of the individual sectors. There still remains the problem
of co-ordinating the overall development Of computing in the economy. This
could be the:function of a Central Computing Council.

Basically, the Objective of this Council would be to develop a national strategy.
The principal areas for which it would be responsible are:

planning and forecasting
--training and education
--promoting developments in individual sectors

information dissemination
research
liaison with international bodies
standards and Standard documentation
maintaining an index of application programs
privacy/security/ethics.

In the area of planning and forecasting, the Council would be responsible
for maintaining up-to-date statistics on computing e.g. up-dating our survey
gathering information on likely developments in the individual sectors and mak-
ing projections of future growth. On the basis of these projections, they would
identify the resources needed to sustain the expected level of growth e.g.
staffing and data transmission requirements.

On training, the Council would be responsible for ensuring that adequate
facilities are available for the training of both management and computer
specialists. Their aim would be to see that a spectrum of courses would be
available catering for all Categories of personnel and ranging from basic to
advanced levels of training. They would identify gaps in the available facilities
and seek to have suitable courses developed to plug the gaps. As well as ensur-
ing that the necessary courses are available, they would also be concerned with
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ensuring that the number of people being trained is adequate to cater for the
staffing requirements implicit in the future growth projections. If the demand
for trained personnel is likely to exceed the supply, the Council would be
responsible for developing and implementing special measures to deal with the
situation.

Computer education should also be part of the Council’s responsibilities.
This is quite distinct from the training functions, in that it should seek to provide
for people not directly involved in computing a general appreciation and
awareness of what computing is all about, how the computer works, the uses
and limitations of computers and the social and economic implications of
computers. Such education should be made available both in the schools and
in adult education establishments. The Council would be responsible for seeing
that proper facilities are provided in this area.

At the level of developments in individual sectors, the Council would act as
an initiating and stimulating body. The Council would not be concerned with
particular applications but would see that the proper organisational and
institutional arrangements were being made to facilitate and co-ordinate
developments in that sector. They would act as an advisory body to which
sectors could come for guidance.

The Council would also act as a source and a disseminator of information.
It might maintain a library of computer literature and act as a source to which
people can look for information or from which enquiries can be directed to
the most appropriate source. It might publish information about computing
in this country--e.g, current statistics and projections, developments in
individual sectors etc.--and about developments abroad which would be of
particular significance to this country.

In the area of research, the Council would be concerned with the overall
level of effort being put into research on computing topics. They would keep
in touch with the work being done in particular sectors and seek to stimulate
further effort where necessary. It would also be responsible for sponsoring
research on general computing problems of specific interest to this country.

A number of international bodies are now concerning themselves with
computing and are promoting international co-operation in discussing common
problems and in collecting and disseminating information about developments
in the individual countries. For example, the OECD have a committee on
computer utilisation in member countries, which is concerned with developing
a standard questionnaire for gathering information in different countries on
a comparable basis, the development of data banks--including the problems
of privacy raised by such data banks--and the development of management
information systems. The Council would take on the role of liaison with these
bodies and would be the body through which information about computing
in Ireland would be channelled to them and through which information about
their work and findings would be disseminated here.

Standards and standard documentation are an essential part of any well-
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organised computing department in an organisation. Once we progress
towards the stage Where information will be transferred from one organisa-
tion~to another in computerised form, the need for co-operation and standardis-
ation,ona general level arises-, The Council would act as a stimulator and co-
ordinator of developments in this ~area.

The maintaining of an index of application programs available might
also be undertaken by, the Council. This is a function at present performed
in Britain bythe National Computing Centre. Their~ index Contains details of
programs available from a wide,variety Of sources,--manufacturers, users,
software houses and bureaux. The. index makes it possible, for organisations
to:, avail of programs developed elsewhere~ to!:handle procedures similar
to their own and thus helps to avoid duplication of effort.

The development of large-data banks, holding personal information about
individuals and enabling this information to ,be readily retrieved; raises the
problem, of the threat to individual privacy in a more acute form than in the
pre-computer.era. ,We have not yet reached the stagewhere this’is a matter of
immediate concern but:it: should nevertheless be anticipated and kept under
review. The security of computerised: information in regard both to indus-
trial espionage and possible destruction of the data :might also be kept under
review. Much of the security will~ depend on the integrity of, the computer
specialists. The possibility of organising computer personnelon a professional
or other basis might be considered.

At present~: the only central b0dy,,,which concerns itself with the general
development of computing in the country is the Irish Computer Society.I

This is a private association with a :membership of about I75 people, prin-
cipally computer specialists and people from~educational establishments. It
operates through a part-time Council, iand :has no full-time staff. Its main
activity is the 0rganisation of, lectures, and seminars on topics of interest to its
members. It also organises working groups on particular aspects 0fc0mputing--
at present it, has three such Working groups concerned with decimalisation,
data transmission~ and standards. Recently it has takensteps to set ~up a co-
ordinating body to 10ok after the training:of computer specialists,

The Society plays~a very useful role in,catering for the interests of computer
personnel and .in providing a forum in which their problems can be made
known and discussed. ~The type of organisation envisaged as a Central C0m-
puting Council:is however quite different from such a Society. We consider
that the Society should be represented on the Council and its members will
undoubtedly-be depended on to provide much0f the technical and specialist
input which the Council will need. The links between the Council and the
Society should be Very close but the Society should Continue, and would insist
on continuing, in its r01e as an independent association of computer specialists.
This indeed is ~how matters have developed in ’Britain and various other coun-
tries-the British Computer Society has Close links with the National Comput-
ing Centre but still maintains its own :separate existence and functions.
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The National Computing Centre in Britain was established in i966 as a
public company limited by guarantee, following discussions between the com-
puter users, computer manufacturers and~ the Government. Its objective is
to promote an increased and more effective use of computers in Britain; The
overall governing body is a Council of twelve, six of whom, including the
Chairman and a full-time executive Director, are appointed by the Ministry
of Technology, two elected by members representing computer manufacturers,
three elected by members representing computer users and one elected by mem-
bers representing professional bodies, etc. Membership of the NCC is open
to any person, association or body engaged in the manufacture, sale or Use of
computers or concerned in education or research with computers or otherwise
interested in computing. Organisations outside Britain may become associate
members. The NCC is financed from Government grant, members subscrip-
tions and the sale of products, and services. It employs about 200 people.
Its main areas of activity are:

(i) information: it maintains an index of existing computer programs
and publishes a number of books and documents on computing,
including a monthly newsletter;

(ii) advice and stimulation: it provides up-to-date advice and independent
opinions about computing, data processing and computers;

(iii) education: it has developed and organised training courses for manage-
ment and for computer specialists;

(iv) applications and software: in collaboration with appropriate groups,’ it
undertakes studies of applications in various fields; it is also concerned
with developing software for specific purposes, e.g. compilers and
operating systems, and with developing techniques and methods, e.g.
for systems design.

The area in which it has made its greatest impact is in training--a basic training
package which it devised for systems analysts is being used by over 7° colleges
and training establishments in Britain and is being marketed on a world-wide
basis.

Such an elaborate body as the NCC may not be required in Ireland. The
NCC could, however, be a very useful source of information and help for our
proposed Central Computing Council and the Council could seek to have
ready access to the expertise and knowledge which the NCC possesses. A
formal link between the two bodies might be established.

The Central Computing Council might best be modelled on the lines of the
National Science Council with a governing Council and a small full-time
secretariat provided by the Department of Finance.

The Council should be representative of the main sectors of the economy,
computer specialists and educational interests. The representatives from the
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main sectors of the economy should be people at a policy-making level who
would be capable of stimulating and directing effective action in their own
sector. In sectors where a central body exists to ~co,ordinate computing
developments--as suggested for ,a number of sectors in Sections 4,1 to 4.7
the head of this body might be the appropriate representative. These people
should have or acquire a good knowledge of computing, particularly of com-
puting developments here and abroad in their own sector. ~Vhere necessary,
special training facilities might be laid on for this purpose. Computer specialists
could be represented through the Irish Computer Society. The Chairman of
the Society, might be made,an ex-o~do;member of the Council. One or two
representatives of educational establishments should:also be on the Council.

In addition to the overall Council, it might be,necessary tooperate through
a number of sub-Committees for particular areas e.g. for training and educa-
tion and for standards. ~ The Council should be given power to appoint such
sub-Committees as it might consider necessary and to,bring in any necessary
expertise from outside the Council to assist on the sub-Committees.

The sizeof the Secretariat will dependon decisions taken bythe Council
about the precise functions and activities they should undertake~ The head of
the Secretariat should be a high-level~ appointment/ofa person with a wide
background in management or administration and in computing. In the
initial stages, a:~furt~�~ ,two ful[-tlme sta~ might bc requiredl We ’would en-
visage these as general administrative stai~ rather:than highly qualified
specialist staff. One area in which a spedialist might be required at this stage
is for education and training. ~ ......

In Sections 5,I to 5.5 we elaborate on some of the problems With which
we envisage the Council ,would be concerned~       ,~ -

5. I COmpUter Education and Training for Management and ComPuter Spedalists

Since the general use of computers has only developed in recent years, we
have not yet reached the: point where there are agreed training requirements
and training standards for computer personnel and for management involved
in computing, The needs of these :personnel are changing with the advances
in technology and in our understanding of the potential of the computer.
Many different and unco-ordinated approaches to the development of training
facilities have therefore evolved.

In Israel, a, five-year plan for a national~ ADP training programme has
recently been proposed by~ the Israel Institute Of Productivity at the request
of the Advisor on ADP to the Ministry of Finance. The programme is designed
to provide specialised training for systems analysts and designers in the fields
of administration, engineering and information technology. With stress on its
economic necessity, it would be worked out. as a joint projectwith the UN
Technical Assistance Agency. It~ would be geared to the specific job ’require-
ments-heads of ADP units, heads of planning units, systems analysts, execu-
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fives using ADP systems, programmers, and instructors in ADP. For its pre-
paration, background information would be gathered under the following
heads:

--Estimated number of computers in Israel, distinguished by size and by
economic sector and expansion of usage by 1973.

--Trends of ADP development in Israel: hardware, new applications,
co-ordination and integration of systems by institutions and enterprises,
increase in service bureaux usage, prospective use by small enterprises.

--Manpower forecasts.

--Job specifications.

In January I968, the’ UK Co-ordinating Committee for Examinations in
Computer Studies was established in Britain. The major reason for its establish-
ment was a recognition of the urgent need to develop a nationally recognised
structure of courses and qualifications for computer personnel. It was felt that
there was much advantage to be gained from immediate co-operation in
ensuring that unnecessary duplication of effort was avoided and that adequate
provision was made for the training of all categories of computer personnel.
The Committee includes members of various educational institutions, the
NCC, the British Computer Society and observers fi’om the Government
Departments concerned with education.

The approach adopted by the Committee is the establishment and promotion
of courses of study leading to appropriate qualifications, other than at degree
or final professional level, awarded on the results of national examinations.
The examinations are conducted by the member bodies under the overall
control and supervision of the Committee. The courses are provided mainly
at technical and other colleges of further education. Before approving a course,
the Committee ensure that the teaching staff are properly qualified and that
the facilities for practical work are adequate. The COmmittee have approved
a number of courses and examinations leading to qualifications in systems
analysis, in programming and for computer operators. The ultimate aim is to
link the various courses available through a system of examinations leading
to nationally recognised qualifications.

Nationally approved courses and examinations are very useful in any area
where a large number of people are being trained for a common type of work.
They enable prospective trainees to know that certain mimimum standards
are being met in whatever course they intend to follow. They enable prospective
employers to know that certain minimum standards have been met in the
courses attended by potential employees and in any examinations taken by
them.

As far as computer personnel are concerned, we should now be at a stage
where agreed standards can be laid down for the basic training of systems
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analysts, programmers and:operators. In view of the, mobility i of personnel
between this country and ~Britaini co-operation with the UK Co-0rdinating
Committee would be desirable to ensure that any standard courses and
examinations developed here would be acceptable in Britain and vice versa.

The advanced training required by these personnel depends toga l~irge extent
on the type of work on which\and the krea in Which they are employed, and is
less susceptible~to standardisatioh. ~ Nevertheless, there is a need for some body
to concern itself with seeing thatan adequate range and depth of courses is
being developed and made. available. ~. , ~ .......

While the greatest apparent shortage of trained personnel is at the level of
the computer specialists, particularly the systems analysts; much more attention
should be given to computer training of management. The,depth of training
generally undertaken by management seems quite inadequate in light of the
potential development of computing. ~This is- discussed, further ,below..

We have "already suggestedthat~:the,Centrai:’-Computing Council shoUld
have overall, resp0nsibilities:in :the~ area~ Of computer , training. ~ For an area as
large as training, the Council: should set up a~ sub,Committee representative of
the interests concerned--~the Irish!C0mputer-Society,-the IMI,, the Department
of Education andother educational establishments. " ......

Training for Management , ¯ ........
Elsewhere: in this, Report ~the .needis stressed for-management involvement

in.computing if the, full benefits of computers~areto be obtained:
It is,not enough tO ~einploy andtrain~ computer specialists and"hand~ over to

them the task0f introducing the :optimum,amount and type of computing
required, by the ~organisation, i This may work:if~the only interest~is in the lower
level computing applications. But:for.the higher level applications, management
must become involvedin determifiing what it wants from the, computer system
and in judging the:feasibility-of the projects..-

At present; �oursesf0rl top ,management are provided by the IMI, the IPA
and the computer manufacturers. A’wide ~variety of courses are also available
in Britain from numerous management training, bodies~ A considerable
proportion Of the top. managementof Irish organisations have attended One or
more of these courses. :~, .....

The typical structure of top management courses is a two to four day course
aimed at giving a general appreciation of computers, how they work and the
type of projects for which they Call be used. They~ bring ~ together managers
from widely different areas and so are pitched at a very general level.

It is difficult to see how a short genex’al course of this type can give top ¯man-
agement an adequate appreciation of the full,ramifications of computing and
the ability to sec clearlyhow they can be applied in theii~ own particular area.
It would be quite adequate if only the low-level applications are being imple-
mented as their effeCts are unlikely to percolate up the managerial hierarchy
as far as the Board or the Chief Executive and they require nOmajor changes
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in the organisation. But to appreciate fully the potential of higher level
applications, top managers must invest more time in familiarising themselves
with computing.

There is no need for top management to become computer specialists. They
must, however, gain sufficient appreciation of the capabilities of the computer
to enable them to set the broad objectives of the high level computer systems
and to decide on alternative proposals devised by the computer specialists to
meet these objectives.

There are two key people in a typical organisation for whom special training
should be provided. They are the Chief Executive and the Information Director
(or whatever member of the Board looks after information systems within the
organisation).

We consider that they should take an intensive course in computing on a
part-time basis over a number of months. Some parts of such a course would
be common to all types of organisations, other parts would have to be tailor-
made for the individual organisations or the individual sectors.

The type of course we envisage would cover:

--the mechanics of using a computer, including some practical experience;

--the cost of using a computer;

--organisational implications of computing--role of management and
computer specialists, training required, recruitment of staff, impact

~’ on first level supervision and clerical workers;

--feasibility studies~including role of manufacturers, consultants and
bureaux;

--project definition and control--including budgeting and scheduling;

--systems design.

Most of these topics would be common to all organisations, though some
particular sectors might need separate discussion of their special areas, parti-
cularly in systems design.

From this basic outline, the participants should move on to consider applic-
ations in the form of case studies. These should be followed by visits toorganisa-
tions which are leaders in applying computing techniques in their sector,
either here or abroad, where they can meet and talk with people at their own
level who are dealing with problems similar to their own. These visits would
have to be arranged mainly on an individual basis.

Such a training course may appear rather long and expensive to a busy
Chief Executive or Director. However it must be seen in relation to average
annual expenditure on computing of over ~4oo,ooo by organisations with
large computer installations and ~67,ooo and ~32,ooo in the case of organisa-
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tions with medium and small installations. Even more important is the potential
impact computing Could make on the organisation in the future, bringing a
qualitative change in management. To be able to control developments, the
Chief Executive and Directors must be able to understand fully what is going
on in the computing~ world.

Line management must also be involved in computing. Their role isto
collaborate with the computer specialists in assessing management information
requirements and the economic and social implications of a computer system.
They should assess and plan for any reorganisation that computer systems
may demand and take responsibility for all aspects 0fimplementing the system,
other than technical aspects connected withthe computer itself. Once the
system is implemented, they are responsible for its on-going operation and for
non-technical aspects of any modification whichmight be required in the
light of experience.

Line management should undertake much the same type of training as the
top management, though more specificallyrelatedto ¯their own particular
area of management.

Computer Specialists "
The main~ categories of computer personnel with which we are concerned

are EDP managers, operations managers, Systems anai~stl, programmers
and operators. Sample job descriptions for these categories are set out in
AppendixC.           ~ , ~ .... :; , ......

The training of EDP managers and operations managers has two principal
aspects training inmanagement and training in technical computer skills.
These requirements are at present being catered for by the IMI and the
computer manufacturers.

From the replies to our questionnaires, there appears to be a heavy reliance
on the computer manufacturers for training in those areas, with the IMI
facilities also being much used. A number of people have also availed of the
many courses available in Britain.

For systems analysts, the main bodies providing training facilitiesare the
computer manufacturers, the IMI, the IPA and Trinity College. Various
courses are available in Britain also. Due to the shortage of systems analysts
in relation to the demand for them in the UK, the NCC have sought to develop
a structure of courses to cater for their needs. A basic course has been¯ developed
by the NCC and is being marketed :widely by a private company. It is being
used by over 70 colleges and training establishments in the UK. The course
given in Trinity College is based on this package. The NCC are proceeding
with the development of preliminary and advanced:systems analysis courses
to complement the basic course.

For programmers, the computer, manufacturers are the predominantsource
of training~ One private school in Dublin provides computer programming
courses .... - , ~-

_    ¯ ,I
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A major part of the training of systems analysts and programmers consists
of in-house on-the-job experience.

The range of formal courses available between this country and Britain
appears to be adequate to meet the actual demand for training facilities. Yet
sufficient numbers of people are not being trained to meet the growing re-
quirement of Irish organisations. This applies particularly in the case of
systems analysts. There is an acute shortage of trained and experienced
systems analysts. The rapid expansion in the number of computer installations
in recent years, all of them seeking to recruit some experienced systems
analysts, has put a strain on tile supply/demand situation. It has resulted in
increasing salary scales for systems analysts and a loss of experienced people
from existing organisations. The growth in the number of organisations using
computers and seeking computer personnel is likely to continue in the immed-
iate future, adding to the demand for experienced personnel.

If the present and prospective shortage is to be remedied, some planned
approach to the development of experienced personnel over and above the
projected needs of existing users will be necessary. Since on-the-job experience
is so important in the training of systems analysts, any plan must be developed
with the co-operation and participation of the user organisations.

Two possible approaches are the design of training courses which would
include practical problems supplied by existing organisations or the provision
of on-the-job training facilities in some of the larger installations for new recruits
over and above their own internal requirements.

In either case, the trainees would be involved in actual applications designed
to develop the necessary skills and to give them suitable experience. At the
end of the training period, they would be available to take up positions in new
or existing installations.

As well as providing a pool of trained personnel in anticipation of future
requirements, such a plan would also provide a method of entry to tile computer
field for people working in organisations which are not using and do not intend
to use computer facilities. The principal mode of entry up to now has been
by transfer to computer work within an organisation in which the person was
already employed. Recruitment of people from outside the organisation has
generally occurred only where experienced people were being sought. This
lack of a recognised entry system has undoubtedly narrowed the market from
which people with the necessary aptitude for and interest in computer work
can be recruited.

We have suggested above that a sub-Committee of the Central Computing
Council should concern itself with training. This Committee would be the
appropriate body to organise special schemes of this type. It would be con-
cerned with setting standards for acceptance for training, developing and
supervising training schemes and working out the necessary financial arrange-
ments.

\
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5.2 Computer Education in: Schools and for Adults

Why should computers~ be introduced into Schools? Looked at from the
widest point of view, computers are one of the rr/ost significant inventions of
our time. Their use is intellectually exciting. Not to provide thd0pportunity for
our children"to become~a~equainted with them ~w0uld be an educational
deprivation. ...... ’ ...... ..... :

There seems to be a Common misconception,that the study Of Computers in
schools is necessarilya specialised topic Which is the preserVe’of,mathematics
teachers and suitable 0nly for the more able mathematics Scholars. Certainly,
there,is a developing SCience" ofc0mputers with its own jargon and technical-
ities; In discussing the~ introductionbfcomputer~edtication in scho01s~, we do
not have in mind~ primarily;computerscience:asa subjeci in its own right, but
rather the introdtiction 0f relevant �omputer t0pics’into the general fiberal
education of all pupils. These t0pics’can be handled by teachers of an)i:back-
ground. ...... ~

Apart from its.use in bringingto ;life~ andstimulating interestin certain, areas
of mathematics,.Zcomputing, aids natural science, economics, statistics, geog,
raphy, business" and socialstudieS, even: literature and music. It ought not to
result in one more subject being added to the curriculum,’ but rather permeate
all existing subjects. ...... ::~ , ~ ~’, .:            ¯ ’

Because of the wide-ranging impact .which- computers are likely to~ have on
society, itis .desirable that ,all-children should .acquire some knowledge of the
nature and uses of computers, their limitations anti,their economic and, social
implications. The present generation .of children will be .using computers, as a
natural and readily available t0ol in many daYrto-dayacfivities in thefuture:
the earlier they are introduced to this newpower and:significant factor in the
world around uS, the easier it ,will be for them to understand and.come to ’terms
with it. ~ .~ . , _

For adults, likewise, the fact of the existence of this new body of knowledge
is in itseif sufficient reason, for the- provision ~07 educational.opportunities to
enable them to comprehend the nature of the computer, its capabilities and
iimitationsand its philosophicallimplications’,~;To m an~’y people the Computer
is a machine about, which they’have heard much but about which they know
and Understand very little.

Schools ~
Very active experimentation in the introduction of computers in schools is

taking:place abroad. It has been found that pupils respond with interest and
keeness to-experience with c0mputerS. The Centre ifor~Educational Research
and Innovation (CERI) of the OECD prepared a short review, in November
1968, of developments in Europe and the US: It dealt with the introduction of
computers in secondary education,, the objectives, the methods, and the intel-,
lectual and equipment resources [43, also reprinted in 49]. Since then, much
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has happened, and a full programme of research and development has now
been launched by CERI. At that time, they found that the introduction of
computer cducation into secondary schools had been on a haphazard and
random basis. In the main the impetus had come from individuals, many of
whom were interested in only one facet--for example, the use of computers in
the teaching of mathematics. One result of this was that in too many schools
computer education was restricted to mathematics lessons or even to mathe-
matically-gifted pupils. Many of the most valuable :rewards of computer
education were lost.

Nevertheless, the CERI review showed that by 1968 schools in several
countries, including Germany, the US and the UK, had begun to give instruc-
tion in the nature and use of computers and computing. The topics covered in
these schools include the following:

--social implications of computer technology

--nature of computers

--use of the computer for problem solving

--use of computer games and simulation

--use of the computer in data-processing.

The computer is also used to develop an understanding of mathematical
concepts.

The degree to which many of these topics: can be covered depends on the
access to computer facilities. This varies very much and may include visits to
local computing centres, testing and running of programs on local com-
puters, periodic visits by portable computers,! provision of computers discarded
by others or small computers specially designed for educational purposes or the
provision of remote terminals linked to a large computer.

In view of the rapid prospective increase in the use of computers throughout
the UK, an Inter-departmental Working Group was set up in 1965 to consider
what implications this might have for the educational system. Represented on
the group were the Department of Education and Science, the Scottish
Education Department, the Ministry of Education for Northern Ireland, the
Ministry of Technology, the Ministry of LabOur, the Science Research Council
and the University Grants Committee. The group published a report, "Com-
puter,Education," in 1967 [44].

This group concerned itself more with the contribution which the educational
system could make to the development of computer specialists than with the
wider aspects of computer education--though it did distinguish between the
general role of education within the school system and the training in specific
narrow skills required by computer specialists. They considered that the
schools should provide the groundwork by giving an introduction to computer
concepts and principles at various levels within the general educational
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framework, thus enlarging the educational base from which computer staff can
be recruited.                 ~ -- :~- .........

Recently a significant document in’the-form of an interim report has been
prepared by a-Committee ~the :Bellis Committee)for the’Sc0ttish Education
Department [45]~ The Committee:was set up in i967 with:a remit to consider
the implications of computers for the schools and to make recommendations.
Its members included school teachers who had. takenpart in experimental
work in computer education, peopleworking withzc0mputers in ~universiti’es
and particularly associated with school developments, representatives from
further education, commerce and industry, and members of the Inspectorate.

The Bellis Committee takes the view that it is of vital importance to the nation
and to the pupils themselves that there should be’created in the schoolsa broad
base of knowledge about and interest in the computer at appropriate levels~
not just expertise in specifc techniques of programming. Instruction should not
be limited tO those pupiis who are mathematically or scientifically inclined.
The report includes details of a recommended introductOry one-year course of
appreciation of the power and applications of the computer. The time require-
ment would be two periods per week. The teaching should be Undertaken by
teachers of various subjects. Pre-service and~in-service training courses for
teachers should be provided. ......

To provide for instruction for teachers and access tO computing facilities for
schools, the Bellis Committee recommend the establishment in .Scotland of
three educational computer centres on a regional basis, Siting of the centres in
Colleges Of Education is suggested as appropriate, since research into the
development Of school courses would:then be encouraged, and stUdents’ attend-
ing the College of Educationwould also be ableto make useofthe centre. The
Committee considers that a postal or messenger service to the centre with data
preparation equipment available in the schools would be quite adequate, On-
line data links, while attractive, might :be too costly~and are regarded as
a longer-term possibility.     ¯ ’ ¯    ¯

While the Bellis report provides the basis of an official policy for Scotland, no
such coherent national policy appears as yet to have emerged for the rest of the
UK. Nevertheless, a great deal of pioneering effort and experimentation has
taken place.

The British Computer Society have a working party on computer education
in schools [46, pp. 35-43]; It is divided intoa number of sub-committees
concerned with such areas as curricula for computer Courses, dissemination of
information on books suitable for use in schools, the introduction of computing
into non-mathematical areas, the availability of ~hardware facilities and the
availability Of training and other facilities for teachers.

One of these sub-committees has recently recommended that a small full-
time central organisation should be establi~ed to arrange and co-ordinate a
continuing programme of experiments and to collect and disseminate informa-
tion on all aspects of computer education in schools.
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A Computer Education Group has also been formed, affiliated to the British
Computer Society [46, pp. 59-6o]. This Group is an informal organisation of
teachers and other interested people. By the end of 1969, it had over I,OOO
members. The objects of the Group are to disseminate information about
developments in this area and to help one another in solving problems in
setting up courses, getting access to computer facilities and specialist lecturers,
etc. They publish a regular bulletin--"Computer Education".

A now famous pioneering project in bringing computing into the school
curriculum took place at the Royal Liberty School in Essex, where an Elliott
903 computer has been installed since early 1966. As well as providing facilities
for its own pupils, the Royal Liberty School Computer Department now also
provides facilities for 24 other schools in the area, as well as organising adult
education and teacher training courses to satisfy local needs. A full account of
how this project was initiated and how it has developed is given by W. R.
Broderick, the master whose brainchild it was, in a book, "The Computer in
School" [47]. Broderick.has recently estimated that the cost of providing
educational computing facilities at his centre works out at £3 5s. od. per student
per year. Currently, they process 45,000 programs for some 18,ooo students
per year.

A substantial number of other schools in the UK are now using computer
facilities in local universities, technological colleges, local authorities or
commercial organisations.

The British National Computing Centre, in collaboration with the Depart-
ment of Education and Science, the local education authorities, computer
manufacturers and individual schools, have developed a computing course
designed to introduce pupils of sixth form standard in both arts and sciences to
business uses of computers. Initially, it is being tested in the Bristol area but it
is planned to extend it to other areas. It is designed for an hour and a half
session per week for two terms. The first term consists of an introduction
covering the following broad areas:

why computers?

--what is a computer and how does it work?

--flow charting and programming

--the impact of computers in business and society

--backing storage and input/output devices

introduction to computer languages.

After this general introduction, pupils who are particularly interested in the
business use of computers will take an "Advanced Data Processing" course
while others will go on to a detailed study of the "Sociological Impact of
Computers" [48, pp. 45-46].

The computer manufacturers are also marketing their own’ school courses
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which provide teaching material, training for the teachers who will be giving
the course in the school and data preparation and computer facilities [50, see
also 48, PP.33-34, 49, PP. 63=65, 71-72]¯

Canada is one country where an official policy towards introducing~com-
puters into secondary sch0ols appears to have been adopted. In :i968, the
Ontario Department of Education approved the object ve ¯ that every student
have a basic understanding of computers in order to appreciate the limitations
of computers as well as their potential for problem-solving in a wide variety of
areas." Currently, ioo high-schools in Ontario give two year courses for
students aged i6 and’ i7. Some of the larger schools have: computers of their
own, but most use a;delivery service :to a computer centre owned by the Board
of Education. -

It is clear that, in Britain and in other countries, computing is widely accepted
as both beneficial and adcsirable subject for introduction into schools. Much
progress ,has .already been made and vigOrous efforts are being made to extend
the availability of courses and: facilities.                          ¯ .... ~

In Ireland, computer education hasnot yet.been introduced in any secondary
or vocational schools.2 At~the ~time of the 4atest revision of the leaving certificate
curriculum, computer education was suggested as one ofa number of possible
additions to the curriculum but~it was not accepted. The first level.at which a
student: can-get an. introduction to computing is in third level education either
in the universities or in the technological colleges--and-then:only if:he follows
a limited range of disciplines.          ~ ........ ,        ;

In Britain, the initial impetus came from pioneering efforts of afew enthusi-
asts. The experience gained from their experimefits led_to an expansion to other
schools as more people got interested. It would :be, a pity if this" slow, process were
now to be repeated here, rather than the adoption of an official policy.-:,

The initial step-needed in.Ireland would seem to be the training of a:number
of teachers Who Could introduce computing in,some schools as a:non-examin-
able subject. The teacher training could be obtained either by:availing, of one
of the packages developed abroad or by developing a special course here,
perhaps in the technological colleges. In the first instance, a :cour~eof about ten
days duration would be sufficient, ~

The present availability of computer facilities should not be an obstacle to
getting started. To run programs for the pupils, access to a computer could
be arranged either at off-peak hOUrS in a local computer installation or by
regional technological colleges prOviding, ;facilities : for schools in the region.
Later on, more formal arrangements would ,be required, as has been recom-
mended by the Bellis Committee for Scotland [45]. We have already discussed
the provision of hardware facilities for~the educational sector in Section 4.7.

The proposed education and training: sub-committee of the Central Com-
puting. Council, in close collaboration, with the Department of Education,

’In Northern Ireland, Portora Schoql has recently installed a terminal and uses a computer manu-
facturer’s school course. ’    "
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might be the most appropriate body to provide the initial stimulus by seeking
out a number of schools that would be willing to co-operate and making
arrangements for the necessary teacher training.

Adults
In arranging courses for adults, the aim should be to cater for the general

public who are neither employed in a computing area nor embarking on a
career in computing.

The type of courses required would be similar in content to those developed
for schools. They should concentrate however on conveying an understanding
of the economic and social implications of computing and how the computer
works. Some practical experience of using a computer should also be given
where access to computing facilities is possible. Arrangements on the lines of
those suggested for schools might be sought--the use of off-peak time on a local
installation or the provision of facilities through technological colleges.

At present, the Extra-Mural Studies Department of UCD include among
their courses for adults two courses in computing. One is an introductory course
covering the basic principles and mathematics of computer programming and
various computing applications in the fields of scientific research and industry.
The second course is an advanced one covering much the same ground as the
introductory course but at a higher level and in greater depth.

As far as we are aware, no other educational establishments provide com-
puting courses for adults.

In Britain, courses are available from the Extra-Mural Studies Depart-
ments of various universities and from bodies such as The City Literary
Institute in London.

There is a definite need for adult education in this area and courses should
be made more generally available. In addition tJ the universities, establish-
ments which could appropriately provide courses are the commercial and
technical colleges and the Dublin Institute of Adult Education.

The overall development of such courses could be a further responsibility of
the proposed education and training sub-committee of the Central Computing
Council.

5.3 Development of the Computer Industry

A feature of the current computer scene is the growth of a large number of
organisations providing computing services or engaged in manufacturing
computer hardware components such as core stores, discs, line printers,
terminals for on-line or off-line use, satellite and desk-top computers, etc.

There is considerable scope for developing various parts of the computer
industry in this country--both to cater for the home market and for export.
The Hoskyns survey [6] estimates for the UK market over the period 197o-75
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average annual growth: :rates of 46 per cent for terminals, 54 per cent for
software services and 3° per cent’for service, bureaux.

This Section looks at,the development of (i) computer bureaux, (ii) com-
puter consultancy, Software and other services and (iii) the manufacture of
computer hardware.

Computer Bureaux
Computer bureaux are basically involved in providing time on a computer

for use by other organisations. In addition, they normally provide a range of
supporting services, sometimes the complete range of computer services
required by an organisation,--e.g, consultancy work to advise on potential
applications, Programming services and data preparation services.

There are many computer bureaux Operating inBritain. The Ministry of
Technology Undertakes a quarterly survey of these bureaux [5i]. About I0O
are included and these are reckoned to cover almost all those in operation. The
total value of their billings to clients in the year 1968 was almost ~23 m. Data
for the first half of the year show that the billings were increasing by over 2o per
cent in I969. Four organisations together accounted for about 5o per cent of
the total billings. Nine had a turnover of over £½ m.

A breakdown of the billing to clients is given in Table 5. !. The sale of
computer time was their largest activity, accounting for 34 per cent of their
revenue. Custom built programs to cater for the specific needs of individual
clients represented 25 per cent of their revenue. The provision of programming/
consultancy services and of package programs was als0 important, each
generating I 0 per cent of their revenue. At the end of June, 1969, these bureaux
employed 7,5oo people, of whom over 2,5oo were programmer/analysts or
consultants.

In Ireland, there are seven organisations Providing bureau services. Two of
these are subsidiaries of computer manufacturers and one is a part of a large
commercial organisation which provides bureau services Ias an adjunct to its
own internal data processing activities. We endeavoured to carry out a survey
of their activities on the lines of the Ministry of Technology survey. A question-
naire similar to that used in Britain was sent to six of the bureaux one was
omitted as it had only just commenced operations. The response to this
questionnaire was not adequate to produce any firm figures. Only three of
them replied, including ~one which’declined to disclose the breakdown of its
billings to clients.

The breakdown supplied by the two respondents, as set out in Table 5.1,
shows a pattern quite similar to that found in Britain--g-c0mputer time sales
generating 35 per cent of revenue and custom built programs 23 per cent.
The only area where a considerable difference is found is in data preparation,
which generated 28:per centof revenue in Ireland compared with 6 per cent
in Britain. .... -

The totalrevenue of the bureaux in:I969 would: seem to be in the. region of
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TABLE 5" I : Billings to clients by computer bureaux. Percentage of total billings represented by
each type of service

Type of servwe
Percentage of total billings

Britain Ireland

Custom built programs
Package programs
Programming/Consultancy
Computer time sales
Data preparation
Other/Unclassified

24 23
Io 7
IO 7
34 35
6 28

I6

Source: British figures: Ministry of Technology (Industrial Statistics Branch)
.Survey for the quarter April-June i969.

Irish figures: Data supplied in response to a questionnaire sent to the computer
bureaux.

£630,000. This figure is based on the actual figures supplied by two organisa-
tions and estimated figures for the others drawn up with the advice of people
directly involved in the business. A cross-check using the data on expenditure
supplied by the bureau users confirms that this figure is of the correct order of
magnitude.

The total number of clients served by these orgardsatigns in 1969 was in the
region of 22o.a Average revenue per client is therefore about £3,200.

Estimates of the number of staff employed in the bureaux at the end of 1969
are set out in Table 5.2. These estimates are based on, the actual figures supplied
by the three respondents, grossed up to take account of the three non-res-
pondents. The three respondents account for approximately 5° per cent of the
total revenue of the bureaux so their staff complement is probably also about
half of the total.

TABLE 5.2: Staff employed by Irish computer bureaux at 3z December z969

Category Number Average

Client contacts 8 1.3
Systems Analysts 18 3.o
Programmers 34 5"7
Computer Operators 28 4"7
Data Preparation 94 15"7
Administrative I o 1.7
Other 4 0"7

Total I96 32"7

3The total number of bureau users is about 25o. Some 30 of these are
organisations other than the bureaux, e.g. time may be made available to
associated organisation.

using services provided by
them on a computer in an
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They employed a total of I96 people, of whom i 8 were systems analysts and

34 were programmers. Average employment per organisation was 33
including 3 systems analysts and 6 programmers.

In So far as their primary function is the provision of computer hardware
facilities for other organisations, the future growth in bureau operations will
depend on the way the balance develops between separate in-house computers
and the shared use of facilities. Both of these approaches to computing will
grow as the overall use of computing grows. The development of more complete
ranges of computers, particularly at the small end of the market, enables each
user to acquire appropriate in-house facilities no matter what the size of his
operations. On the other hand, economies of scale and the development 0flarge
computers encourage the trend towards sharing facilities either in bureaux or
computer utilities~.-Which~ of/these two approaches will grow fastest is still
unclear, but it may be noted that the Hoskyns survey [6] estimates an annual
rate of growth of 29 per Cent for the service area as opposed to i2 per cent for
hardware over the next decade.

The scope for exporting computer time services is rather limited as there
would be no particular advantages gained by a foreign organisation in sending
its work here to be processed. The major cost involved is the cost of,the com-
puteritself and we have no relative advantage in this area. Where the scope for
exporting such services does arise is in conjunction with providing other services
such as data. preparation or programming services. These are discussed in the
next part of this Section.                                  ~ :

There are no particular measures which need to be taken to develop com-
puter bureau services. It is a competitive area--both between the bureaux
themselves and vis-a-vis: the computer manufacturers--and will undoubtedly
be developed in line with market demand.

Computer Gonsulta~y, Programming and other services
Computer consultants provide a variety of services including:

feasibility studies and selection of computer applications

----evaluation of computer equipment

systems analysis and design

programming

--installation, staff selection and training.

Some organisations specialise in providing programming servicesthese are
generally referred tO as "software houses". Others specialise in providing data
preparation facilities:

A recent publication [52] lists several hundred computer consultants and
Software houses in Britain, together with many organisations specialising in
providing data preparation facilities. ....
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In Ireland, a number of foreign computer consultants have opened branch
offices. Many others are available to provide services from their overseas
offices. There are only one or two Irish organisation~ solely engaged in con-
sultancy services, though the computer bureaux also provide consultancy
services.

A small number of Irish organisations specialise in providing data pre-
paration services. One of the bureaux has also a large data preparation
business. The fastest growing of these areas in Britain and the US is the software
business. The software houses specialise in providing programming services--
developing either specific programs for individual organisations or standard
programs which can be sold to a number of different organisations for their
common applications e.g. payroll, share registration. A considerable number of
software houses have been established in Britain and the US, ranging in size up
to large companies with a few thousand employees and an annual turnover of
millions of pounds.

The software industry is one area of the computer services field that could be
successfully and beneficially developed in Ireland. It is a highly labour-
intensive industry--brain-power is the basic input, with capital investment
required mainly in developing and training the necessary personnel. Salaries
in this country are still relatively low, particularly in relation to the US.
This should give us an important initial advantage. We also have a high
level of education and, in many areas, a shortage of suitable employment
opportunities for highly-educated people. Development of the software industry
would provide high-level and challenging jobs kere for many people who
would otherwise have to go abroad to find jobs suitable to their capacities.

The development of an export market would be vital to the success of a
software industry here due to the small size of the home market.

Israel is an example of a small country which has taken active steps to develop
an export-oriented software industry [53]. ILTA1VI--the Gorporation for
Planning and Research Ltd.--is a government corporation whose main
function is to promote Israel’s software industry abroad. A number of areas
have been identified as having particular export potential:

--basic software systems

--conversion of systems from one computer to another

--application packages in selected high-technology areas, including
hardware/software systems

--software maintenance on behalf of customers

--technical assistance and operations in developing countries.

Already we are engaged in a small way in exporting software services--a
significant proportion of the software work of one of the computer bureaux is
for overseas organisations.

One of the main difficulties about breaking into the export market without
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first developing an indigenous market is :that of developing the initial expertise
and convincing prospective clients that the necessary expertise is available.
Two possible ways of getting over these problems are the encouragement of
foreign software houses :or new ~entrepreneurs to set up in Ireland and the
development of links with overseas software houses, our software houses
working initially on sub-contracts from them while building up both expertise
and a reputation this latter approachhasbeen recommended for Israel [53].
In either case, a, pre,requisite would be the attraction;0f,highly trained and
experienced people to this country who: could then:develop and train Irish
people to the sameleveh    , .    . .... .           ~

If we are going to enter the software’ business on a large scale, the time to
startwould benow whilethe marketis stillat arelatively early stage of develop-
ment. Specific. action ~to: encourage developments will be needed.

One measure might be~the provisionof tax relief on profits from" exports. The
Finance Act, i968, extended the export sales relief from income tax and ~or,
porations profit tax to profits arising from work carried out in the State on the
rendering to non-residents of design and planning Services in connection with
chemical, civil, :electrical or mechanical engineering works executed: Outside
the State. There iS a:good case for extending this:relief to computing services
provided to overseas people.                  , .... .~ : ....     ,

:What other incentives would be required and :6ould. ,be mad6~ available
should be considered by the Industrial Development" Authority in conjunction
with the Central Computing Council.           ~

While the software industry appears, to have most potential for development,
any incentives made available might also be extended to other areas Where
there is scopefor the export 0fservices. Two of these are computer consultancy
and data preparation services. The one Irish orgaflisation :specialising’ in
computer consultancy services already generates about 7o "per cent of its
revenue from abroad~ The computer bureau, which has a large data preparation
pool, does much data preparation,work for foreign 0rganisations, particularly
intheUS, the:work being flown in. This issimilar,to data preparation services
being provided in Malta, for British" firms [54], the ’competitive advantage
resting in the availability and relative cheapness of labour.

Computer hardware                  ¯ ¯
¯ In. such a fast-growing area as computing, it is natural that a large number of
organisations should grow up producing components for the colnputers or
equipment to be used in connection with the computer=:-e.g, terminal devices
for the remote entry of data to the computer.

Ireland has already~bec0me involved in’ thisindustry.’~ For example core
memories--on which thedata heldina computer are stored--are manufactured
here. Further; developmentsplanned include the manufacture of. terminal
devices, of special purpose digital computers for use in.scientific research and,
possibly, the manufacture of small business computers.
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The Industrial Development Authority are already successfully engaged in
encouraging the establishment of these industries in Ireland and there will
undoubtedly be many more such industries developed in the future.

5.4Data Transmission

There are many ways in which data can be transferred from one location to
another--by air or surface transport, verbally over the telephone, etc. Another
way, and one which is now growing in significance, is data transmission. This
involves the use of the telecommunications network to transfer data in a non-
verbal form.

Data transmission is not an integral part of computing--it can be and is used
for purposes unconnected with computing. But one of its main uses is for
sending datato and from a computer installation. The need for and the demand
for data transmission facilities are therefore directly bound up with future
developments in the computing area.

One of the main advantages of data transmission is the time which can be
saved--it is the equivalent of using the telephone rather than the postal service.
Slower and cheaper methods of transferring data may be quite adequate for
most operations but the. ~/bility to transfer data speedily can be of importance
in particular cases, as discussed below.

Economies of scale have led to the development of large computer centres.
These centres involve the transfer of data from remote locations (i.e. locations
not in the immediate proximity of the centre) either physically or by means of
data transmission facilities. Technological advances have reduced the time
taken for the processing part of the computer operation and attention has
therefore been focussed on the delay in getting data to and from the computer.
Where there are advantages in getting a quick turn-around from computer
jobs, the benefits may outweigh the additional costs involved in data trans-
mission.

For transmission, the data are prepared in a form suitable for direct input to
the computer~punched cards, punched paper tape, etc.--or keyed in directly
via a typewriter keyboard. They are then passed along the telegraph or
telephone lines. At the computer centre, they may be entered directly into the
computer system--known as "on-line" transmission--0r be reproduced in the
form of punched cards, etc.; for entry into the computer system at a later timeq
"off-line" transmission. For passing through the telegraph or telephone system,
the data have to be~changed or modulated into a standard form. At the
receiving end, they have to be demodulated back into the original form. A
modulator/demodulator--a modem--is used for this purpose at each end.

There are a number of computer bureau services in existence operating
largely through data transmission links to their customers--bureaux operating
in this manner are commonly referred to as computer utilities. The customers
have a terminal--a device through which data may be transmitted linked to
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the computer centreor a small computer capable of:processing some jobs but
capable also of transferring datato the computer centrewhen greater facilities
are required. Since these centres have a very large computer capacity, the time
taken to process any job is very short and the results are sent back quickly,
normally within a matter of minutes. This type of service has been used mainly
for scientific-type jobs with small volumes of data requiring a large volume of
computations. However its use for commercial-type applicationsmwith large
volumes of data requiring relativelysmall volumes ,of computations---is
expanding.         ,

In addition to the computer bureaux, a number of organisations organise
their interna! computing services on this type of basis.

Many computer applications require ithat the:users have immediate and
direct access to data stored in the computer and the ability to add to or delete
from these data immediately. This is the case, for example, with airiine seat
reservation systems.~These time-dependent systems: can only operate on the
basis of on-line data transmission with the databeing processed and the results
produced almost immediately--this is called real-time processing.~:~

The usual method of recording the data for input to the computer is by means
of general purpose keyboard devices or special equlpment such as tele,register
equipment for banks or uni-sets for airline reservation :systems., S6me Of. these
terminals are furnished with screens for the direct: display in graphical or
digital form of the data stored,in the computer .....

Perhaps the best-known examples of real-time computing systems~ are the
air-line seat reservation :systems. Aer~ Lingus operates such a system. Their
offices in Ireland and some of their British offices are directly linked tothe
computer installation in Dublin and:up-to-date:information about the avail-
ability of seats on flights canbe got ,within seconds using the terminals in,these
offices. Notice of a booking or a cancellation can:be recorded directly in the
computer-held records. Similar systems for reserving hotel rooms and theatre
tickets are also available. Irish hotels are participating in some of the room
reservation systems. ....... ........

Another example of areal-time System is:the storing of information on share
prices and other-financial information about companies. Stockbrokers can have
immediate access ,to up-to-date information through terminal links.

Altogether in Ireland at present, there are about eight organisations using
data transmission facilities, two of them using off4ine transmission only. Aer
Lingus are using data transmission forairline seat reservations. The Bank of
Ireland has a terminal linked to the Trinity College,computer. Comhlucht
Siuicre Eireann is using off-line .transmission forgathering data from decentral-
ised locations. Hughes " Brothers are in the process* of installing an- advanced
system in which their branches will be linkedvia terminals to a central com-
puter. The Agricultural-Research Institute and also AnCo are using terminals
linked to a computer utility in London.

Among the organisatiOns with a computer installed at present, a further
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seven commercial users and two universities/research institutes expect to use
data transmission facilities in the future, three of them using off-line facilities
only.

Tile number of enquiries about tile availability of data transmission facilities
received by the Department of Posts and Telegraphs increased substantially in
1969 to 15, compared with three or four enquiries in each of the two preceding
years. Many of these enquiries were from organisations IlOt yet using com-
puters.

The GPO in Britain offer a wide range of data transmission services on both
public and private telephone and telegraph networks. The services are divided
into a number of categories, differing mainly in the speed of transmission
permitted. The GPO’s policy is to provide all users with what they need while
ensuring at the sanle time that no user pays more for his service than is really
necessary. The cost of transmission is related mainly to the speed of transmission
and the reliability and accuracy sought. By providing services at different
speeds each is, in a sense, tailor-made to match the performances of the
equipment which will use it.

The first service operates at 50 bits per second4 (bps) over the public Telex
network or at 5° or IOO bps over private lines. A teleprinter is used, with a
paper tape reader and punch as optional extras. Other services using public
Tines permit transmission at speeds up to 1,2oo bps. On private lines speeds of
up to 4,800 bps can be obtained. For users requiring transmission speeds faster
than this, wideband circuits can be made available. These offer speeds of 40,000
to 200,000 bps. They enable magnetic tape units to communicate with each
other at full speed and are also used to connect computers directly to each
other. Wideband circuits are available only on private lines and cost up to ten
times as muctl as the other private line services. These services are summarised in
Table 5.4 [For further information see 59].

In Ireland at present, data transmission can be effected on telegraph lines
up to 5° bps and on public telephone lines up to 1,2oo bps. On private tele-
phone lines, transmission at speeds of up to 2,400 bps is possible. Aer Lingus are
using transmission speeds of 2,400 bps. The other Irish users are using slower
speeds of transmission. Facilities using public telephone lines can be readily
made available by the Department of Posts and Telegraphs. Private lines can
generally be made available, but there might be some difficulties in particular
areas, particularly those outside the main population centres.

It would be difficult at present to project the future demand for data trans-
mission facilities in this country. Data transmission is a new area and one in
which few people have had much experience. Most organisations would find it
difficult at this stage to evaluate fully their potential for using data transmission
facilities in the future, particularly in view of the number of unknown factors
about future data transmission and computer technology.

4Roughly equivalent to the number of basic signals transmitted per second.
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Data transmission technology,is bound to change and develop substantially
as more attention is paid tO it. The type and cost of the facilities now available
may bear little relation to those which will be developed in the next five years.
These developments could alter~the technical and economic feasibifity of
applying data transmission in many areas. Even now people arc beginning to
query whether the telephOne network, designed for verbal communication, is
tile mosteconomic wayl of transmitting data. A recent report [55, :56] from a
group of experts in the UK suggests that, when Voice channels are being used
for data translnissi6n, the effective utilisation is only about two percent of the
capacity. The report recommends the development of a network designed
specifically for data transmission requirements.    -

Tile British Post Office commissioned a, team of management consultants to
look at the present and future demand for data ,transmission facilities in
Britain [57i 58];~ They found ~a current rate ofgrowth of over IOO per cent per
annum--23o per cent in the year: to March 1969. While this growth, rate must
slacken off, they expect that the number of terminals in use in IOtO 15 years
time will be more than IOO times as great as the present number: Their fore-
casts for numbers of termirials: are Set’out in Table 5;3;             - -

¯"TABLE: 5’3

Projection of numbe~ of Urmina~ m the UK

1973 . . , . . . - 51,ooo
1978. 234,000
I984 ’; ,. - 434,ooo.

From our studies of various sectors in thiS’ country and our general informa-
tion about developments abroad, we can identify a number of areas in which
data transmission facilities are’of potential benefit. Whether and how soon the
-potential ,is turned into actual demand will depend0n many factors, including
the speedwith which computing activities develop in eachsect0r and the type
and adequacy of the facilities which can be provided. Examples of such sectors
are health, where central-medical’ records could require on-line links for the
hospitals, the education/researck sector where the type of co,operation we have
recommended could involve satellite computers linked to a centrM installation,
the co-operatives in agriculture where a central computing centre might be too
remote from some of them to make physical transport of data feasible and
banking where transmission facilities~ are already being used in Britain and
could eventually be introduced’here also: ....

To attempt to quantify ’these possibilities is just not feasible’within thescope
of our present survey. All that can be said is ~that the demand for facilities is
undoubtedly going to increase at a fast rate over the next ten years. An annual
increase of over IOO per cent in the immediate future, as is being experienced in
Britain, is not likely tobe an over-estimate.
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TABLE 5"4" : British G.P.O. Data Transmission Services

93

Maximum Speed of
Category Transmission Description

Datel ioo

Datel 200

Datel 30o

Datel 6oo

Datel ~,ooo

Datel 2,400

Wideband Cir-
cuits

5° bps on public telegraph
lines. 5° or Ioo bps on
private telegraph lines

200 bps on public or pri-
vate telephone lines

200 bps on public or pri-
vate telephone lines

600 or 1,2oo bps on public
or private telephone
lines

2,000 bps on private tele-
phone lines only

2,400 bps on private tele-
phone lines only

40,0o0 to 2o0,000 bps on
private telephone lines
only

A standard GPO teleprinter must be
used on the public network, with 5
channel paper tape reader an~
punch as optional extras. Any
GPO approved equipment may be
used on the private lines.

A GPO modem must be used on public
lines; any GPO approved modem
on private lines. Paper tape or card
readers and punches and tele-
printers can be used at each ter-
minal.

This service permits transmission in
one direction only. GPO provide all
the terminal equipment at the out-
station and the modem at the central
point. The outstation equipment can
be a punched card reader, a paper
tape reader or a keyboard unit.

The GPO provide modems. Termina1

equipment is not provided but must
be GPO approved. Used for trans-
mitting punched cards, paper tape
and magnetic tape and to enable a
computer to communicate directly
with distant line printers or visual
display units.

The GPO do not provide modem,, but
they must be GPO approved, used
for transmitting data from magnetic
tape and for connecting satellite
computers directly to their parent
computer.

The GPO provide modems. Used for
same purposes as Datel 2,000.

The GPO do not provide modems but
they must be GPO approved. This
service enables magnetic tape units
to communicate with each other at
full speed and can be used to con-
nect computers directly with each
other.
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The Department of Posts and Telegraphs, who must provide the facilities to
cater for the demand, will no doubt be keeping a close watch on developments
abroad in this field, particularly technological developments, in order to
anticipate the timing of developments in Ireland. Close liaison should also be
kept with the individual sectors in Ireland in which data transmission might be
used so as to get as much advance notice as possible of proposed developments.

The proposed Central Computing Council should be able to assist the Depart-
ment inthis area. They will have much information abOut likely developments
in the individual sectors and Willbe able to give competent advice on the level
of demand and the type:of facilities which will be required. The link between
the Department and the Council might be formalised by the setting up of a
joint committee to actas advisors tothe:Department in this area.

5.5 Computers and Privacy

Modern computer de+elopments have greatly facilitated the collection,
storage and use of information.

Government Departments, local authorities and other public bodies store in
conventional form vast amounts of data about individuals from such sources as
tax returns, socialwelfare records, educational records, census returns and
medical records. Traditionally each of these areas is dealt with by a separate
department maintaining independent records. Greater efficiency would be
achieved by having one composite data bank for all departments, in which
~omprehensive information~ab0ut each perS61a Would be; kept. By reducing
duplication in the gathering and processing of int~ormation, by more rapid
retrieval of information, by sharing the use of equipment and files, economies
would be effected. The data would be an invaluable aid in economic planning,
and could be more easily~ised by social scientists in the study of society. A
central data bank has not really been feasible UP to now, but the possibilities
opened up by the computer make it a realistic g0al and one towards which
tentative st~ps have already been taken in the united States. With the computer,
different records can more easily be combined, accessed rapidly from a central
point and processed in:a variety of Ways not hitherto feasible.

Similarly, the storage and:retrieval capabilities of the computer make such
activities as the credit-rating business more economic.

The control of this information raises many problems. The problems are not
new--they all existed in the pre-computer age--but they present themselves
on a completely different scale once computers are Used. Bychanging radically
the economics of the situation, the computer has transformed the problem
into one of newdimensions. More and more information will be stored and
disseminated and the information which is stored is likely to be brought together
and be made available more easily.

The principal problems arising are the dangers of incorrect information, the
misuse ofth,e information and the invasion of privacy.
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An incorrect entry in the files of a Government Department or the records of
a credit-rating association may result in preventing a person from getting, e.g.
"social welfare benefits or hire-purchase facilities. Adequate provision must be
made for discovering the existence of this incorrect information and for having
it rectified when it is found.

Misuse of the information may arise from disclosing it to unauthorised
persons or through unauthorised access to the information. In the public
sector, such disclosure would be facilitated by centralisation of records unless
special precautions are taken. Only one source need be approached for com-
prehensive information rather than a number of different sources as under the
present system. The extraction of the information need not even require the
connivance of anybody within the Government service--it may be achieved,
for example, by wiretapping the lines to the computer system or by mechanically
interfering with it.

The computerisation of information will also make a further inroad on the
individual’s right of privacy. Information will be stored on a greater scale and
will be disseminated to a wider range of recipients than hitherto. The informa-
tion will be much more comprehensive and far-reaching, particularly in the
public sector. To quote Professor A; R. Miller on this subject in relation to the
proposed National Data Centre in the US :--

"In the past our privacy has depended on decentralisation, the snooper’s
inability to get quick access to large amounts of information . . . the
inefficiency involved in information handling, and the relatively low level
of information that has been sought by government in the past because of
the expense involved... Once you centralise, the payoff for breaking into
the information system increases, which means that the cost per unit of
dirt goes down . . . I think that the increased efficiencies brought about
by the proposed (integrated information system) represent another step
(in the direction of destroying our traditional bastions of freedom)". [6o].

The computer provides the possibility of keeping a complete dossier on each
person from birth to death with all documented details of his life.

Thus, while computers can bring great benefits in the storage and retrieval of
information, these benefits must be weighed against the invasion of privacy.
There will always be a conflict between the individual right of privacy and the
society’s right of discovery. A comprehensive study of the problem of privacy
and freedom and the bearing of computer technology on it is given in [67].

There are of course a number of technical and operational measures which
can be taken to prevent error and misuse of the information, such as read or
write only protection devices, passwords, access restrictions, etc. These measures
ensure that the task of penetrating the system is made more difficult and time
consuming with increased risk of detection. None can ensure Ioo per cent
protection [6I].
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¯ The available safeguards are expensive and in all cases: the~ cost of additional
safeguards must be weighed against the likely additional benefits. They cannot
cover the whole ground~ and it seems that tlie problem of the invasionl o£privacy
must be dealt with: through legislativeaction...:

In most Western European countries, the right,ofdndividual "privacy is
protectednnder general constitutional Or legal provisions dealing withpersonal
rights and freedoms. In-lthe case,of particular categories of information e.g.
tax and census returns; specific~protecti0n,is generally given tO ensure that
information about individuals is not published or used for purposes other than
those for which it was collected.,Bflt additional safeguards :may be necessary
in the computer age. A considerable amount of debate on this ~subject has been
generated in recentyears, particularly’in theUnited States. One survey [62]
of the relevant US literature on: this" topic~lists 69 books and :articles in its
bibliography, ranging from the highly technical [63] to the popUlar [64]. :

In Britain, a sub-Committee~ofthe Legal Research CommitteeoftheSoCiety
of Conservative Lawyers was set up in f967 to consider the effect of computers
on personal liberty and the legal isafeguards necessary. Their report, "Com,
puters and~ Freedom" [65], was published in December 1968, This~’report
made a number of recommendati0ns for supplementing the existing legal
safeguards. Many of the recommendations~were inCluded in ,a bill~-the Data
Surveillance Bill--which was introduced into the House of Commons in May,
1969 by Mr. Kenneth Baker, Conservative~MP. Themain provisions of the bill
were as follows: .... " --.

(a)

All data banks with information aboutindividuals (including. Govern-

ment records except police and security files) to be.registered with the
Registrar of Restrictive Practices ..... "

(b) Any person aboutwhom information is:kept to have access to it and
-be able to challenge it both for accuracy, and’relevance--a print-out to
be supplied on the initial creation of the record and at any other time
on the payment of a fee.

(c) The print-out to state what information is-kept, the use made of it, who
has access to it and who has used it since the last print-out.

(d) The passing on of information to unauthorised people to be legally
restricted. " ’ ’ ’"                  " ...... "

A separate Bill with an identical" text was introduced at the sametime .in the
House of Lords.                       -,

Neither of these Bills received a second reading because ,no time was,found
to take them.          :- ’

A further step was taken in January, 197o ona more general level when a
private members, bill the PrivaCy Bill~ .was introduced aimed at establishing
a general right of individual privacy and providing for remedies in thecase of
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any substantial or unreasonable infringement of a right of privacy. During the
second reading of this Bill in the House of Commons, the British Home Secretary
indicated that a committee would be established "to consider whether legisla-
tion is needed to give further protection to the individual citizen end to
commercial and industrial interests against intrusion into privacy by private
persons, organisations or~companies" [66]. The Bill has been put aside for the
moment at least in light, of this announcement,

In the United States, much discussion of this subject was provoked by a
proposal to set up a National Data Centre--a centralised data bank to serve
2o agencies of the US Government including the Internal Revenue Service,
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare and the Bureau of the
Census. All of these agencies now maintain separate record-keeping systems.
The discussion has gone on since 1965 and has centred on the potential invasion
of privacy and the threat to civil liberties, individuality and personal dignity
such a data bank would represent. As yet, the proposal has not been approved
by Congress and it is likely to be altered substantially before it is approved.

California has enacted legislation which (a) recognises an individual’s right
of privacy and (b) recognises computerised data in state files as "public
records". This legislation would seem to guarantee the right Of an individual
to read his own file [62, p. 88].

Sweden is another, country in which attention is being given to these prob-
lems. Two Commissions have been set up. One is considering the question of
access to public documents, etc., in the light of the increasing computerisation
of records. The second is considering the future structure of credit information
systems and the manner in which protection may be given to the individual,

On the international front, the OECD have a Committee on Computer
Utilisation, a sub-committee of which is concerned with public data banks and
tile protection of privacy. The Irish Government is participating in the work of
this sub-committee.

The OECD proposed to hold a conference on the question of the social
consequences of computer utilisation, with particular reference to the protec-
tion of privacy. At present ttley are gathering information from member
countries on the legal position about individuM rights to privacy in each
country and any special measures in force or planned relating to privacy of
computerised information systems.

Discussion of these problems in Ireland has hardly begun. They do not
appear to be of immediate concern to us. The establishment of a National Data
Centre incorporating all the records of the separate Government Departments
and local authorities is not yet a live proposition. Data banks in the private
sector are still at an early stage of development. Recognising the problem at
this stage gives us the advantage of being able to plan well in advance, to
foresee the dangers involved and to take appropriate steps to minimise them.
Adequate measures can be taken from the start to build the necessary safe-
guards into such systems as are eventually developed.

G
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Without such measuresbeing taken, fears of misuses of data banks could
impede their growth and obscure the considerable advantages they have for
public or private services and for the development of socially useful informa-
tion-sharing.

The ultimate solution must be a compromise between the individual’s rights
on the one hand and efficiency and the public’s rights on the other. The relative
weight to be given to each side is a valuejudgement. The minimum safeguard
for the individual must be a right to check and correct the information which
is held about him with the possible exception 0fpolice and security files and
to be sure that there are adequate precautions to prevent misuse of the informa-
tion.

The proposed Central Computing Council should concern itself with these
questions and ensure that the problems are fully discussed and that all necessary
measures are taken.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I. Computing is an explosively developing technology. The current capital
value of equipment installed in the Republic of Ireland is ~7.6 m. and is grow-
ing at the rate of 35 per cent per annum. (§3"2).

2. Current annual direct user expenditure is ~4"5 m. and is growing at the
rate of 4° per cent per annum. (§2. I, 3.2).

3. At the end of 1969 there were 59computers installed in 53 organisations.
The number of users of:computer bureaux was around 250. It is estimated
that by 1975 the number of installations will have increased to around 200
and the bureau users to i,ooo. (§3.2).

4. The number of people directly employed in computing is about 2,250,
comprising by main category 0fwork~ 65 EDP :managers, 45 operations man-
agers/supervisors, 150 systems analysts, 340 programmers, 180 operators, 1,47°

data preparation and control clerks. By i975 around 650 system analysts,
1,7oo programmers and 500 operators may be required. (§3.2).

5. By and large, firms have been satisfied with their computer .installations
or with the work done for them by the bureaux and have received the benefits
they expected. The main benefits have tended to be in the form of better
information for management. (§2. i o).

6. Staff reductions brought about through the installation of computers have
not been noticeable, and redundancy has been negligible. This is in line with
experience abroad. (§2.7). -

7. Special action is called for to develop computing within the various
sectors of the economy. For this purpose some form of organisation should be
set up within a number of individual sectors. (Chapter 4).
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8. Certain possible lines of development within a number of individual
sectors have been discussed in this report, but more detailed studies of the
requirements of the individual sectors should be carried out. (§4.1-4.7).

9. A Central Computing Council should be created to develop a national
strategy. It might be modelled on the National Science Council, with rep-
resentation on it of all the main sectors. In the following paragraphs some of
the problems with which it might be concerned are set out. (Chapter 5).

io. As computing becomes more sophisticated, its effects reach further up
the management hierarchy. Planning decisions relating to the development of
information systems cannot be left to the computer technologists, but an
adequate knowledge of the potentialities is seen as yet to exist among few of the
country’s top decision makers. A basic function of the proposed Central Com-
puting Council would be to improve this situation through promotion of top
level computer education in the sector groupings. (§5. I).

I I. There is currently a shortage of trained computer specialists and this
will become increasingly acute as computing expands. A planned approach to
training is required. (§5. I).

12. It does not appear that computing is yet being taught in any schools in
the Republic, although it was introduced into some schools abroad as long ago
as ten years and it is now being widely taught in the schools. On educational
grounds, a strong case can be made for its inclusion in the curriculum. There is
also a need for the provision of education for adults in this new field of know-
ledge. (§5.2).

13. There is much scope for the development of an export orientated
computer industry in this country, in the fields of consultancy, software and
peripheral equipment manufacture. Such an industry could provide high-level
and challenging employment opportunities. (§5.3).

14. The demand for data-transmission facilities is likely to increase rapidly
over the next few years. The Department of Posts and Telegraphs could keep in
touch with the planning in the individual sectors directly and also through the
agency of the Central Computing Council, and in this way ensure that supply
is adequately geared to demand. (§5"4).

15. The computerised collection, storage and handling of information is
invaluable in such areas as welfare services and social and economic planning
but the use of the computer raises new problems of safeguarding the individual’s
rights against invasion of privacy and misuse of personal information. (§5.5).
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APPENDIX A

SURVEY OF IN-HOUSE AND BUREAU COMPUTER USERS

Introduction
Two questionnaires were circulated to gather information on the present use

of computers.
The first questionnaire was sent in June, 1969 to 49 organisations known to

have a computer installed or due to be installed at an early date. Tile organisa-
tions providing computer bureau services were excluded from this part of the
survey. Replies were received from 47 of these organisations--96 per cent of all
the organisations--as shown below:

In-house computer users at June z969

Number of    Question- Percentage
organisations nazre sent Replied covered

Commercial organisations1:

with a computer installed 37
with a computer on order 6

36 35 95
6 5 83

43 42 4° 93
Universitles/research

institutes 7 7 7 i oo

Total 5° 49 47 96

For the purpose of analysing the replies from the commercial organisations,
they have been broken down into three categories based on the approximate
capital value of their computer installation. The breakdown is as follows:

Category
Capital

Value
(£’ooo)

Number of replies

Computers Computers All
installed on order

Large(L) > 5°0 3 -- 3
Medium(M) 6o-499 17 4 2 i
Small(S) < 60 15 I 16

Total 35 5 4°

1The term "commercial organisation" is used to include central and local government authorities
and public and private bodies engaged on commercial-type activities, as opposed to educational or
research activities. The commercial organisations with a computer installed will be referred to as
"commercial in-house users" to distinguish them from the bureau users.
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In many cases, the questions were relevant only to the organisations with a
computer actually installed. The organisations with a computer on order are
omitted from the analysis of those questionS.

The second questionnaire was sent in December, 1969 to 96 organisations
using, computer bureau facilities. These ~inclUde both organisations using tile
facilities offered by the commercial bureaux and those using spare capacity on
a computer in another organisation. Replies were received from 56 of these
organisations, a 58 per cent response rate.                  o

There are no firm figures available for the number of organisations using
bureau facilities. From the information available to us, it seems that the number
is in the region of 250. Therespondents to the questionnaire therefore represent
about 25 per cent of all bureau users.            ,

For the purpose of analysing the replies from the bureau users, they have been
broken down into three categories based on their total annual expenditure on
computing. The breakdown is as follows:

Category AnnUal Expenditure (..~): Number of organisations

Large(L) >.4,000 ..... "18
Medium(M) I ,ooo-4,ooo: :: 24
Small(S) < i,ooo 14 i

Total 56

The two questionnaires were very similar. Some¯ of the questions were the
same, some were slightly modified and some were omitted in the bureau
questionnaire. A few-questions: were inserted specifically, for’the bureau ’risers.

The replies from both questionnaires are analysed in this appendix,

Explanations of symbols, etc.
Figures in brackets refer to notes which can be found at~the end 0fthe question.
.. in the figures column means less than half of the least significant figure
included.
¢o means a percentage increase that cannot be estimated because the base is
small .......
Due to the rounding of numbers, the sum of a breakdown of figures~may:not
add exactly to the total. .....

A.I. Expenditure on computing. ¯                                     ¯
A. I.I. What is your annual expenditureunder each of the following headings

and what do you expect your expenditure to be two years hence?
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Number of respondents~

IO5

Commercial Universities/
Category in-house Research Institutes Bureau users

L 3 2I
M I7 28
S 15 2i

Total 35 7 7°

Present expenditure (£’ooo)

Commercial in-house Universities[ Bareau users
Research

L    M    S    All     Institutes     L M S All
Expenditure on:

Computer Personnel 422 524 244 I,I9° 64 65 3 -- 68
Computer hardware

and peripheralsB 837 496 19o 1,524 154 17 3 .. 2o
Supplies of punched

cards, magnetic
tapes, stationery,
etc. 69 II5 43 227 13 9 2 .. 11

Use of a service
bureau -- -- 1 I I 113 52 II 176

Other -- I I 3 15 12 ....
Total 1,328 I,I47 481 2,957 244 2o5 59 II 275

Expected % increase over the next two years4

Commercial in-house users Universities/ Bureau users
Expenditure on: Research

L    M    S    All Institutes L M S All
Computer personnel 21 21 I6 19 33 56 x48 ~ 61
Computer hardware

and peripherals~ 27 36 35 31 51 2I 385 Ioo 76
Supplies of punched

cards, magnetic
tapes, stationery, etc. 44 3° 25 33 9° 41 51 I9o 43

Use ofa service bureau -- -- 14 14 2o8 46 87 141 65
Other -- 56 3 42 67 -- ~o --

Total 26 3° 24 27 51 47 IlO I5o 64

2Information on expenditure was sought partly in the short questionnaire circulated to users and
non-users--See Appendix D. A number of bureau users gave information about their expenditure in
reply to that questionnaire but did not reply to the main questionnaire. The total number of bureau
users for which information on expenditure is available is 7°. Full replies were ,received from 27 com-
mercial in-house users and 5 unlversities/research institutes. In the case of the others, information on
personnel and hardware only was received. The figures for the other categories of expenditure in these
latter cases have been estimated on the basis of the average expenditure by other organisations.

Sin the case of computer hardware or peripheral equipment which has been purchased, an annual
expenditure of 25 per cent of the capital cost has been assumed.

4A projection of expenditure was given by 26 of the commercial in-house users, 5 of the universities]
research institutes and 63 of the bureau users. The percentage increase in expenditure expected by these
organisations has been used to estimate the total increase in expenditure by all the organisations.
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A.2. Utilisation of capacity

A.2.I. For how many days per week and shifts per day (i) is the computer
used at present and (ii)will it be used in the future?

(A shift iS taken as equal to 8 h0urs.)

Commercial in-house Universities/Research
Number of hours per

week Present Future Present Future
L M S All L M S All

N4o’ 7 8 15 -- 2 5 7      3          2
41--80 X 7 7 X5 6 8 14 3 2

8I--I~O -- 3 -- 3 I 7 2 ~O
~I20 2 2 2 2 4     - I I

Total 3 17 I5 35 3 I7 I5 35 7 7

Irish commercial in-house projections compared with British projections

Percentage in each category

No. of hoUrs Ireland Britain5
per week

¯ Present Future Future

~4o
4I-8O
8t-i~o

120

42.5 20 33.6
42"5 4° 50"9

9 ~9 io.8
6 ii 4"7

A.2.2. Is any time on your present computer.used (other than under a
standby arrangement) by other organisations?

If Yes:

(a) How maliy hours of computer time per month is by other organisations ?

(b) By whom is it used?

(c) At what time is it~used?

(d) Is any charge made for the time used?                ¯

6These figures are taken from Appendix I3 of the British Ministry of Labour survcy--"Computers
in Offices" [5]. They relate to the ultimate number of hours the organimtlons expected to use and are
therefore comparable with the future projections for Irish installations.
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Commercial in-house users and universities/research institutes

Io7

Time used
Commercial in-house

L M S All
Universities~Research

Yes 3 8 5 i6 5
No -- 9 io 19 2

(a) Hours used:
Total hours per month

Commercial in-house
Type of use Universities/ All

L     M     S    All Research

Organisations giving details6 2 8 4 I4 5 I9
Program development 72 63 14 I49 21 17°
Routine data processing 89 417 I°3 6o9 35 644
One-off jobs 7 21 -- 28 8 36
Total 168 5° I I 17 786 64 85o
Average 84 62.6 29"3 56"I I2.8 44"7

(b) By whom used:

Commercial in-house Universities~Research

associated organisafions 4 3
non-associated organisations 14 4

(c) At what time:

Commercial Universities/
in-house Research

During normal shift(s) Io 5
Outside the normal shift(s) 14 I

(d) Charge made:

Commercial in-house Universities~Research

Yes I4 5
No 2 I

6Two commercial organisations--i large and I small--did not give details.
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A.2.3. Do you have any spare capacity on your computer which you would
be willing to make available to other organisations? (If you already make some
time available, this question should be taken as relating to additional time
which might be made available).

If Yes, please indicate-the number of hours per month which you would
make available (i) during the normal shift(s) and (ii) outside the normal
shift(s).

Commercial in-house users and universities~research institutes

Further time
available

Organisations already giving
time

Organisations not already
giving time

Commercial in-house Commercial in-houseUni/ Uni/
Research Research

L M S All Institutes L IV[ S ¯All Institutes

Yes                    2 6 3 I I 3 -- 4 3 7 i
No I 2 2 5 2 5 7 I2 x

(a) No. of hours available among those already giving time:

Total hours per month

Commercial in-house UniverSities]
Research All

L M S All Institutes

Organisations giving details7 I 6 3 Io 2
During normal shift(s) 85 85 5°
Outside normal shift(s) 2o 432 527 979 8o
Total 2o 517 527 I,o6z/ I3o
Average 2o 86 176 i o6 65

I2

I35
,o59

I,I94
I oo

(b) No. of hours available among those not already giving time:

Total hours per month

Commercial in-house

L M S All

Universities]
Research
Institutes

All

Organisations giving details 4 3 7 I
During normal shift(s) 44 Io 54 4
Outside normalshift(s) 295 i9o 485 I6
Total 339 2oo 539 2o
Average 85 67 77 2o

8
58

5oi

559
7°

No. of hours available from all organisations--(a) A- (b)

~One large and x university/research institute did not give details.
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Total hours per month

IO9

L

Commercial in-house Universities/
Research

M     S    All Institutes
All

During normal shift(s) -- 129 I o 139 54 193
Outside normal shift(s) 20 727 717 1,464 96 1,56o
Total 2o 856 727 1,6o3 I5o 1,753
Average 2o 86 121 94 5o 88

Addendum to Questions A.2.2. and A.2.3.
If the number of hours at present made available to outside organisations

and the number which organisations would be willing to make available are
tntalled, the following picture emerges:

No. of hours per month

L

Commercial in-house Universities]
Research

M    S    All Institutes
All

Present 168 5° I I 17 786 64 850
Further time                 20 856 727 1,6o3 15o 1,753
Total I88 1,357 844 2,389 214 2,6o3Average per installation 63 79 56 68 31 62

A.2.4. Do you use time on a computer other than your own (except under a
standby arrangement) ?

If ~/~es :

(a) what uses do you make of it?
(b) by whom is the computer owned?
(c) at what time is it used?
(d) for what reasons do you choose to use a computer other than your own?

Commercial in-house users and universities/research institutes

Commercial in-house

L M S All

Yes -- I 3 4 3
No 3 16 I2 31 4

University/
Research

Institutes
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(a) What uses?

Commercial in-house Universities/Research

program development I 2
one-off jobs 2 3
routine data processing I --

(b) By whom is the computer owned?

Commercial Universities]
in-house Research

associated organisation 2
non-associated organisation:

computer service bureau -- I
other 2 2

(c) At what time is it used?

Commercial in-house Universities/
Research

During the normal shift(s) 3 2
Outside the normal shift(s) 2 I

(d) For what reasons do you choose to use a computer other than your own?

Commercial Universities/
in-house Research

To avail of larger core storage 2 3
To avail of disc facilities x
Pressure of work on own computer x

A.3. Computer Hardware and Peripherals
A.3. i. Date of installation and capital value of computers.

Details are available for 50 of the 54 computer installations. Those for which
information is not available are one commercial in-house installation and two
computer bureau installations.
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Computer Installations Net cumulative
installations replaced installations

Capital Capital Capital
Year    Number Values Number Value Number Value

(£’ooo) (£’ooo) (£’ooo)

I958 i 60 -- -- i 60
I96O 2 I7o -- -- 3 230
I962 3 i3o -- -- 6 360
I963 2 i65 -- -- 8 525
i964 6 776 i ioo 13 1,2oi
I965 3 263 -- -- i6 1,464
I966 3 273 i 5° I8 1,687
1967 18 2,353 2 i oo 34 3,94o
1968 13 2,767 3 395 44 6,312
I969 II 1,676 5 484 5° 7,504

A.3.2. Is the computer purchased, rented from a manufacturer or leased
from an intermediary?

The following table shows the replies from the 35 commercial in-house users
and 7 universities/research institutes with a total of 46 computers installed.

Commercial in-house Universities/
Research All

L M S Institutes

Purchased 2 6 3             7           I8
Rented 3 12 12 I 28
Leased .....

A.3.3. Facilities available in the present and previous computer installations
and any proposed changes.

The following details refer to the 35 commercial in-house users and 7
universities/research institutes.

8This column includes both the value of new and replacement installations and the value, of additions
to existing installations e.g. through the addition of extra core storage.
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(a) Facilities available on the present installati0ns:

Commercial in-house

L M S All

Universities[
research

Institutes

Card or paper tape only
Tape drives
Disc drives
Tape and disc drives

--     4: II

I 7 I

4 3
2 2

15

9
7
4

(b) In 8 cases, the computer, installation has :been upgraded or replaced. The
following table compares the facilities available on the previous and present instal-
lations:

Previous Present

Card or paper¯ tape only .... 4 i
Tape drives 2 i
Disc drives x 4
Tape and disc drives :~I ’ "               2 " "

(c) In 20 cases, the upgrading or replacement of the installation is planned. The
following table compares the facilities available on the present and proposed installa-
tions in 18 of these cases:

Card or paper tape only
Tape drives
Disc drives
Tape and disc drives

Preseni : Proposed,~

13
2 4

"" :l" " ~ "" 7~

7
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Type of input, output and data preparation used

Commercial in-house users and universities[research institutes

L

Commercial in-house Universities[
Research

M    S    All Institute

Input
Punched cards 3 12 17 32 6
Paper tape I 5 I 7 3
Terminal I -- -- I I
Analogue .... i

Output
Line printer 3 17 15 35 3
Character printer -- I I 2 I
Punched cards I 8 13 22 4
Paper tape I 2 -- 3 3
Graphic display I -- -- I 2
Digital display I ....
Analogue .... I

Data Preparation
Punched cards:

Automatic key punches/verifiers 2 13 14 29 6
Paper tape:

Punch and verify i 3 I 5 i
Typewriter/paper tape punch -- 2 -- 2 2
Accounting machines -- 3 -- 3 I

Mark sense readers -- I -- I --

Bureau Users

Number of Organisations9 : 25

Number
Type of Input of orgs

Punched cards I8
Paper tape I o
No answer I

9The only organisations answering were those looking after their own data preparation either wholly
or partly. Some used both punched cards and paper tape.

H
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Input produced separately or as part Of another operation (e.g. as a by-
product from accounting machines)?

Separately 17
Part of another operation 9
No answer 2

A.3.5. Where a change in the computer installation---eitherup-grading or
replacement--~’has previously been made or is proposed, what were/are the
reasons for the change?

Commercial in-house Universities]
Change made or Research

proposed L M 8 All Institutes

Yes 3 12 ii 26 ~:’ 5
No -- 5 4 9 2

Universities]
Commercial ResearCh,

Reason (s ) for the change: in-house Institutes

Introduction of new applications
Anticipated growth of the Organisation
Unanticipated growth of the Organisation
Technological advances]obsolescence
Unsuitability of the configuration proposed for
the original applications
Other :-- ....

To obtain increased processing facility by
transfer to a disc system
Better facilities for research
To make old computer available for teaching
purposes

I

I

A.3.6. Have you any standby arrangements by which time on another
computer can be made available to you?

If Yes :
(a) Is it based on a formal agreement?
(b) With whom is it made?
(c) Have,you made use of the standby facilities at,any time?
(d) Is the standby arrangement a reciprocal one?
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Commercial in-house users and universities/research institutes

115

Standby arrangements Commercial in-house Universities/Research Institutes

Yes 34 2
No 6 5

(a) Formal agreement?

Commercial Universities/
in-house Research Institutes

Formal 6 I
Informal 28 I

(b) With whom made

Commercial Universities/
Arrangements made with in-house Research Institutes

Associated organisation 3 --
computer manufacturer 14 --

Non-associated computer service bureau
organisation (other than computer

manufacturer) 2 I
Other 15 I

(c) Use of standby facilities

Use made of Commercial Universities/
Facilities in-house Research Institutes

Yes 15 i
No 15 I
Not yet installed 4 --

(d) Reciprocal arrangement?

Commercial Universities/
Reciprocal in-house Research Institutes

Yes 28 I
No 4 I
No answer 2 --
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A.4 Use of other mechanical/electionic data processing equipment

A.4.I. Was any mechanical/electronic data processing equipment
tabulators, visible record equipment) previously usedf0r the Work
processed by computer? ....

If Yes, please indicate the type of equipment used.

(e.g.
now

Commercial Universities]
in-house Research Institutes Bureau users

Yes ......... 33 5 24
No 2 2 3
No answer --

Commercial Universities/Research Bureau(.

Type of equipment in-house Institutes users

Punched card equipment
Accounting machines
Desk computer/calculators
No answer

28
io 3

3
I

9
15

I

A.4.2. Do you at present use any mechanical/electronic data processing
equipment (e.g. tabulators, visible record equipment) ?

If Yes’/please indicate the t~/15e Of equipment Used, the work involved and
whether it is integrated with the computer system.

Do you expect to transfer any of this work-to the computer within the next
two years ?

Commercial Universities/Research Btireau New
in-house Institutes users installations

Yes 18 6 32 5
No 17 i 23 --
No answer -- I --
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Commercial Universities/Research Bureau New
Type of equipment in-house Institutes users installations

Punched card
equipment           9 2 6 3

Accounting
machines 9 5 26 2

Desk computer/
calculators ~ 2 i --

Commercial Universities/Research Bureau New
Type of work in-house Institutes users installations

Accounting 13 4
Miscellaneous 4 3
Card processing

before input and
after computer
processing I I

No answer --
-- 3
5

Integrated with the computer system:
Only in three cases was it indicated that this work was integrated with the

computer system--two of them involved card processing before input and after
computer processing. " -

Expect to Commercial Universities/Research Bureau New
transfer to the in-house Institutes users installations

computer:

All 9 I io 5
Some 8 3 8 --
None I 2 14

A.5 Data Transmission
A.5.I. Are you using data transmission facilities at present and do you

expect to use such facilities in the future ?

Commercial in-house Universities~Research All
Institutes

Present Future Present Future Present Future

On line/off line I 4 2 5 3 9
Off line only I 5 I -- 2 5
Total 2 9 3 5 5 14
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A.5.2. A number of questions were asked about the volume of data moving
inwards, and outwards between sources not in the immediate proximity of the
computer, the number of sources from or to which the data move and the
manner in which they are moved. ¯

Commercial in.house users and universities~research institutes:
Most of the organisations have some movement of data between decentral-

ised sources. In only 16 is the volume significant--x 2 commercial in-hoUse Users
and 4 universities/research institutes. These include all of the organisations at
present using data transmission facilities and I o of the 0rganisations expecting
to use such facilities in the future;

The replies from these organisations are analysed below. The form in which
data are transferred is broken down into four categories: ....

(I) Air-surface transport of documents

(2) Air-surface transport of punched cards, paper tape, etc.

(3) Off-line telephone or telegaph link

(4) Direct on-line link with the computer

The volume of data, for purposes of c9mparis0n, is expi~essedas the r/umber
of alpha-numericcharacterS transferred perweek.    ¯ ,- -

Documents Punched cards etc. Off-line On-line

.3lumber Average Wumber Average .Arumber. Average .bfumber Average
Direction Time of orgs. volume of orgs. volume oforgs, volume . of orgs." volume

(’ooo) (’ooo) (’ooo) .~ (’ooo)
Inwards Now x3 1,240 IO 658 3 I,o33 3 1,48o

2 years
hence     14 1,659 9 I,IO4 2 2,x3o 4 6,415

Outwards Now 13 x ,7oo 6 882 2. x ,45o 3 677
2 years
hence 13 2,4~6 6 55° 2 1,85o 4 3,178

A.6. Applications and use of software packages
A.6. i. Please indicate the approximate number of hours of computer time or

the approximate percentage of your overall expenditure on computing:

(i) ¯ which you use at present and

(ii) which’you will use two years hence for applications in the following
areas.

Where any application overlaps two or more of these areas, please enter it
under the principal area concerned.
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Application Areas

Average % of time/expenditure in each area

Commercial in-house Universities]Research Bureau users

Present    Future Wewx°    Present    Future Present    Future

Production (incl. purchas-
ing, stock control) 16 20 q .. 2 x 6 04

Marketing (incL sales, dis-
tribution) 36 3 x 9 q -- 26 03

Finance (incl. costing, man-
agement accounting) 2o 19 80 .. x 49 39

Personnel (incl. payroll,
staff records) 14 15 4 2 2 4 7

Education (incl. training) o. x 0’2 ~ 01 17 --
Scientific/research 0.5 t ~ 62 65 5 6
Program development

and maintenance x 3 x 3 7 13 x 3 .. x
Others o’6 o.3 -- x x ....
Number of organisations 35 5 7 47

A.6.2. Have you used any application packages?

If Tes, please give details.

Commercial
in-house Bureau users

Packages used: Universities]Research
L M S All Institutes L M S All

Yes I 4 5 IO 6 6 3 I IO
No 2 13 io 25 i 12 2I x3 46

Number of Organisations

Application CommerCial Universities] Bureau
in-houses Research users

Information retrieval
Linear programming
Project control
Stock control
Seat reservation
Structural engineering
Discounted cash flow
Vehicle Scheduling
Mathematical/statistical analysis
Dividends
Time-sharing operating system
Ledger accounting

__ m

3 I --

3 -- I

I -- I

i 8 3

-- -- 5

1°This column sets out the projections given by the organisations about to install a computer.
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A.6.3. Do you think that it would be possible to develop further application
packages which would be useful to your organisation?

If Yes, who do you think should develop them and what areas should they
cover ?

Commercial Bureau
Potential for packages in-house Universities]Research users

Institutes
L M S All L M S All

Yes                   -- 9 8 i7 7 4 4 i 9
No 3 6 io 19 8 8 9 25
No answer -- 2 2 4 6 12 4 22

Commercial in-house users:
Packages should be developed for the following applications by:

Computer Manufacturers
Testing program modules
Adapting UK packages for irish conditions e.g. taxation in DCF
Process control
Stock-recording/order analysis
Payroll
Statistical analysis
File interrogation

¯ Share registration
Truck scheduling and routing

Software companies
Specialist areas such as sales forecasting, van scheduling, CPA etc.

Industry groups
General areas such as invoicing, sales accounting, stock recording, payroll,

rate applotment.

Universities/Research Institutes:
Packages should be developed for the following applications by:

Computer Manufacturers
Simulation
Special I/O device support
Non-linear programming
Statistical/mathematical.

Payroll/personnel
New systems software

Software Companies
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Universities]research institutes
Advanced research-based applications
Statistical/mathematical

Bureau users:
Packages should be developed for the following applications by:

Computer Manufacturers
Stock control
Critical Path Analysis

Sales Accounting
Statistics
Stock forecasting
Payroll
Economic models
Computerised type-setting

Software Companies

A.6.4. Are any applications which you would wish to computerise held back
by any of the reasons listed below?

Commercial Bureau
in-house Universities]Research users

Held Back Institutes
L M S All L M S All

Yes 3 II II 25 7 8 8 3 I9
No -- 6 4 IO -- IO 16 II 37

Commercial in-house and universities]research institutes

Number of organisations
Reasons

Commercial Universities/
in-house Research

Lack of capacity on/unsuitability of the con-
figuration 13

Lack of application software 2
Lack of systems software 3
Lack of trained computer personnel I I
Lack of suitable external advice 2
Lack of funds
Staff, union or management resistance or

inadequacy 5
Other: Lack of communication between DP

and line management I
Rate of turn-around on program
development I

5
5
3
4
2
6
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Bureau, users
., . . _ ¯

Reasons
Number of
organisations

Unsuitable for processing on an outside computer
Geographical remoteness of the bureau
Unavailability of suitable program packages
Lack of necessary expertise among your own staff
Lack of necessary expertise among the bureafi staff
Lack of suitable external advice
Lack of funds
Staff, union or management resistance or inadequacy

6
=:.. 6

¯ / ., 4

4
,3

.4

A,7. Programming Languages ........... "~ : ~

A.7,I, What programming languages are/will beused for your computer
applications? ..

Commercial in-house’ users

Number of organisations : 35

.... Present Applications Future Applications

Language much average small    much" average small
: "- use use use nse tide use

- 2-.
£

Machine Language            i -~-- ,. --7.. . : 7-7
Assembler Language 15 4 6 8
RPG/NICOL/TABSIM etc. 14 i 8
COBOL 8 3 17
FORTRAN 2 4 m 2
ALGOL i
PLlz I 2

I.

6 .7
3 2

5
~ 2

4 2
I

5 planned installations: much use Of Assembler : 2
much use of RPG !NICOL/TABS!M etc, 3
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Universities/Research Institutes

Number of organisations : 7

Present applications Future applications

Language            much    average small    much    average small
use use use use use use

Machine Language -- -- 4 -- -- 2
Assembler Language I I 3 -- 3 2
RPG/NICOL/TABS!M etc. -- -- I -- -- 3
COBOL -- I I I -- 3
FORTRAN 6 -- -- 7 -- --
ALGOL -- I I -- 3 I

PL[I I -- -- 2 -- --

Bureau users

Thirty-six organisations were unable to answer this question--6 large, 17
medium and 13 small.

Number of organisations : 20

Present Applications Future Applications

Language          much    average small    much    average small
use use use use use use

Machine Language -- -- I -- -- I

Assembler Language 2 -- -- -- I --
RPG/NICOL/TABSIM etc. 2 I 2 I 3 I
COBOL IO I 2 I I 3 --
FORTRAN 4 2 I 4 2 I
ALGOL ..... I
PL/I -- I -- I I --

A.8. Displacement of Staff

A.8. I. Did the use of a computer result in a displacement of clerical and/or
other personnel engaged on the work now processed by computer?

If" Yes, in what way have they been redeployed?
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Displacement of Staff:
Commercial

in-house

L M S All

Universities/Research
Institutes

Bureau

users

L M S All

Yes 3 16 9 28
No -- i 6 7
No answer

--           IO 8 3 21
7 7 8 7 22

I 8 4 13

Redeployment of staff:
Commercial in-house users

Average per installation

L M S All

Organisations giving details I I I 8 20
Transferred to computer work 4° 8 4 8 z 64
Transferred to other non-computer

work i oo 7 4 i i 21 o
Early retirement -- -- i 3
Normal staff losses by marriage,

retirement, etc. -- 9 i 6 117
Discharged -- -- --

Total 14o 25 9 25 494

Bu~au use~

Average per installation

L M S All

Organisations giving details 8 6 i 15
Transferred to computer work I ~4      0"3 0.9      13
Transferred to other non-computer

work 0.9 0"8 0.8 12
Early retirement
Normal staff losses by marriage,

retirement, etc. 3"5 o.8 2.2 33
Discharged 1.4 o.7 i i
Other: absorbedby expansion -- -- 2 o’I 2

obviated seasonal employ-
ment -- i o-4 6

Total 7"I 3 2 5"I 77
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A.9. Initiation of the use of a computer and location of computing within the organisation

A.9.I. Who initiated the idea of using a computer for the work of your
organisation?

Commercial in-house users

Initiated by:                 L M S All

Top Management 2 17 12 3 I
Management Services/O & M/Work Study

Department -- I -- I
Functional Department (see breakdown below) I 2 4 7Computer Manufacturers -- -- (2)* (2) *
Outside Consultants ....
Other (see breakdown below) -- (2) * -- (2)*
No answer -- I m I
Total 3 21 16 4°

Universities~research institutes

Top Management 3
Management Services/O & M/Work Study

Department --
Functional Department (see breakdown below) 4
Computer Manufacturers
Outside Consultants

Bureau users

Initiated by" L M S All

Top Management i o I I 9 3°
Management Services/O & M/Work Study

Department I -- -- I
Functional Department (see breakdown below) 6 9 3 18
Bureau Proprietors -- I -- I
Outside Consultants I 2 -- 3
Other (see breakdown below) -- I e 3

Total 18 ~4 14 56

*In these four cases where an external initiator was indicated another internal initiator was also
indicated.
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Breakdown of "Functional Department" and "Other"

Commercial Universities] Bureau
in-house Research users

Functional Department:
Accounting 6 13
Research and planning -- 3
Sales I I

Personnel z --
Statistics I --

Engineering z --
Not specified 2 i

Total

Other:
Associated organisatlon
Auditors
Accounting machine supplier

8 4 I8

2

2
I

Total 2 3

A.9.2. For what reasons did you decide to use an outside computer rather
than acquire a computer of your own? Please tick the appropriate box(es).

Bureau users only

Lower overall cost
Lack of trained computer personnel
Wish to develop computer expertise with a
view to acquiring a computer of your own in
the future
Total volume of work inadequate to utilise a
computer fully
To avail of computer application packages
from the bureau
Other:

spare capacity on group computer
lack of officespace

L M S All

9 9 5
6 5 z

6 3 3

I2 19 I2

2 I I

I
I

I2

43

4

I

I
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A.9.3. (a) To whom does the person in charge of data processing report
within your organisation ?

(b) Is he responsible for any functions other than data processing ?

If Yes, please indicate what these functions are.

(a) Reports to:

Commercial
in-house Universities/Research Bureau users

L M S All L M S All

Chief executive -- 5 4 9 2 4 I I 6 2 I
Second line executive 2 12 I I 25 2 i i 12 7 3°
Third line executive i 3 I 5 I i I
Other -- i -- I 2 2 i i 4

Further Breakdown

Commercial Universities/ Bureau
Area of line executives: in-house Research users

Second line executive:
Accounts/finance 12 -- 18
Secretary/administration 4 I 6
Planning I -- --
Other 4 I 4
Not specified 4 -- 2

Total

Third line executive:
Accounts/finance
General services/administration
Management services

Total

25 2 3°

2 i
2
I

5 i i

(b) Other functions:

Commercial
in-house

L M S All
Universities~Research

Bureau

L M S All

Yes 2 8 3 13
No I 13 12 27
No answer

6 14 21 I2 47
I 3 3 I 7
-- I -- I 2
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Commercial Universities Bureau
Type of other functions in=house Research users

4 27
2 " II

Accounts/finance
Administration
Management Services/O&M/

Work Study
Research and planning
Systems activities
Lecturing
Other
Not specified

3
-- I

,:,
__ ,-;,

2 ’:;’

-- I

Total 13 6 47

A. I o. Advice and subport from outside the Organisation

A. i o. i. In considering the feasibility of installing or using., a computer, did
you receive advice from outside your organisation?

If ~’es, from what source(s) was the advice received?

Commercial.
Outside in-house Universities[Research Bureau users

advice received
L M S All L M S All

Yes 3 I5 I3 31 5 x3 i2 8 33
No 6 3 9 2 - 5 x2 6 23

Source of advice:
Commercial in-house

Wumbers’of organisations : 3z

Advice from:
Advice on

Hardware Applications Software Staffing

Computer manufacturers
Outside consultants
Other organisations in the same

line of business
Other organisations not in the

same line of business
Other:

Associate company

29 18 28 i8
7 9 4 26

13 IO 8 II

5 4 2 4

3 3 1 i
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Universities~Research Institutes

Number of organisations : 5

I29

Advice from
Advice on

Hardware    Applications Software    Stating

Computer manufacturers
Outside consultants
Other organisations in the same

line of business
Other organisations not in the

same line of business

5          2 4

4 2 4

Bureau users

Number of organisations : 33

Advice on:

Advice from Choice
between a Computer

bureau Applications Programs
and an and

in-house program
computer packages

st~g

Computer manufacturers 7
Computer service bureau

(other than computer
manufacturers) 2

Outside consultants 7
Other organisations in the

same line of business I
Other organisations not in

same line of business 2
Other I

8 8

IO IO 4
6 2 5

�) __ __

A.io.2. Having selected a computer and the applications to be tackled, did
you receive support from outside your organisation?

If Yes, please indicate the source of the support and whether it was total
support (T), i.e. a function taken over completely by an outside organisation,
or partial support (P).

(Commercial in-house and universities/research institutes only.)
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...... Commercial in-house
Support received

- - L~ M S ~ All.

Yes 2 - 20 15 37 ’ .6
No "    i " I x 3 2

Commercial in-house users

,Number of organisaiions : 37 " " .

Universities/Research

Support from

Support on

~ ~ - Training

..T    P

Systems Other--
analysis~:.. Programming please

design specify
T P T P T P

Computer manufacturer 8 25 I    27 I
Outside consultants 4 -- , io
Other organisations.in the same .... :,

fine of business I -7:. v., 4 --
Other organisations not in the . : ,

same line of business 2 ......
Other:

*IMI I, IPA--I, NCC----I.~- ..... 3* ..... --"

:.,..- 34- 3
5 I

’9

Universities/Research Institutes ~,

‘Number of organisations : 5 -, ....: i

Support from

Support.on

Systems
Training analysis/

design
T P     T    P

Programming

T P

Computer manufacturers " - ¯ : 4 .......
Outside consultants -- --
Other organisati6ns in the sam~ lirm of " " " "

¯ business , . ¯ . ’.. --: I . " -
Other organisations not in the same line

of business .    . -- --
I ."!: . . , ’~ 1 - ~. " "

2

.I

_L

I

’,9
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A. lO.3. Did some or all of the support consist of work contracted out?

If Yes, please indicate briefly the type of work involved and the reason for
contracting it out.

(Commercial in-house users and universities/research institutes only.)

Commercial in-house
Work contracted out Universities/Research

L M S All

Yes                    -- 2 4 6 2
No 2 18 Ii 31 3

Type of work Commercial Universities]
contracted out Reason in-house Research

Punching, compilation
and testing of data
and programs Awaiting installation 3 --

Systems design and Shortage of staff and
programming deadline pressures 2

Live operation Awaiting installation I --
Program development

and printing of data Not Specified -- 2

A. lO.4. Were you satisfied with the support received?

If No, please indicate why you were not satisfied,

(Commercial in-house users and universities/research institutes only.)

Satisfied with support Commercial in-house Universities/Research

Yes 28 3
No 8 I
No answer x I
Total 37 5

Reason for dissatisfaction Commercial in-house Universities/Research

Inexperienced staff supplied
Changes in staff during the project
Inadequate "work done on systems

and programming
Inadequate training given
Jobs did not operate as planned

2

I
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A.Io.5.~ To what extent do you think that an organisation installing a
computer for the firsttime should rely on Outsidesupport? From what source
do you think that this support:should be sought?

(Commercial in-house users and universities/research institutes only.)

Commercial in-house users

:Wumber of organisations : 40

Total Partial .No support
Support desirable on Support Support at all Othern

Training 17 2 I
Systems analysis/design 2 32
Programming ¯, 3 28
Other:

Organisation i
Operation i
Installation I

Systems
analysis/

Source of support .... Training design , Programming    Other

Computer Manufacturer
Outside Consultant
Other organisations in the same

line of business
Other organisations not in the

same line of business
IMI
Other

38 22
5 I7

3 9

2 I

3 2
2 2

29 3
5

3 i

-- I

I

I

Universities~Research’ institutes

Number of organisations : 5

Total Partial Wo support Depends on
Support. desirable on Support Support at all organisation

Training -- 4 -- I
Systems analysis/design -- 4 -- I
Programming -- 4 ~ "~ i

nWill depend on size and type of organisation--the larger and more original the application, the
more internal resources will be required.
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Systems analysis/
Source of support Training design Programming

Computer manufacturer 4 3 4
Outside consultant I 2 I
Other organisations in the same line

of business 2 2 2
Other organisations not in the same

line of business -- -- --

A. lO.6. To what extent are the following services being provided for you by
(i) the bureau or other organisation whose computer you use, (2) by a separate
organisation and (3) from within your own organisation?

(Bureau users only.)

Bureau users

Number of organisations : 56
T=totally, P=partially

Provided by

Bureau or
organisation Other Within your

Service providing organisation organisation
computer

facilities

T P T P T P

Computer operation 54 2 -- -- -- 2
Data preparation 3° 6 I -- 19 6
Programming 43 6 -- I 7 5
Systems analysis/design 28 17 -- I I I 16
Staff training I I IO 3 I 31 I I

Breakdown of organisations providing services totally internally

Service L M S All

Data preparation
Programming
Systems analysis/design
Staff training

9 7 3 I9
4 2 I 7
5 4 2 II
8 14 9 31
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A.I 0.7. Where anyof these Services are providedf0r your organisation by a
bureau or other organisation, are you satisfied with the service given?

If No, please indicate briefly why you are not satisfied. ............

(Bureau users only;)                                     :           . .

: " Bureau users

Number of organisations : 56

Satisfied with outside serveies : L M S All

Yes 13 19 io 42
No ~,~ ’~ 4 ’        ~5 2 ¯ II
No answer : ,. I , ~ , "-y-- 2 3

Number of organisations : rx

Reasons for dissatisfaction

Turn-around time not dependable 4
Inadequate work done on systems ~and

programming " 4
InacCurate~data preparation~k ...... .............. 2
Slow set-up time ’~ x

A. IO.8. To what extent do you think an-organisation using a computer for
the first time should rely on outside services? From. what source do you think
that the services should be sought?

(Bureau users Only.) .:,. ,, :

Bureau users

Number of organisations: 56

Should be provided from outside

Service

Totally Partly Not at all

Data preparation 16 21 I I 8
Programming 29 17 3 7
Systems analysis/design 15 3° 4 7
Training 2o 28 i 7

No answer[
depends on

organisation
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Source of service from
outside

Data Programming
Preparation

Systems
analysis]

design
Training

Computer manufacturers 13
Computer service bureau

(other than computer
manufacturer) 26

Outside consultants I
Other organisations in

the same line of business 6
Other organisations not in

the same line of business 2
Other: Professional

body, e.g. IMI

20 15 28

26 21 14
4 13 5

6 9 7

I I I

I I I

General comment:

A number of organisations indicated that they considered that the answer to
these questions depends on the particular circumstances of each individual
organisation.

A. I I. Benefits expected and received

A. i i.i. What benefits did you expect to get from your computer applications?
The boxes A to F relate to:

A. Reduction/control of staff costs
B. Reduction/control of costs other than staff costs
C. Increase in revenue
D. Better information for management decisions
E. Greater flexibility

F. Other--please specify.

Column G shows the number of organisations with applications in each area.

Commercial in-house users
Number of organizations" 35

A B C D E F G
Information Number of

Application Areas Staff Other Revenue for Flexibility Other Organisa-
Costs Costs Management tions

Production (including
purchasing, stock control.) I x I6 4 26 I2 3 . o6

Marketing (including sales,
distribution) 13 7 x o 25 x 7 3 3°

Finance (including costing,
management accounting) 17 x o I o 31 x 8 2 32

Personnel (including payroll,
staff records) 17 6 -- 17 I o I 26

Education .......
Sclentific/Research 2 2 I 6 i -- 8
Total 60 41 25 1o5 58 9 i22
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Universities/Research Institutes
Number of organisations : 6

A B    C D E F G
Information Number of

Application Areas Staff Other Revenue for Flexibility Other Organisa-
Costs Costs Management tions

Production (including
purchasing, stock control) -- -- -- t

Marketing (including sales,
distribution) -- --

Finance (including costing,
management accounting) -- -- -- x

Personnel (including payroll,
staff records) I -- -- 2

Education x x x 2
Scientific/Re.arch z i -- x
Other I -- -- x
Total 4 2 I 8

x         ---~

. - .,__

2

5 z
6 3
I I

15 5

I

2

6
6

I

x7

Bugea,[g users

Number of organisatioas : ~ 6

A B    C D E F G
Information Number of

Application Areas Staff Other Revenue for Flexibility Other Organlsa-
Costs Costs Management tions

Production (including
purchasing, stock control) 8 5 I

Marketing (including sales,
distribution) 6 2 2

Finance (including costing,
management accounting) 99 5 5

Personnel (including payroll,
staff records) 5 3

Education -- -- --
Scientific/Research 3
Total 44 15 8

8 4

23 8

25 ~ ’ 19

5 2
2 I

6 4
69 3z

3

I

3
u

I

8

14

k o6

36

8
2

7,
93

A.I 1.2. How have the computer applications affected your organisation

under each 0fthe following headings?

A. Staff costs

B. Costs other than staff

C. Revenue ......

D. Information for management decisions ....

E. Flexibility .~
F. Other please specify ..... i

The following tables should beread inconjunction with those in the previbu,~
question. For each heading under which benefits were expected from a corn-
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puter application, these tables analyse the actual effect which the application
has produced. For example, taking the heading staff costs for the commercial
in-house users, the previous question shows that benefits under this heading
were expected from 6o applications; the first table below shows in column A
that of these 6o applications, 35 per cent have produced significant benefits,

37 per cent marginal benefits, etc.

Commercial in-house users

Percentage in each rank

Effect A B C D E F G
Rank Information
of Staff Other Revenue for Flexibility Other All

Effect Costs Costs Management

Significant Benefit 35 ~ 34 40 5° 46 78 44
Marginal Benefit 37 3° °4 28 21 x x 28
No change Io 5 x6 3 9 II 7
Marginal Detriment -- 2 .... < I
Significant Detriment -- 2 .... <
Not Assessed 13 17 t6 14 21 -- 15
Not yet implemented 5 7 4 4 3 -- 4

Universities]Research Institutes

Percentage in each rank

Effect A B C D E F G
Rank Information
of Staff Other Revenue for Flexibility Other All

Effect Costs Costs Management

Significant benefit -- -- -- 25 67 80 46
Marginal benefit 5° -- -- 50 20 -- 26
No change 25 ..... 3
Marginal detriment .......
Significant detriment .......
Not yet assessed 25 IOO ioo 25 13 20 26

Bureau users

Percentage in each rank

Effect A B C D E F O
Rank Information

of Staff Other Revenue for Flexibility Other All
Effect Costs Costs Management

Significant benefit 20 x3 38 62 71 25 46
Marginal benefit 34 52 25 I9 13 37"5 26
No change 23 ~o 25 5 -- -- io
Marginal detriment -- 7 -- I -- -- i
Significant detriment -- ~ ~ t -- 37"5 I
Not assessed 23 7 I2 I2 i6 -- 16
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A. 12. hformation on computing . ._. ....

A. 12. i, Do ~you !feel: that adequate information ls currentlY.available on all
aspects ofdata processing?        .      . . ¯ ..... . ;~ .-      =

IfNo, on what aspects do you find the information inadequate and from what
source would you like to see this information being provided?.

Commercial "
in-house

Information
adequate .: L M .)- S ~ All

.... : : :"                   Bureau UYCY.f

Universities[Research
- ~ ~,? IJ M S ~:Ail

Yes       " ’ z io *iIO 2z -        4 " 9 Io,’ ’.81!~’~27
No 2 7 5 x4 3 7 8":(.4 i,19
No answer ..... ~27 -.:6 2 IO.

- Sburce ~futthdr information - ~:

I. Computer Manufacturers : -5. Semi’state body
~. Technical Journals ,, 6. :Independent consultants

3. Professional Societies 7. Bureau -~)- ....

4. User Associations 8. NO source given ....

For the 36 0rganisationsthat found the informktiqii inadequate, the following
areas and sources were indicated:                              ~ ~ ,- ,:, :

Areas " SOurce ~- z    2 3    4    5 i ~.i: 7 :, :i8;i v

EDP Management "
Hardware
Software
Systems/programming methods
Application areas
Application packages
Training courses

I 6 -7 ........
6 2 -- -- -- I
6 3 2 2 I x
2 3 4 5 I I 2
4:,2 3 5 I I I
4 4 3 6 -i. -- -I
I I 5 9 I I --

"v’ ¯ .-. "

Other replies: (!)need for information on all fronts from impartial;con-
sultants .... :

(2) need for up-to-date bibliography of experience in:each
field from university or Semi-state body.
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A. 13. Co-ordination of computing developments

A. 13. i. Do you think that activities such as the dissemination of information,
the development of training courses and application packages, etc., could best
be co-ordinated in one single body in Ireland?

If Yes, what existing body might fulfil this role or what type of body should
be created ?

Co-ordinating Universities]
body Commercial Research Bureau All

desirable in-house Institute Users

Yes 18 3 3° 51
No 2I 4 ~2 37
No answer’ I -- 14 15

Existing
Organisation

N~w
Organisation

Universities/
Commercial " Research

in-house Institute

Irish Computer Society 4
Computer Users Association 5
Irish Management Institute 3
Institute of Public

Administration
Institute for Industrial

Research and Standards
National Science Council
Government Department
Other--Institution of

Engineers I
Private company
Private association of

computer users
Semi-state body 2
Other:

Amalgam of Irish Com-
puter Society, Computer
Users Association and
Irish Management
Institute 3

Bureau

users

I

3

4
7

I4

I

2

6
I
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A. 14. Dedmalisation

A.I4.I To what extent will you be affected in the data processing area by
deelmalisation?

If you will be affected substantially or marginally, in what specific area will
~- you be affected and what measures have you already taken?

Commercial Universities[ Bureau
Will be affected in-house Research Institute Users All

Substantially 3° 11 4 i
Marginally IO 3 26 39
Not at all 4 I.I 15
No answer -- 8 8

Universities/
Commercial in-house Research Institutes

Areas in which affected
substantially marginally marginally

File conversion 27 12 2
Program amendments 28 12 2
Documentation 15 19 3
Equipment conversion- 3 12
Staff training 16 i i i
Parallel running i i 20 i

Note: This part of the question was omitted from the bureaU usei’s’ questionnaire.

Measures taken:
Commercial in-house

Most of them had already appointed a decimalisation officer to look after all
aspects of the changeover. In some, broad policies for the changeover and
implementation plans had already been formulated.

The majority indicated that the manufacturers would be providing software
for use in the changeover. Only two organisations stated that they had not yet
taken any steps towards meeting the changeover. ¯

Universities[Research Institutes
Only one 0f these organisations gave information. They have made plans

for the changeover.

Bureau Users
A few indicated that they had not yet taken any steps to cope with the

changeover. In most cases, the bureaux are looking after this matter or have
made provision in the original programs to cater for it.



APPENDIX B

SURVEY OF COMPUTER PERSONNEL

Introductory

The survey of computer personnel was conducted partly through the general
questionnaires sent to the organisations using computing facilities--the non-
personnel questions from these questionnaires are analysed in Appendix A--
and partly through special questionnaires sent to the individual personnel
within these organisations.

As far as the personnel questions in the general questionnaire are concerned,
the number of organisations to which the questionnaire was sent and the
response rate were the same as is set out in the Introduction to Appendix A.

The special personnel questionnaire was sent to a number of the commercial
in-house computer users with a request that copies be distributed to and com-
pleted by the individual computer personnel employed by them. The number
oforganisations chosen was designed to secure a coverage of 5° per cent of the
organisations in each category of installation (large, medium and small) and
5° per cent of the computer personnel in each of the personnel categories of
EDP Manager, Operations Manager/Supervisor, Systems Analyst, Program-
mer]Analyst and Programmer. The actual response received compared with
the total number of personnel in each category is set out at the commencement
of the analysis of the replies from each category.

This Appendix is laid out as follows. The replies to the personnel questions
in the general questionnaire are analysed first in Sections B.I to B.3, This is
followed by a separate analysis of the replies from each category of computer
personnel in Sections B.4 to B.8 in the following order--EDP Manager,
Operations Manager/Supervisor, Systems Analyst, Programmer/Analyst and
Programmer.

B.I. Personnel numbers and breakdown of numbers and expenditure

B.I.I. Please indicate the number of staff in your organisation at present
engaged on computer work and the number you would expect to employ in
two years and in five years in each of the categories set out below. (The cate-
gories listed are intended to indicate functional areas. Any one person may be
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involved in more than one category. If this is so in your organisation, please
enter him in his principal category.)

Commercial in-house users

Number of organisations : 35

Category
; P¢esent

Total
Average per installation

Percentage
increase

Overall    L M S    2 years 5 years

EDP manager
Operations manager/

supervisor
Systems analyst
Programmer/analyst
Programmer
Operator
Data contro! staff
Data preparation staff

¯ 35 I’O     I’O I’O    I’O

34
69
,5I

I44
139
I39
49I-~

I .o i .o    ~ "3 0.6
2.0 :~8,7 ’:i.9: ~. 0"7
1"5 7"7 ~I,I 0"7

4"1 18"7 3:4,: 2.1
3:7 ’13"3 3"! 2"5,
4.0 9"7 4.6~ 2"I

I4.O 64"b Ii~9 6~5;

Total 1,o93 31.2 ~ I24.o ~ ; 28-3 16"o -~> 15 19

¯ ": Unlversities/ResMr~h Institutes
Y

, i ;      " :Number of organisations: 7

o,,    .

, Present’
: Percentages.

~ncrease

Total
Average per
organisatio:n’ 2 years ~5 years

EDP manager , : .
Operations manager/supervisor
Systems analyst
Programmer/analyst
Programmer
Operator .......
Data control staff
Data preparation staff

4 0"6
4 o.6
2 0"3
8 I’I

15 2.i
9 " I’3
5 0;7

~,i5 - 2"1

33 33
5° 200

IO0 IO0

I25 225
80 280

:I~ 229
I25 225
.92 162

. Total 62 8.9 ,: IOO     2oo
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Bureau users

The 56 organisations replying are classified as follows:

143

L M S All

No computer staff employed 3
Computer staff employed but no figures given 4
Figures supplied I I

Percentage
Present Average per installation2 Increase

Category Total1
Overall    L M S    2 years 5 years

EDP Manager 3 o.I 0,2 -- -- i5o 300
Systems Analyst 8 0"2 0"5 o.I -- 43 ¯ 129Programmer/Analyst 6 o’9 0,4 o. 1 -- I oo 15°
Programmer 4 o.I o’3 -- -- 375 5°o
Data Control Staff 18 o"5 o’6 o.5 -- 33 47Data Preparation Staff 77 2"o 4" 1 1.o 1. I 18 75

Total i I6 3"I 6.i    I’6    I.i 47 Io3

B.I.2. Have you designated any specific person in your organisation to
liaise with the bureau on operational problems?

(Bureau users only)

L M    S    All

Yes 14 18 8 4°
No 3 ~ 2 6
No answer I 5 4 i0

1The figures given for the present total staff employed are those given by the 2i organlsations which
employ computer staff and which gave figures.

2The average staff employed per installation has been calculated on the basis oI" the actual number
of staff employed by the organimtions which gave figures (i.e. those in the "present total" column)
grossed up to take into account the organlsations which employ staff but did not provide figures and
divided by the total number of organisations. The calculation is therefore: Present total × 31 ]21 x i/56.
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B. 1.3: What is your present annual expenditure on computer staff direct
wages and salaries 0nly--under the following headings?

The total figures for expenditure on personnel may befound:in Section A. I
of Appendix A. What is ana!ysedhere is the percentage of expenditure
devoted to the main categories of personnel.

Number of commercial in-house users: 31 :
¯ ¯

Number of universities]research institutes: 5
Number of bureau users: 21

Percentage of annual expenditure

Category Of Staff " : . ! . ~ " Commercial
~. in-house users

Universities].
Research. Institute

Bureau

users

EDP manager, systems and pro~
gramming Staff 43

Operations manager/supervis0r and
operators x 8

Data control and data preparation
staff 39

58

25

18

4I

59

B.2. Recruitment of staff

B.2.I. Have you at any time recruited computer staff on fixed-term
contracts? If Yes, please indicate the Category of staff concerned and the period
of the contract and whyyou adopted the fixed-term contract approach.

Only two organisations indicated that they had recruited computer staff on
fixed-term contracts. One commercial in-house user recruited a Senior Systems
Analyst for a 2/3 year period. The reason was that specific expertise was required
while internal staff were acquiring the necessary experience. One bureau user
recruited a Supervisor for a 4 month period for what is described as a one-off job.

B.2.2. Have you experienced any difficult3, in recruiting specialist computer
staff? Please comment on any difficulties youhave encountered in recruiting or
retaining suitable Staff. In what countries haiee:y0u advertised vacancies on
your computer staff?
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Recruitment difficulties

Commercial
in-house Bureau users

Universities/Research
L M S All L M S All

Yes                    3 9 7 I9 3 3 I -- 4
No -- 8 7 I5 3 Ii 6 3 20
No Answer ¯ I I I I 4 2 7
No Staff 7 3 I3 .9 25

Comments on diffculties :
Commercial in-house

The main comments related to the following points:

(i) the small number of people available with technical competence and
business experience;

(ii) the high salaries sought by computer personnel;
(iii) high mobility in search of experience and high rewards.

Universities~research institutes

Only one organisation commented, pointing to the small size of the pool of
suitably qualified systems analysts and the difficulty in finding people with both
a high level of technical competence and experience and suitable personality.

Bureau users

Only two organisations had comments, one referring to the limited experi-
ence and intellectual capacity of the prospective computer staff, the other
referring to internal organisational constraints.

Vacandes for staff advertised:
Commercial in-house

.Organisations experiencing No difficulties experienced:
difficulties: z9 2"5

Category
Ireland Britain USA/ Ireland Britain USA]

,. Canada Canada

EDP manager : 5 2
Operations manager]

supervisor I --
Systems analyst Io 5
Programmer/analys t 7 3
Programmer I I 7
Operator 9 --

5
3
,.8
3

I

m m

3
I 7--

4 m

K
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Universities/reSearch institutes

Category

Organisations experiencing No difficulties experienced:
diffculties : 3 3

Ireland Britain    USA] Ireland Britain USA/
Canada Canada

EDP manager
Operations manager/

supervisor
Systems analyst
Programmer/analyst
Programmer
Operator

I I I I

-- I I

I I I I

I I I I

I I I I

2 -- o --

Bureau users

Category

Organisations experiencing No difficulties experienced:
difficulties: 4 20

Irela~l Britain USA] Ireland Britain" USA/
Canada -Canada

EDP Manager
Systems Analyst
Programmer/Analyst
Programmer

3 I -- I

3 I -- x

B.3. Training

B.3.i.: What training courses have you used for staff? Please indicate only

the name of the body organising the courses.

Organising Body
Commercial Universities/    Bureau

in-house      Research      users

EDP Managers
Computer manufacturers
IMI
Training consultants outside Ireland
Parent or affaliate organisation
IPA
Civil Service Training Centre
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Organising Body
Commercial Universities/    Bureau

in-house      Research       users

Systems Analysts
Computer manufacturers
Training consultants outside Ireland
IMI
Universities
Parent or affiliate organisation
National Computing Centre
IPA

Programmers
Computer manufacturers
Universities
Training consultants outside Ireland

Programmer~Analysts
Computer manufacturers
Universities
IMI
Parent or affiliate organisation
Training consultants outside Ireland

Operations Manager[Supervisor
Computer manufacturers
IMI
Training consultants outside Ireland
Universities
Parent or affiliate organisation
IPA

Operators
Computer manufacturers
Universities

Data Control Staff
Computer manufacturers
IMI
Universities/technical colleges
Computer bureau
Training consultants outside Ireland

Data Preparation Stqff"
Computer manufacturers
Training consultants outside Ireland
Training consultants in Ireland
Universities
Computer Bureau

Bureau liaison man
Computer manufacturers
IMI
IPA
Training consultants outside Ireland

14 I 2
2 2 I

17           I
8
4

--               2
I
I

3 I 2

-- I 2
-- -- I

II I 7
4 --
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B.3.2. Do you propose to use any different training courses in the immediate
future? If Yes; ~please indicate¯ the category of staff involved and the body
organising thec0urses you propose to use.

Commercial ,~ :
Different courses to be in-house

used Universities/Research
L M S All .....

Bureau users

Yes z 4 4 9
No 2 i2 ix 25
No answer I -- i
No staff

2 4
.5 7 6

4 5
3 I3

A,,

New courses to be used:

Number of
Category of Staff Organising Body OrganisatiO~

Commercial in-house
Board
EDP manager

Operations manager
Systems analysts
Senior staff

Universities/Research Institutes
Operations manager

Programmer[analysts
Programmers
Operators
Data control staff

Bureau Users
EDP manager
Systems and programming

staff
Programmers

Computer manufacturers~,
Computer manufacturers
University
Undecided

¯ IMI
IMI
Computer manufacturers
IMI
Internal

Computer maniifacturers
IMI
Computer manufacturers
Computer manufacturers

: Computer.manufacturers
Computer manufacturers

Computer manufacturers

IMI
Computer manufacturers

.,- , I

I

I
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B.3.3. Do you consider that the range of courses now available in Britain and
Ireland is adequate in terms of relevance, quality and cost?

If,No, please indicate the type of courses which you consider to be necessary
and the bodies which should organise them.

Commercial
in-house Bureau users

Range Adequate Universities~Research
L M S All L M S All

Yes                     I II II 23 2 9 4 I 14
No 2 6 3 I I 5 2 2 -- 4NO answer I I -- 7 I8 13 38

Courses needed:
The bodies are indicated by number as follows:

(i) Computer manufacturers

(2) Consultants

(3) Irish Management Institute

(4) Institute of Public Administration

(5) Universities

(6) Technological colleges

(7) Vocational schools
(8) Private schools

(9) Computer bureau
(I o) Central training body

(I I) Internal

Commercial in-house

Organising
Category Objectives Duration Body

Top Management Appreciation I-4 days I, 3, I I
Appreciation with project

work 2 weeks 4
Application of computers to

management (e.g. MIS) 2-3 days I, 3
Line Management in Appreciation 2-3 days 3, I I

the User Area Appreciation with project
work 2 weeks 4

Use of computers in differ-
ent user areas 2-4 days I, 3

i,:/
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Organising
Category Objectives Duration Body

EDP Manager 4-5 weeks 3

Operations Manager/
Supervisor

Systems Analysts

Programmer/Analysts

Programmers

Operators

Data Control Staff

Data preparation
Staff

Business Administration
New developments in

techniques, applications,
equipment and software
appropriate to this coun-
try

Training and development
of computer personnel,
use of systems and pro-
gramming statistics, man-
agement appreciation

Systems and programming
appreciation

Control of computer instal-
lation

Practical aspects of hard-
ware manipulations and
operational systems

Skills and methods of im-

as required I, 3, 4

2-3 weeks

-- 3

2 weeks 3

--                   I

.proving cost effectiveness
m operating and data
preparation areas I week ~    ’ 3 ~’

New developments in.EDP as required ~ 4

2 years 5, 6
2-4 weeks 3
2-3 weeks .... I~ 3

-- 5
4

-- I

2 years 5
6, 7

2-4 weeks I
I-2 months I I

-- I

I week
I.-2 months

Basic course leading to a
formal qualification

Business administration
Techniques
File design for simple and

complex data structures
New developments in EDP
Occasional courses as re-

quired by innovations
Systems course
Standards
Basic disciplines of pro-

gramming
Basic training
Competence in handling

equipment
Appreciation of disciplines

necessary in the operating
’ area

Basic training
Appreciation of all data

flows in the organisation
and control of data flows

Basic training
On site training

1--2 months

I
II

II

II

2, II

-, f, r.
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Universities/Research Institutes

Category Objective Duration
Organising

Body

Top Management
Line Management in

the user area
EDP Manager
Operations Manager]

Supervisor
Systems Analysts

Programmer/Analysts

Programmers

Operators

Data Control Staff

Data Preparation
Staff

Appreciation
Appreciation

Systems Management
Systems Management

Application development
and systems design

Application development,
systems design, pro-
gramming

Programming

Equipment operation

Systems appreciation

Equipment operation

short
short

6 weeks
4 weeks

IO weeks
5 years
IO weeks
3 years

8 weeks
3 years
3 weeks
I year
I week
I year
I week
I year

2,

2,

2,

I,

I,

5
I,
6

I,
6
I,

I,

7
I,

7

5
5, 6

5, 6
5, 6

5

5

5, 6

6

7

7

Bureau users

Category of Staff Objective Duration
Organising

Body

Top Management

Line Management in
the user area

EDP Manager

Liaison man--for
liaison with the
bureau on opera-
tional problems

Appreciation 2-3 days
Information on applications

in different sectors
Computer principles, man-

agement opportunities i week
Computer principles, data

flow control and planning,
staffing and organisation I week

General management tech-
niques 2 weeks

Systems and operations con-
trol

3

3, 9

IO

IO

3, 5, 6

IO

i, 6, 7,
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Category Organising
of Staff Objective Duration Body

Systems Analysts

Programmer/Analysts

Programmers

Data Control Staff

Data Preparation
Staff

Management problems, re-
- quirements and’ services;

basic’ OR and" other tech-
niques -- 1o -

Systems, O & M, Pro- ’ :
gramming -- 5, 6, IO

Systems, 0 :& M, Pro-
gramming ..... -- . .-~; i:IO

Programming, appreciation
and background; logic .....
and flowcharting - -- IO

Outline systemsanalysis and : "
programming ~ 4 weeks I

Control and organisation of
data and data flows; data
checking IO

Appreciation of subsequent ....
operations 7, 9

Punching techniques ..... -" 1o

The subsequent sections of this Appendix analyse separately the replies
received from each category of computer personnel in response to the special
personnel questionnaire.

B.4. EDP Manager
Questionnaire Response

Number employed by commercial
in-house users at December 1969

Number of respondents
Respondents as a percentage of total

number

L M S All

3 2o 19 42
I 9 7 17

33 45 37 4°

B.4,I. Length of experience on computer work

Number of years’ experience

On computer work      ¯    As EDP Manager

<5 5-lo    > IO <3 3-5 >5
6 IO I I2 4 I
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B.4.2. Age

Age

20-29 30-39 40-49 50+

5 7 4 I

B.4.3. Salary

Salary              :

£z,5o2:- £2,002:- £2,502:- £3,000- £3,502:-
2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500 4,000

1 2 4 7 3

Salary/Experience

Number of On computer work
years

As EDP Manager

Salary < 5 5-2:0 > 2:0 < 3 3-5 > 5

£ I ~501--2,000 I -- -- I -- --

£2,001 --2,500 I I -- -- 2 --

£2,501-3,ooo I 3 -- 3 I --

£3,°0 I-3,5OO 3 4 -- 6 -- I
£3,5OI-4,OOO -- 2 I 2 I --

Salary/Age

Age
Salary                               20-29     3o-39     4o-49     50+

£1,501--2,000 -- I -- --

£2,001--2,500 I I -- --

£2 ~50 I--3,000 2 -- 2 --

£3,ooi-3,5oo 2 3 I I
, £3,5oi-4,ooo -- 2 I --
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B,4,4, .General Education--acquired before, and after commencing~ computer
work.

¯ " ~ ’ " - .... aVumbers

Qualification
Before" After

Leaving Certificate ..... . : " ..... i - .
Primary. Degree in:

Arts
Commerce
Engineering

Post-graduate Degree in:
Business Administration

Other: ....... - - .....
Accountancy ’ ¯
H.Dip. in Education - ¯
Engineering ¯" " .... "~ " ~ ’
Secretarial .i . - :
Diploma. in Systems Analysis
D.P.A. (Trinity)

No post-secondary: qualification

.... 3 I

4
2

I

4 I

I

I

I
-- I

I

I

B.4,5, Working experience before commencing computerwork    ~ ~ " ......

Type of work Numbers

Accountancy ’ 3
O & M/WorkStudy 3
Clerical 3
Mechanised accounting Systems : 3
Engineering - - ~ .. : " 2
Management trainee " I
Teaching ’: ...... ’ : ’~"" ~’: " " " i ....
None I

B,4,6, Entry to computer work and. type of computer experience

Transferred tO computer¯ work from within an organisation in which already
working: ....

Numbers ....

Yes

No
No answer

13

3
I
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EDP Manager from within an organisation in which already

L M S All

Yes I 5 5 I o
No -- 3 2 5

Type of work on entering computer work:

Numbers

Programmer 2
Programmer/Analyst 4
Systems Analyst 4
Systems Engineer i
Operations Manager i
EDP Manager 5

Computer areas in which they worked before appointment as EDP Manager:

Numbers

Programmer 3
Programmer/Analyst 5
Systems Analyst 9
Project Leader I
Systems Engineer I
Consultant/Adviser 2
Operations Manager I
None I

B.4.7. Job mobility

Number of organisations in which they have been employed on computer
work compared with number of years experience on computer work:

fears’ Experience

Number of organisations

<5 5-Io > IO All

I 5 5 -- IO
2 I 3 -- 4
3 -- --. I I
4 -- 2 -- 2

Total 6 1 o I 17
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B.4.8. Computer training received

Numbers

Appreciation
EDP/Systems Management (2-4 weeks)
Operations Management ( < 1 week)
Systems Analysis (x-6 weeks)
Programming (2-i3 weeks)
Other

2

7
3
8

I2

B.5. OperationsManager/Supervisor

Questionnaire response

L M S All

Number employed by commercial ......
ir/-house users at December I969 4 25 .... i i " 4°

4. I5Number of respondents . 4
278Respondents as a percentage of total, zoo 37 38

B.5. i, Length of experience on computer work

Number of years’ experience :

on computer work                   as opera;tions manager/supervisor

<3      3-5      > 5        < 3          .3=5          > 5

6 4 5 IO ~ 3

B.5.2. Age

Age

2o-29 3o-39 4o-49

6 4 :5

B.5.3. Salary

Sa/ary

£I,oOI--,£I,5OI-- £2,OOI-- £2,5OI--

Ij5OO    2,000    2j5OO    3,000

4 4 6 i
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Salary~Experience

157

Salary

Experience as operations manager]
on computer work supervisor

<3 3-5 >5 <3 3-5 >5

£I,OO I--I,5OO ] I -- 4 -- --

£I,5oI-2,ooo I I 2 3 I --
£2,OO I--2,5OO ~2 I 3 2 I 3

£2,5Ol--3,ooo -- I -- I -- --

Salary/Age "

Salary Age 20-29 3o-39 4o-49

£I~OOI--I~5OO 3 -- I
£I,5O1-2,OOO 3 I --

£2,ooi-2,5oo -- 2 4
£2,50 i-3,ooo -- I --

B.5.4. General Education--acquired before and after commencing computer
work.

Numbers

Qualification Before After

Leaving Certificate I2 --
Primary Degree: Commerce i --
Other: DPA I --
No post-secondary qualification i --

Note: One person did not answer this question.

B.5.5. Experience before commencing computer work

Type of work ~ Numbers

Management/supervision of mechanised
accounting systems 6

Clerical 4
Sales I
Accounting I
Operator of tabulating equipment I
Technician 2
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B.5.6. Entry to computer work and type of computer experience

Transferred to computer work within the organisation in which
working:

already

Numbers

Yes 13
No 2

Appointed operations manager/supervisor in an organisation: in Which
already working:

Numbers

Yes 14
NO i

Type of work on entering computer work:

Numbers

Operations Manager/Supervisor
Operator
Programmer
User representative

8
5-
I
I

Computer areas in which they worked before becoming operation manager/
supervisor:

No other area    "

Numbers

Operator 5
Programmer . i
User representative " i

B.5.7. 3rob Mobility

Number of’:0rganisations in, which they have ,been employed on com-
puter work compared with length of:experience on computer work:

Tears’ experience <3
Number of organisations

3-5 >5 All

x 6 4 ~ 4 I4
2 -- -- I I
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B.5.8. Computer training received

Numbers

Operations supervision/management (up to 3
weeks)

Operations (up to 4 weeks)
Programming (up to 9 weeks)
Other

6
6
8
3

B.6. Systems Analysts

Questionnaire response

L M S All

Number employed by com-
mercial in-house users at
December I969.

Number of respondents
Respondents a~s:a percentage of

total

26    38 14    78
II    II 7    29

42 29    5°    37

B.6. I. Length of experience on computer work

Number of years’ experience

on computer work as systems analyst

<5 5-xo > xo <3 3-5 > 5

I2 13 4 21 6 2

B.6.~. Age

Age

20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40+ ’

2 8 II 5 3
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6 ry "

Salary     " " ......

£X,ooI- £r,5ox- _£2,ooz-    £~,50x- £3,oo:-

i 6 15 . : 5 .’ :2

s~z)

Salary[Experie.nce . . . :.. _. .

Number of years . on computer work as systems analyst

Salary <5    5-lo    > Io <3 3-5 2> 5

£ I ~00 I--I ~500
£I;5OI-2,ooo
~2,OO I--2,5OO

£2,5oi-3,ooo
£3Oo1_3,5oo -

2
2

4
2

I

B.6.4. General.-Education-~-acquired before and- after commencing computer

¯ " : ": ’ :’ :- : .---Numbers

Qualification . Before After

Leaving Certificate (or equivalent) " -- - ~"- " :’-- :- :09 " ......
Primary degree in:

Engineering 3
Commerce i

Other
Accountancy . : 5
Engineering " " .......... 3.
Diploma inSystems Analysi~:,. .... ¯ :’:: ’.- -:
Other .................. 9

No post-secondai~r qualification I I

. ,

I

I

3
2
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B.6.5. Experience before commencing computer work

Type of work Numbers

Clerk 16
Accountancy/Auditing 4
Engineer 2
OR/Work Study i
Management of punched card installation I
Sales i
Other 4

B.6.6. Entry to computer work and type of computer experience

Transferred to computer work within an organisation in which already
employed :

Yes                                               27
No                                                2

Appointed systems analyst within an organisation in which already em-
ployed :

L M S All

Yes 9 7 5 2 l
No 2 4 2 8

Type of work on entering computer work:

Numbers

Programmer 19
Programmer/Analyst 5
Systems Analyst 4
Technical Adviser I
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Computer areas in which-they, worked ,before appointment as
analysts: .... . ..

system

Numbers

None’ 31
Programmer -- 19
Programmer/Analyst 7 ~’
Systems Engineer ’.: " 2
Data,Processing Manager ¯ - " ~ ~ i
Technical Adviser I,;

B;6.7. Job mobility ~~ : ..... ~ "" -~ ............ " -

Number of organisations in which they have been employed on computer
work compared with number ~0f years’:exi~erience on computer work:

Tears" experience " " <5 5-to > zo All

Number of organisations

IO

2

B.6.8. :Computer training received,,

Numbers "" "

I

2

3
4

¯Total,

Systems analysis. ( I-4 weeks) 21
Programming (I’--I4 weeks) 24
Appreciation/Fundamentals .(up to 5 weeks) ...... 13
Othei" 7

B.7, Programmer~Analyst ~ " -, , ¯

- - .... -, Questionnaire response ......

"- L M S All

Number empl0yed by commercial in-house , "
users at December, z969 23 22 .I3

Number of respondents 3 6 --
Respondents as a percentage of total 13 27 -

58
9

15
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B.7.I. Length of experience on computer work

I63

Number of years’ experience

on computer work as programmer]analyst

< 2 2-3 > 3 < 2 2-3 > 3

i 3 5 2 ~ ’" 5

B.7.2. Age

Age

20-24 25-29 3o-34 34-39

4 2 2 i

B.7.3. Salary

Salary

£z,ooz-z,5oo £z,5oi-2,ooo £2,5o3c-3,ooo

2 6 i

Salary/Experience

Number of years on computer work as programmer]analyst

Salary 2 2-3 3 2 2-3 3

£I ~OOI--I }500 I -- I I -- I

£I,5OI--2,OOO -- 3 3 I 2 3
£2,5OI-3,OOO -- -- I -- -- I

Salary]Age

Salary Age 20-24 25-29 3o-34 35-39

£I~001--I~500 2 -- -- --
£ 1,50 I--2 ,OOO 2 ~ I I
£2,5oi-3,ooo -- -- I --

M
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B.7.4. General Education--acquired before and after commencing computer
work.

Numbers

Qualification Before After

No forInal qualification I
Leaving Certificate 8
Primary degree:

Commerce I
Engineering i

Other:
Accountancy i

No post-secondary qualification 4

B.7.5. Experience before commencing computer work

Type of work Numbers

Clerical 8
None

B.7.6. Entry to computer work and type of computer experience
Transferred to computer work within an organisation in which already

employed ¯

Yes 8
No I

Appointed programmer/analyst within an organisation in which already
employed:

Numbers

Yes 7
No 2

Type of work on entering computer work:

Numbe~

Programmer 2
Programmer/Analyst 7
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Computer areas in which they worked before appointment as programmer/
analyst"

Numbers

None 7Programmer 2

B.7.7. Job mobility

Number of organisations in which they have been employed on computer
work compared with number of years’ experience on computer work:

2rears’ experience <2 2-3 >3 All
Number of organisations

i -- 3 4 7
2 I -- I 2

Total i 3 5 9

B.7.8. Computer training received

Numbers

Systems Analysis I
Programming 9
Other 4

B.8. Programmers
Questionnaire Response

L M S All

Number employed by commercial
in-house users at December, 1969 56 68 48 172

Number of respondents 32 20 15 67
Respondents as a percentage of total 57 29 31 39

B.8. I. Length of experience on computer work

Number of years’ experience

on computer work as programmer

<2 2-3 >3 <2 2-3 >3

19 28 20 28 22 17
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B.8.2. Age

Age

20 20-24 25-29 30-34

2 38 22 5

-y

B.8.3. Salary

Salary . .

£5oz-75o £75r-z,ooo £r, ooz-r,5oo £z,5oz-~,ooo £~,oor-~,5oo £~,5or-3,ooo

3 z4 35 13 i i

Salary/Age

Age        2o-24             25-29             3o-34
Sala(y

£5Ol-75o 3 "
£751-I,ooo 14 ¯
£I,OOI--I,5OO I8 15                  2

£1,5ol-2,ooo 5 6 2
£2,ooi-2,5oo
£2,5oi_3,ooo -- I
Total 4o. 22 5

Salaty/Experien¢e - , .

on computer work on programming

if’ears’ experience <2 2-3 <3 <2 g-3 <3
Salary ........ ’

£5Ol-75o 1 2 2 1 --

£75 i-i,ooo 5 9 11 3 --
£i,00i-1,500 I I 16 8 13 I5 7
£i,5oz=2,ooo ’:, I IO 2 3 8
£2,0o 1-2,5oo -- I m -- I
£2,5o1_3,ooo -- I -- I

Total 19 28 20 28 22 17
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B.8.4. General Education--acquired before and after commencing compt/ter
work.

Qualification Before After

Leaving Certificate 66 --
Primary degree"

Commerce 4 2
Science 4 I
Economics I I
Arts I --

Post-Graduate
(Economics, Business Finance, Management

Accounting) -- I
Other :

Diploma in Public Administration I 2
Statistics I --
Part of university course 3 I
Languages I --
Diploma in Systems Analysis -- 7
H.Diploma in Education I --
Business Management -- I

No post-secondary qualification 38 --

B.8.5. Experience before commencing work

Type of work Numbers

None 18
Clerical 38
Other I I

B.8.6. Entry to computer work and type of computer experience

Transferred to computer work within an organisation
employed:

in which already

Numbers

Yes

No
Not then employed

4°

9
18
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Type of work on entering computer work:

Numbers ~

Operator
Programmer

13
54

Computer areas in which they worked before appointment as programmer:

Numbers

None 54
Operator 13

B.8.7. Job mobility

Number of organisations in which they have beenemployed O
n computer

work compared with number of years’ experience on computer work:

Years’ experience <2 2-3 >3 All
Number of organisations

i 17 24 i i 52
2 2 4 8 14
3 -- -- I I

Total 19 28 2o 67

B.8.8. Computer training received

Numbers

Programming
Other
None

58
7
8



APPENDIX C

JOB DESCRIPTIONS OF COMPUTER PERSONNEL1

Data Processing Manager

In collaboration with the chief executive and line management, the Data
Processing Manager is responsible for developing and controlling data pro-
cessing plans to meet the present and long-term needs of the organisation.
I-Ie helps management to determine its information and other needs and advises
on the feasibility of using computers to help meet these needs. He controls
and co-ordinates the systems, programming and operating functions with the
organisation.

Systems and Programming Manager
He is responsible to the Data Processing Manager for all systems and pro-

gramming functions.

Systems Analysts

Senior Systems Analysts--They are concerned together with the Data Pro-
cessing Manager in assisting management in determining the data processing
and information requirements of the organisation and with directing the
design of computer based systems to satisfy these requirements. They require
the ability to understand complex and often ill-defined problems and to con-
ceive imaginative and practical solutions to these problems. They also require
the ability to communicate effectively with others.

Systems Analysts--They are responsible for the detailed design of part or the
whole of a computer application. They examine the proposed application and
define in detail the input and output requirements, the file contents and the
relationships between them. In conjunction with the users, they design the
forms for input data and output results. The qualities required are similar to
those of a Senior Systems Analyst but at a lower level.

Junior Systems Analysts--They are responsible for the detailed design of small
and relatively straightforward systems forming part of a computer application.

1This Appendix draws heavily on the British Ministry of Technology publication, Staff Titles and
ffob Descriptions in Commercial Data Processing, HMSO i967.
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Programmers
Senior Programmers They advise on the feasibility and practicality of the

programming for a particular application, produce overall plans for the pro-
gramming work involved, define the files and programs needed, establish
standard techniques and procedures for programming and for the associated
documentation and arrange for the linking of programs. They require high
conceptual and analytical ability to appraise the schemes devised by the
systems analysts and to design the overall programming plan to implement
them.

Programmers--They work from the plans drawn up by the Senior Pro-
grammers, provide detailed plans for the programming job, undertake the
more complex programs and provide detailed specifications to Junior Pro,
grammers for the less complex programs.

Junior Programmers--They work from the detailed specifications provided
by the Programmers and code them in the appropriate manner.

Systems Programmers--They are experts in the use of the operational and other
software supplied by the computer manufacturer and help to ensure that opti-
mum use is made of the equipment. They are roughly equal in status to the
Senior Programmers.

Operations Manager
He is responsible to the Data Processing Manager for the planning, organisa-

tion and day to day control of the use of the equipment in the computer
installation.

Operators
Chief Operator]Shift Leaders--On a multi-shift installation, in addition to a

Chief Operator, there will usually be Shift Leaders who will deputise for him.
They are responsible for the day to day scheduling and supervision of the
operation of the computer and its peripheral units. They supervise the operat-
ing staff, assign duties, establish and enforce standard procedures for machine
operation, ensure, that the standard engineering routine maintenance is
carried out and, in the case of a breakdown, ensure that the emergency action
and/or the standby arrangements are swiftly implemented.

Operators--They are responsible for the actual operation of the computer.
They set up and operate the equipment in accordance with the, appropriate
instructions, record machine utilisation in operating 10g books and make
initial diagnoses Of any malfunctioning of the equipment or the software.

3unior Operators--They set up~ the peripheral units and 10~ad’~/tid unload
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them with data and program files as required under the direct supervision
of the operator.

A sample organisation chart for a Data Processing Department would be:

I
Systems
Analysts

Data Processing Manager

I
Systems anl Programming

Manager

I
I

Systems
Programmers

i
Operations Manager

I
I

Programmers Computer
Operation

Staff

I
Data

Preparation
Staff



APPENDIX D

SURVEY OF FUTURE INTENTIONS OF ORGANISATIONS NOT
USING COMPUTER FACILITIES

A questionnaire was sent in February 1969 to all corporate members of
the Irish Management Institute a total of about 60olorganisations enquiring
whether they were using computer facilities and, if not, whether they intended
to doso within two years or within five years.

The total number of replies received was 238, a response rate of labour 40
per cent.

The breakdown of the replies was as follows:

Numbers

Using computer facilities at present
in-house facilities 33
commercial bureau facilities 55
bureau facilities in, e.g., an

associated organisation 19

Total                    lO7
Expect to use computer facilities within 2years

in-house facilities 7
bureau facilities (commercial or

otherwise) 12

Total                   x 9
Expect to use computer fadlities within 5years

in-house facilities 6
bureau facilities (commercial or

otherwise) 24

Total 3°
May use computer facilities within 5years
Do not expect to use computer facilities within five years

Total

IO7

19

3°

26
56

238



APPENDIX E

CALCULATIONS OF FUTURE STAFFING REQUIREMENTS

From the projections of future computer installations (Table 3. i) and future
bureau users (Table 3.3), we can derive estimates of the number of computer
personnel that will be required to cater for this volume of computing.

The average present and projected staffing complement of the existing
commercial in-house installations is:

Category
Present Two years hence Five years hence

L    M S L    M S L    M S

Systems Analysts 8.7 1.9 0"7 II.9 2"5 I.I 13.7 2.8 1.3
Programmer/Analysts 7"7 1.1 o.7 11.6 1.5 o.9 13.o 1.7 1.o
Programmers 18"7 3"4 2"3 22"3 4"o 2"8 23"9 4"2 2"9
Operators I3"3 3"1 2"5 14"6 3"4 2.6 15"4 3"6 2’8

Demands for additional staff will arise from two sources the existing users
and new users. The demand from the existing users is projected on the basis
of their own forecasts, as set out above. The demand from new users is pro-
jected on the basis of the expected staffing complement of the existing com-
mercial in-house users two years hence--the rationale behind this is set out
in the body of the report.

The number of each category of staff which will be required for the pro-
jected number of computer installations is therefore:

Category

Existing
installations New installations All installations

1972 1975 1972 1975

1972 1975 min. max. min. max. min. max. min. max.

Systems Analysts 37 58 8I 123 197 360 I18 16o 253 418
Programmer/Analysts 3° 43 68 99 I57 27° 98 I29 2oo 313
Programmers 46 6o I63 24I 402 752 2o9 285 462 812
Operators 15 28 131 196 335 637 146 211 363 665
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As well as the computer installations, the bureau users also imply some
specialist computer staff and their requirements must also be included in the
projections. The average present and projected staffing complement of the
existing bureau users are as follows:

Gategory Present Two years hence    Five years hence

Systems Analysts 0.2 0"3 0"5
Programmer/Analysts o.2 o.4 o.5
Programmers o’ I 0.5 o’6

Using the same basis as in the case of the computer installations, the total
staffing requirements in the bureau users will be:

Category

Existing
users New users            All users

z972 x975 x972 z975 x972 x975

min. max. min. max. min. max. min. max.

Systems Analysts 25 75 52 72 I44 248 77 97 219 363
Programmer/Analysts 5° 75 69 96 192 33° i19 I46 267 405
Programmers IOO 125 86 12o 24° 413 186 220 365 538

Joining together the projections for the computer installations and the bureau
users, we reachan overall projection of additional staff required, as set out in
Table 3-4 in the main Report.



APPENDIX F

GLOSSARY OF COMPUTER TERMS

Application Package: A set of general programs designed to perform some
commonly occurring type of business operation such as payroll or stock control.

Computer: A device capable of automatically accepting and storing data,
applying a sequence of processes to the data and supplying the results of these
processes; it operates under a program of instructions which can be accepted
and stored like data and which can modify itself within the computer.

Computer Bureau: A firm that provides a computer service for customers.

Data Processing: The handling of business or other data by any means ranging
from manual to computer operations, usually involving the up-dating of files.

Data Preparation: The transcription of the original data into a form suitable
for processing by computer--such as punched cards, paper tape, magnetic
tape--carried out by an operator using some kind of keyboard machine.

Data Transmission: The use of the telecommunications network to transmit
data to or from a computer system.

Hardware: The physical units making up a computer system.

I/O--Input/Output: Input is the process of transferring data or programs
into the computer store from some external medium. Output is the process of
transferring information from the computer store to an output device.

Magnetic Disc: A storage device consisting of a number of flat circular plates
like gramophone records coated on both surfaces with magnetic material. It
is a common form of backing store used in computer systems. Data are read
off/recorded on the discs by means of read/write arms as the discs rotate at high
speed.

Magnetic Tape: A reel of plastic tape coated with magnetic material on which
data may be recorded as a series of magnetised spots. It is the most common
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form of backing store used in computer systems and is also used as an input/
output medium. Data are read off/recorded on the tape as it moves under a
read/write head.

Off-Line: A device is off-line if it is not under the control of the central
processor--data are not transferred directly into or out of the computer system.
For example, data may be prepared On magnetic tape off-line and the tape
processed at a later date on-line by the computer.

On-Line: A device is on-line if it is directly under the control of the central
processor---data are transferred directly into or out of the computer system.

Paper Tape: A reel of paper on which data are stored in the form of punched
holes which can be sensed by a paper tape reader. It is one of the most ~common
forms of input media for computers.

Peripheral Equipment: The input; output and storage devices attached to a
computer and operated under computer control.

Program: A set of instructions composed for solving a given problem by
computer.

Programming Language: The particular system of coded instructions used to
control the computer’s operations. Three levels of programming language
are distinguished: (i) the machine language, or coded pattern of digits in the
form recognisable-to the Central processor; (2) assembler language, or more
symbolic form of instructions which have first to be translated into machine
language by means Of another program; (3) high-level language in which
the instructions take the form of much more complex statements which are
closer to the English language (in the case of commercial applications) or to
the language of mathematics (in the case of scientific applications) and so make
some sort of sense to the user. The program written in a high-level language
must again first-be converted~ into machine language by means of another
program called a compiler.

Punched Card: A rectangular piece of cardboard Containing data represented
in the form of punched holes which can be sensed by a variety of machines.
It is one of the most common forms of input media for computers.

Software: A term used in Contrast to hardware to refer to a collection or
package of programs. The term applications software is applied to suites of
programs, or packages, designedto perform broad types of business or other
tasks such as inventory management, payroll, project control, etc. Systems soft-
ware means programs-orientated towards the computer system that help in
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various ways in its operations, such as in converting other programs written in
a particular language into machine code, or in controlling the handling and
location of stored data.

Software Company: A firm engaged in writing general programs for sale or
lease to organisations using computers.

Stand Alone: Not on-line to any other computer system.

Terminal: An input/output device stationed remotely and connected via
telephone, or telegraph line to a central computer system.

Upgrade: Replace a number of modular units by similar units of increased
capacity or speed.
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